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Princeton Institute of Tlieology
Summer, 1987: Eileen and Sam Moffett

Missions : From the Age of Expansion to the Age of Extinction

OUTLINE: of the "ages uf mission" as described by Prof. K.S. Latourette:

I. The First Advance (1-500 AD). Christianity wins the Roman World
II. The Great Recessi on (500-950). Barbarian and Muslim invasions

endanger the survival of Christianity in the west. The fall
of the T'r.rg dynasty wipes out the church in China.

III. The Second Advance (950-1350). Missionary advance and spiritual
renewal

-
in the v;est completes the conversion of Europe; the

Nestorians reenter China in the Yuan (Mongol) dynasty, and
Roman Catholics reach China for the first time.

IV. The Secon d Peres s i on (1350-1500). 1 he decline of the papacy,
tiie fa 1 1 of the Mongols and the rise of the Turks threaten the

survival of Christianity , both east and west.
V. Three Centuries of Advance (1500-1750). Reformation and

Counter-lie formation, Jesuits, Moravians and the age of
western expansion.

VI. The Third recession (1750-1815). The age of the "enlightenment"
threatens the foundations of Christianity in the west, hut

spreading revival movements give signs of hope. The Great
Awakening in America and the Wesley revival in Britain.

VII. The Great Century (1815-1914). The modern missionary movement;
and women in mission.

(Latourette tentatively identifies an eighth stage):
VI II. Advance Through Storm (1914-1945). War, depression and rising

self-doubt in Christendom threaten to cut the nerve and slow
the growth-rate of Christianity but the missions continue.

(to which we might add a rinth):

IX. The Ri se of the Third Worl

d

Churches (1945-2000). The growth
and vigour of the younger churches of the east and south,

outshine signs of decline in what was once the "Christendom"
of west and north.

OUTLINE: of expansion and extinction in the Far East.

I. The Fi rst Advance (635-950 AD). Alopen and T'ang dynasty
Christianity.

II. lhe First Disa ppearance (950-1200).
III. lhe Second" Advance ( 1 200-1 36P ) . Nestorians & Catholics under the

Mongols.
IV. The Second Disappearance (1368-1549)
V. The Third Advance (1549-1773). Xavier in Japan, Ricci in China.

VI. The Third Peel i re (1773-1807). The Rites Controversy
VII. A Fourt h Advance (1807-1949). 1 he coming of the Protestants

V

J

T T
. A f'oinTli Closing of the P_oor (1949-1976). Communist revolution

IX. The Reemergence of the Chinese Church (1976- )
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The Bible itself has of course been pre-eminently the greatest factor in evangelization, as it is in all
countries - but it has certainly occupied a rather unique position in the work in Korea, and the Korean
Church derives its power, its spirituality, its great faith in prayer, its liberality, from the fact that the wholeChurch has been, as it were, saturated with a knowledge of the Bible. The Bible Study and Training Classes
constitute the most unique and most important factor in the development of the Korean Church In thesehave been laid the foundations of faith and knowledge, while in the preaching services have been developed
the spirit of worship and here too the Church has received its inspiration for its spiritual activities.

Right here our gratitude to Dr. Nevius should be expressed, for from him came the seed thoughts oftwo great principles in our work - the Bible Training Class system and self support. In the early days DrUnderwood had a conference with Dr. Nevius and invited him to come to Korea for a conference with the
missionaries. I remember well that visit in 1890 when from his twenty five years of experience he talked to
us voting men and planted m our hearts the seed thoughts of main principles. From these talks and from his
book Methods of Mission Work” the Korea Mission has derived inestimable profit - although in the
development of these ideas local conditions and our experience in adapting the methods to meet different
circumstances have led to great modifications.

I remember well our first Bible Training Class, a class of seven men held in a little room at the
southwest comer of Dr. Underwood’s compound. Two men came from the north, two from Sorai in Whang
Hai province and three from Seoul. The burden of instruction rested upon Mr. Gifford, and after two weeks
of study these Helpers again went forth to their work. From that day to this these classes have gradually
developed into our "Bible Training Class System.” Of this system Mr. Hunt has written, - “The education
of the whole Church, all its membership, young and old, literate and illiterate is being undertaken
systematically, and largely by training classes in which the textbook is the Bible. Some of these are
representative in character, the attendance coming from every part of the field, others are local, meant only
lor the members of a particular group. Some are attended only by men, others only by women, but in most
of the country classes both men and women are taught, though in separate divisions. Sometimes these
classes are taught entirely by the missionaries, or by the missionary and several Helpers, but more often by
the Helpers alone. Bible study is the object of the class but prayer, conferences and practical evangelistic
effort are prominent parts of the work. - The Christians have learned that it is only right to put aside their
occupations for several weeks each year for the special study of the word of God. - This method is honoring
to God s Word and teaches all the authority of God in their lives, His Word rather than that of the Helper or
the Missionary early becoming the Christian’s rule of faith and practice. This method of education tends to
bring about a natural understanding between the rank and file and the Leaders, Helpers and Missionaries, so
unifying the young Church that it presents a united front and is made more of a power in the midst of
heathenism. The surest way to make a distinction between the Church and the world is to set men to study
the Bible and to preach its truths. This system is cumulative in its results. - It makes of the Church an army
skilled in the use of God’s word. Among the many advantages of these classes is that they afford an
occasion to develop qualities of future leadership. Opportunities for preliminary training and trial as well as
tor more careful selection are almost without end.”
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These central classes have grown from that first class of seven to classes for men of 800 in Taiku,

350 in Tong Nai (Fusan), 500 in Seoul, 1000 in Pyeng Yang, 1000 in Chai Ryung, and 1300 in Syen Chun;

while for women - Taiku has had 500, Kim Hai (Fusan) 150, Seoul 300, Chai Ryung 500, Pyeng Yang 600

and Syen Chun 651, some of the women walking 100 to 200 miles in order to attend.

Classes for men and for women are arranged for so far as possible in every Church and group

throughout the Mission - the attendance running from 5 up to 500 in these country classes, a large force of

the better instructed men and women of the Churches being detailed to this work as teachers. These classes

become regular power houses generating spiritual electricity which goes out through the whole Church.

This year Chai Ryung station reports 262 Bible Training Classes with 13,967 enrolled, Pyeng Y ang reports

292 classes with 13, 967 enrolled, Syen Chyun had 1 1 1 classes, and with those of the other stations we have

probably held this year over 800 classes with an attendance of some 50,000 men and women. Their

influence is beyond estimate.

It is in these classes our Christian workers are first trained and developed and here that the

Colporteurs, Evangelists, Helpers and Bible women are discovered and appointed to work. It was in these

classes that there developed the remarkable movement for the subscription of so many days of preaching

according to which the Christians spend the subscribed days in going about the surrounding villages from

house to house telling the story of the Gospel. This originated a few years ago with the Koreans themselves

in two country classes in the same month, after which it spread all through the country until tens of

thousands of days of preaching were subscribed. One class of 35 men in Fusan Station was reported by Mr.

Sidebotham as having subscribed 900 days of preaching and a class in Syen Chyun Station subscribed 2200

days. There are no accurate statistics given of this, but it is probable that in one year as many as 40,000 or

50.000 days have been subscribed. In some sections it has become the custom to set aside a certain fifteen

days in the winter for a concerted movement of the Churches in preaching to unevangelized sections or

villages. Mr Blair reports that on one circuit 45 men voluntarily gave themselves up to prayer and direct

preaching for ten days at their own expense, leading many to Christ and forming new groups where the

Gospel had not previously taken hold. In connection with these classes also evangelistic services arc held

and many won to Christ.

It was in one of these classes in Syen Chyun that the idea of a Missionary Society had its origin as

Mr. [Graham]Lcc gave them an address on the subject of evangelizing the unreached people. This was in

1901; that year in Pyeng Yang the Missionary Society was organized and for several years carried on

Mission work in northern Korea and in Choong Chung province. In 1907, with the organization of the

Presbytery, this gave way to the Presbytery’s Committee of Missions for the whole country and to a number

of local societies which undertook local evangelization. The Presbytery’s Committee began its work with

the sending of Rev. Yec Kee Poong and wife and Helper Kim to the Island of Quclpart for the

evangelization of the 100,000 Koreans there and this year 1909, sends Rev. Chay Quan Hool to Siberia to

minister to the Christian Koreans who have gone there and to evangelize the 500,000 Koreans reported to be

in Russian territory. The Syen Chyun local society also places a worker among the Koreans in Manchuria

Re\ Han Syek Chin has this year visited the Koreans in Tokyo, - Deacon Pang Wha Choong has been

working among the Koreans in California and recently visited Mexico where he reports 400 Korean

Christians in Yucatan bearing witness to the Yucatecs of the Gospel of Jesus Christ.

It was out of these classes that in 1907 grew the remarkable revival, accounts of which have stirred

the whole Church. In 1902 and 1903 special Bible classes for business men in Pyeng Yang were held at the

New Year season. In connection with this class in 1904 special Evangelistic services were held at night

The city w as divided into districts and volunteers under leadership of missionaries made systematic daily

\ lsitation of every house in the city. Forenoons were spent in Bible Study, afternoons in a prayer service

and in house to house visitation, going tw'o by two with invitations and sheet tracts. At night the church was

filled, several hundred unbelievers being present. 96 professed conversion. The next night 2000 people

came and Christians retired to give place to unbelievers. Then afternoon services for women and night

ser\ ices for men were held. 75 more professed conversion. Then the conflict of the Japan- Russian war

with both armies approaching Pyeng Yang caused the city to be almost deserted, so that the meetings were

discontinued, but not until a profound impression had been made. In 1905 the same plans were followed in

connection with this city class with a similar response. Each night from 20 to 60 names were given in of

those who had reached a decision, until in both Churches over 1000 had taken their stand for Christ

Following this on one Sabbath alone 247 catechumens were publicly received
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In 1906 the scenes of the previous year were repeated in the now four churches, the city being once
more thoroughly canvassed by personal workers while hundreds more made profession of faith in Christ. In

the Fall of 1906 the Spirit of Prayer came upon the missionaries themselves and there was earnest crying out

for a deeper and richer blessing upon the classes of the coming winter. Then in January 1907 during the last

days of the Bible Training Class in the evening evangelistic services there came the public manifestation of

the Spirit’s presence. In these meetings men realized the terrible consequences of sin, the suffering that sin

had brought upon the sinless Christ, His love in dying for them, and they agonized, some of them almost

unto death. Relief came when they realized their complete forgiveness. The city churches, then the schools,

advanced and primary, then the country groups, then college and academy students returning from vacation

all passed through these experiences. The same deep conviction of sin, the agonizing in prayer, the joy of

relief were experienced in city training classes, in the Woman’s Bible Institute, and then in the Theological

Seminary and Men’s Bible Institute which followed.

The Spirit of God manifested Himself in wonderful ways and brought about a cleansing of the

Church and a new consecration, a new power and a new joy in the hearts of thousands. Mr. Lee went to the

Syen Chyun class, Mr. Hunt to Taiku, Mr. Swallen to Kwang Ju, and pastor Kil to Seoul and Eui Ju, and
then this work of the Spirit spread from church to church, from station to station until the whole country
witnessed a remarkable manifestation of the power of the Spirit of God to move the hearts of men.

Mr. Goforth of China visited Korea at this time, and, afterwards as he led evangelistic services in

Manchuria and gave this testimony there, the spirit of God wrought a similar great revival in Manchuria and
in many parts of China.

How wonderfully God honors the study of His Word and what a spiritual power in His work is

Prayer and the Sword of the Spirit!
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PRESBYTERIAN THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY.

Hv HARRY A. RHODES.

It is rather singular that the number of students in the theological £

cminary is exactly the same as last year- 137. The classes beginning

;th the first' year number 35, 33. 21. 20, and 28 m the graduating class,

few more will come later for post graduate work. Since the beginning

)f the seminary in 1901 up until the present year there has been a steady

acreasc in the number of students. If the number dues not increase iur

! few years there will be no anxiety. The present number is probably

is many as the church ca 1 support and quite as many as the several

Vestyterian missions can well take care ol at present.

- The seminary is still in its formulative stages. It is totally unequipped

s to endowment as yet inadequately equipped as to buildings, and has but
,

tw permanent instructors. Because of a generous gift from an American

’onor theie is a good sized main building in which are six class rooms

y making three class rooms out of the chapel room. Moreover the same

onor '.las’ provided for t.vo good dormitories. It is to be hoped that

ach Presbyterian mission may soon be able to provide dormitory room

or its students, and chat the #15,000 (gold) endowment asked for by the

Vesbyterian Mission (North) as well as endowment to the other missions in

roportion to their needs may be forthcoming. Two smaller requests Iur

hings very much needed are 1.500 (gold) each for* a heating plant, and

or well and grading. In comparison to similar institutions at home

hesc requests must seem extremel) modest. If so, the Boaid of Dilutees

topes they will be granted the ‘more quickly, until they are granted the

cminary ground and buildings must remain in an incomplete c mdition.

Rarely if ever has a seminary been maintained with so little help

iven to its students. YVl\en the buildings are finished it is proposed to

provide the students with rooms. Farther* than this the student', piovide

rom private funds In some cases individual missionaries help theological

tudents, but there is no systematic aid given either by the Mission or

he Korean Presbytery. Most of them are poor men with families to

upport but by strict economy they can save enough during the nine

months while -they are in the employ of the Korean church as chosos

(local preachers), to pay their expenses during the three months while in

the seminary, and tli is rigid training is good p/eparation^for theii futuie

ministry. As elsewhere the Korean theological students do not look

forward to large salai/es. Few ol the fifteen men alrcad)' graduated,

some of them serving 1,000 to 2,000 parishioners, get as much as 12.50

(gold) per month.

The seminary year is divided into two periods of six weeks each,

the first term extends I rom March 15 till May 1st and the second term

from May isl to June 151I1. Duiing each teiin there is almost an

entirely dillcrenl -et ol instructors. 1 his is not ideal
;

it is a make shift

but the best that can be done: under the present pressure of work which

makes large demands upon each worker in each station.

150 THE KOREA MISSION FIELD.

This year the first term instructors are Ur. Moffett Mr. Swallcn and

Mr Clark of tbe Presbyterian Church, No.lh; Mr McCutchen of tlu

Presby tei ian Church. South, Mr. K.igt-1 of the Australian and Mi. hootc

of th/canadian Presbyterian Church. The last named received a message

the other day of his daughter’s seiious illness so he luid to leave tntmcdi-

atcly on that long journey of 550 U across the country to Wonsan 1 Ins

s ,ofvs how quickly the personnel of the faculty may change. On May

.Tu.is hst of instructors is to be replaced by Ors. Underwood tn d Cu e

-md Mr Carp ol the Presbyterian Church, North. Mr. Hell and Mi. 1 ml

‘of the Presby tot ian Cluucli, South, Mr. Swu'leu remaining thioughoul

The following is the course ol tudy. It is still tentative as each

year's experience reveals the necessity of certain minor changes as will be

seen the two terms are often interchanged -

.'|KST TiiKM. lime.

New Testament Exegesis

—Synoptic Gospels ... 6 wks.

Shorter Catechism ... 6 wks.

Old Testament History

and I' hlical Geogra-

phy o. 1 Id Teslament 0 wks.

MomiFlics Exercises in

• Chapel ... ‘

First Term 'l ime.

Old Teslament Exegesis

—Exodu 4 wks.

Theology Anthropology.. 0 wks.

Homiletics 4 wks.

Psychology 2 wk S-

Biblical Geography of

New Teslament 2 wks.

ElkST YEAR.

Skoj.no 1 kkm. 1 ime.

Old Testament Exegesis

—Genesis 6 wks.

Theology-Evidences of

Christianity and '1 hc.>-

logy Proper ... • 6 wks.

Homiletics 4 wks.

Old Teslament History... 2 wks.

Instructor.

Gale.

MolVett.

Swallen.

Inslructot

.

Sharp.

Bell.

Clark-

Swallen.

SECOND

Instructor.

Bull.

McCulchsn

Clark.

Sharp.

Bull.

YEAR.

Skcunu 'Perm.

New Testament Exegesis

—Acts

Old Testament Readings

—Outlines of Number,
Deuteronomy, Joshua

and Judges, New lest.

Galatians to I hess. ...

History—Apostolic ante-

inicean to 325 A.D. ...

Ethics

Reading and Conference

on Confession of 1‘ aith.

I ini. .
Instructor.

4 wks. — •

2 V. IvS.

6 wks.

4 wks.

Swallcn.

Engle.

2 wks. Swallen.

THIRD YEAR.

First Term. Time. Instructor. Skconi> 1 i km.

Old Test nnent Exegesis

New Testament Exegesis — Isaiah ...

iSi Corinthians 4 wks Bell. Homiletics 1

Th< 1 i ,y
— Sotcriology

Ephesians ... 2 wks. —
(Concluded) Church

Theology Sotcriology ..

History—Micean l’‘>st-

6 wks. Bell. Government and Sacra-

ments
Old ami New Testament

Miccan and Mediaeval Readings — Outlines

325 A.D.— 1073 A D. 6 wks. Eootc. Rviih to 1‘Nihcr, 2nd

Corinthians, Timothy

to Hebrews

lime. Instructor

0 wks. Moffett.

c, wks. Umlerwood.

4 wks. Moffett.

2 wks.
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I'.ikst Tkum. Time.

New Testament Exegesis

—Gospel according to

John 4 wks.

•Old Testament Exegesis

—Selected Psalms ... j wks.

Theology— Eschatology.. 4 wks.

History — Pre- Reforma-
tion 1073- 4 wks.

Church Discipline and
Directory of \\ irship.. 3 wks.

First Tilkm. Time.
Old Testament Exegesis
— Daniel 4 wks.

Theological—Office and
Work of the lloly

Spirit... C wks.

llisicry— lost Keforma-
lion *> wks.

Readings—Outlines of

Ilosea to Malachai ... 2 wks.

FOURTH

Instructor.

Engle.

Engle.

Gale.

Foote.

Underwood.

FIFTH

Instructor.

Underwood.

YEAR.

Skcond Ti:rm. Time, I nslruclor.

New Testament Exegesis

— Romans 4 wks. McCutcheu.
Old Testament Exegesis

—Jeremiah ' 4 wks. Hull.

Theology - Tneumatology 2 wks. Gale.

Pastoral Theology 2 wks. Hull.

History— Reformation to

1648 4 wks. Foote.

Readings-Outlines of Job
to Song of Solomon,
Jeremiah ami Ezekiel,

James and Jude 2 wks. —

AR.

Skcunij Tkkm. 1 line. Instructor.

lew Testament Exegesis

—Hebrews with com-
parative study of

Leviticus 6 wks.

asioral Theology 4 wks. Swallen.

Wlagogy 2 wks. Engle.

‘ istory of Modern
Missions 2 wks. Hell.

music. Also during the months
out of school each grade has a provided course of reading upon which
examinations are given. The course includes Dubov’s Fundamental
“ Evidences of Christianity " and his “ Village Sermons," Williamson's
“ Life of Christ," Sheffield's Theology, Haye's “ Introductory I Cthic " and
“ Apostolic Age,” Hives of Knox and Luther, Moody's Sermons, e*.c., etc.

’Each student is expected to read the entire Bible. This account.; lor the

numert • “ Readings" and “ Outlines" marked in the course. .

The course s elementary in some respects but it had to be adapted
to the situation that confronts us. Things vitally important have been
taken up first. The Korean pastor is well versed in his Bib.e. He
knows nothing about Greek and Hebrew yet and tnay never know.
Since most of the students’ time (9 months in each year) is spent out on the

“firing line" among the churches, he must be carefully instructed in the

Bible and as to the practical problems that confront him. His field of

investigation is limited to a few books in his own native script and to a
greater number in Cl tese which most of the students can read, otherwise
he is dependent upon his contact with the missionary (or his theological

instruction and upon his constant study of the Word.
It i

t

s not haul to entertain a just feeling of pride over what has been
accomplished in the way of getting a trained ministry for the Presbyterian
church in Korea. 1 he seminary course is only one stage in the process..

These 137 men have all been tested before coming to the seminary. Their
entrance requirements are not only scholastic but spiritual and practical.

1 hey have been leaders of tlic hutch for years and students in numerous
Bible classes. They have been admitted to the seminary largely because
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they have demonstrated their ability to do a pastor's work.. Fortunately
the Korean church is not compelled to wait until men finish the
seminary course before it has leaders, and moreover when these students
go back to the church as pastors they will find their hands upheld by
experienced and capable leaders. This is ideal. The gap between the
ministry and laity is almost un-noticcable. The ordained man will have
certain ordination rights and his seminary course ought to make hint a

more capable instructor, but in other respects his work will be the same
a' t was before he entered the seminary.

it is not strange that the Korean church should produce such a
prolific, and, able ministry in so shoit a t me. It is the natural fruit of a

zealous church, whatever causes may be given for a declining ministry

in any church, the chief cause is within the church itself. A hike warm
church c.apnot produce a large and active ministry. A commercial age
cannot well produce spiritual leaders. Even in Korea we have examples
of good church leaders' spoiled by getting the money making habit. The
Korean church is raising up a splendid native ministry because the

Korean chu rch is vitally interested in affairs pert lining to Christ’s Kingdom.
An overdo e of so-called wi’sl rn learning, and western civilization will

give grave cause for alarm. May Korea continue to be just enough of a
Hermit Nation to save her at this point.

COURSES OF STUDY AND RULES OF' ADMISSION OF TI1E

PYENu YANG PRESBYT. WOMEN’S BIBLE INSTITUTE.

Miss MARGARET REST.

Term months April ist to June 15111.

•

FIRST YEAR. SECOND YEAR.

Majors.
. lours

j

week,

;>cr
Maj.. .s.

I lours p<

week.
Luke • ••• ... ••• •• . ... 5 John ... 4
Acts 4 ,,, §i , , ti 4I • •• 5 Corinth. 1 ,

II. ... 4
N. T. Geog. in connection with Luke Exodus .. • •• 4
and Acts .. . ... 2 O. T. Geog. with Exodus 1

Minors. Minors.

Arithmetic (N .at ion, Addition and Writing .. 2

Subtraction) 3 Arithmetic (Multiplication, Short Di-
Writing •• ... 2 visipn) .. 2

Total hours per week .. . ... 17 Tolal horns per week ... 17

THIRD YEAR. FOURTH YEAR.
Majors.

Life of Christ

Hebrews with r
' to Ixvilicus

John I. 11. i
*

.
,
Titus ...

<>. T. 1 list.

C). T. Gcog. wall i). T. Ilist.

Majors.

Romans, Galatians, Jude 4
Isaiah 4

O. T. Hist •/

liiblc Dot trine (God, Jesus, Holy
Spirit) 3

5
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4 MAJOR OVERJ APPING PERIODS OF ASIAN CHURCH HISTORY

1. The apostolic/post-apostolic period (beginnings to 450 AD): from St Thomas 0

the Council of Chalcedon.

2. The Nestorian period (400 to 1300): Nestorius (5th c.) and Alopen the Persian

(7th c.), to Sorkaktani and Kublai Khan (13th c.).

3 Xhe Catholic period (1200-1800): the Jesuits, Xavier and Matthew Ricci

4. The Protestant^period (1800-1920). William Carey, Adoniram Judson, Robert

Morrison, and - please forgive me-Samuel Austin Moffett.

CHRONOLOGY OF ASIAN CHURCH HISTORY

50 Traditional date of Thomas’s landing in India.

70 Traditional date of Addai’s mission to Edessa, Osrhoene.

201 First record of a Christian church building in Edessa.

270 First priest ordained in Seleucia-Ctesiphon, Persia.

301 First Christian king, Tiridates of Armenia.

311 Conversion of Constantine the Great, Rome.
. .

325 Thomas of Canna is credited with bringing East Syrian Christianity to

India.

340-400 The Great Persecution in Persia.

451 The Council of Chalcedon and the Great Schism. Nestorius dies.

486 The Church of the East separates from Rome and Constantinople as

"Nestorian" or Syrian church.

621 Muhammad and the beginning of the Muslim Conquest, West Asia.

635 Alopen, first recorded missionary to China, reaches Changan (Xian).

907 Tang Dynasty (618-907) falls; Nestorian Christianity disappears in

1000 Nestorian missionaries convert the Kerait Mongols in Central Asia.

China.

1200-1368 The "Pax Mongolica":

Genehis Khan marries his son Tolui to the Kerait princess Sorkaktani

Sorkaktani’s three sons become emperors in Asia: Hulagu emperor o

Persia (r. 1258-1265), Arghun Great Khan of Mongolia (r.1284

1291), and Kublai Khan emperor of China (r. 1260-1294).

The Franciscans, John of Plano Carpini and Lawrence of Portugal, tirst

Catholics in Mongolia (1245).

The Polos at the court of Kublai Khan (1266-1292).
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The Franciscan John of Montecorvino, first Catholic to reach China

proper (1294); Primate of all the Far East (1307).

1295-1304 Central Asia turns Muslim.

1362-1405 Timur the Great (Tamerlane) destroys Christianity in Asia.

1502 Vasco da Gama brings Portuguese Roman Catholicism to dominate

India’s Syrian Christianity.

1521 Magellan celebrates Easter Mass in the Philippines.

1546 Portuguese establish a Catholic mission in Ceylon (Sri Lanka).

1549 Francis Xavier establishes the Catholic faith in Japan.

1549-1614 "The Christian Century" in Japan.

1582 Matthew Ricci reaches Macao; enters China 1583; Peking 1599.

1592 DeCespedes (Jesuit), chaplain to Japanese troops, Korea.

1601 The first successful Protestant foreign mission: the Dutch in Indonesia.

1614 The shogun Ieyasu’s anti-Christian edict decisively outlaws Christianity

in Japan.

1636-1742 The Rites Controversy in China.

1708 The Danish/Halle (Lutheran) mission to India.

1720-1850 Catholic divisions and decline.

1773 The dissolution of the Jesuit Order.

1784 Lee Seung-Hun establishes a Catholic beachhead in Korea.

1792 William Carey (Baptist) lands in India.

1807 Robert Morrison (London Missionary Society), first resident Protestant

missionary in China.

1813 Adoniram and Ann Judson (Baptists) begin work in Burma.

1826 First Protestant missionaries enter Siam (Thailand).

1833 First mission to the Bataks of Sumatra, Indonesia.

1834 Protestants establish a mission to Nestorians on Turkish/Persian border.

1834-1860 The Opium Wars in China.

1851-1864 Hung Hsiu-Ch’uan (a marginal Christian) and the Taiping Rdxfan

Rebellion in China.

1853 Perry opens Japan to the west; first Protestant service in Japan.

1857-1900 Intermittent mass movements of dalits ("outcastes") in India,

mainly Protestant.

1859 Catholic missionaries reenter Japan; 1865 hidden Christians reappear.

First resident Protestant missionaries arrive.

1866 Hudson Taylor and the China Inland Mission.

1884 Beginnings of Protestant missions to Korea.

1899-1901 The Boxer Rebellion in China.

- Samuel Hugh Moffett
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Transforming Mission:
Paradigm Shifts in Mission Theology

A Review Artiele Commemorating
an Important Missiological Event

DAVID J BOSCH, AUTHOR
JAMES A. SCHERER, REVIEWER

I
n the history of missions and the teaching of missiology very few books
would qualify as significant “missiological events" because of their
decisive impact on missionary thinking or action. One such book,

written more than fifty years ago, was Hendnk Kraemer’s The Christian
Message in a Non-Christian World (1938). Another such event was the
completion of Kenneth Scott Latourette’s monumental seven-volume series
History of the Expansion of Christianity (1937-1945). The missiological world
now awaits the publication of yet another “once in a generation” work, the
South African missiologist David J. Bosch’s Transforming Mission (Orbis
Books, 1991, ASM Series No. 16; cloth. S39.95; paper, $22.95). The American
Society of Missiology, through its ASM Missiology Series, can take great
pnde in the appearance of this new volume which will enhance a series
already made lustrous by such recent additions as Louis Luzbetak's The
Church and Cultures (ASM Series No. 12) and Lamin Sanneh’s Translating
the Message (ASM Series No. 13). The Bosch book, to be published sim-
ultaneously in Great Britain and Germany, with other language versions
expected to follow, is truly an international event.

The first impression most readers will gain of the book is of its enormous
size and scope. Transforming Mission is truly a “blockbuster" production,
consisting of nearly 600 finely-written pages, each one crammed with
scholarly erudition. Bosch’s magnum opus is in fact not one book but three
books in one: a biblical prologue (“New Testament models”), a historical
center section

( historical paradigms of mission”), and a missiological
conclusion (“toward a relevant missiology”). The decision of the ASM Series

David J . Bosch is Professor and Head of the Department of Missiology in the Faculty
of Theology at the University of South Africa, Pretoria He serves as editor of
Missionaha

.
journal of the South African Missiological Society. His new book.
Mission Paradigm Shifts in Theology of Mission (Maryknoll, NY Orbis

Books. 1991), will be published in the ASM Missiology Series in the spring of 1991
James A. Scherer is past President of the American Society of Missiology (1989 - 90).
and continues as Chair of the Editorial Committee for the ASM Missiology Senes,
published by Orbis Books He serves as Professor of World Mission and Church
History at the Lutheran School of Theology at Chicago

Missiology An International Review. Vol XIX. No 2. April 799/
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Editorial Committee was that the three hooks should he published within a

single cover as a unitary work, giving readers access to the total movement
and flow of Bosch’s thought The result is a magisterial volume: a contem-
porary summa of the biblical foundations, historical growth and develop-
ment, and “elements of an emerging paradigm" for mission in our post-

modern era. Transforming Mission may well serve as a vade mecum to inspire,

educate, and guide a new generation of twenty-first century missiologists!

The unifying theme of Transforming Mission is made clear in the subtitle

of the book: Paradigm Shifts in Theology ofMission. Bosch’s original intention
had been to revise and update his own earlier Witness to the World (1980), a
penetrating analysis of mission from the standpoint of its biblical founda-
tions, historical lessons, and contemporary theological problems. Two things
happened which apparently deflected Bosch from this more limited under-
taking and led him to plunge into the writing of a far more massive work.
One was the conviction that mission in the postmodern age needed to be
grounded more firmly in a comprehensive biblical hermeneutic (Bosch
1986), since a “proof-text” approach to validating the church’s continuing
missionary obligation could no longer be considered valid or convincing in

the modem world. This led Bosch to expand the section on biblical
interpretation to 200 pages, in which he comments on the meaning of mission
in Matthew’s Gospel, Luke-Acts, and St. Paul, omitting other sections mainly
out of considerations of space. The other factor which led Bosch to a
fundamental rethinking of his approach was his decision to employ the
concept ol “paradigm shift” (or change) as a framework for dealing with
both change and continuity in mission (Bosch 1987 and 1990). In his new
work Bosch uses the paradigm shift concept, borrowed from Thomas Kuhn
and Hans Kiing, to create a series of chronological hooks on which to hang
significant chunks of material. Each paradigm shift denotes, in terms of
Christian mission, the tolling of a bell, the ending of one era and the
beginning of another, the terminus of a major political or cultural epoch.
Part 2 of Bosch s book carries out the historical paradigm shift analysis,
leading up to part 3, “elements of an emerging paradigm," in which the
author presents in 170 pages his conclusions about mission today as a
multicolored mosaic of complementary and mutually enriching images and
functions.

The Contemporary Crisis of Christian Mission
Bosch s justification for “imposing" this massive tome on the world of

missiology is that “the Christian mission is under attack not only from
without but also from within its own ranks.” The year 1964 is cited as the
high water mark of missionary self-criticism with the publication of no less
than four books addressing themselves to the integrity of (Western) mission
and missionaries. These circumstances "necessitate and justify reflection on
mission as a permanent item on the agenda of theology." The criticism of
mission is in reality a criticism ol the enterprise of theology, of the nature
and practice of C hristian faith, and of the church's very existence. Yet, says
Bosch, echoing Hendrik Kracmcr, the church is always in a state of crisis
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but only occasionally aware of it A "crisis-free" existence is really an
abnormality for the church; “crisislessness” is the result of a dangerous
delusion. The church needs apparent failure and suffering to become fully

alive to its real nature and mission. “To encounter crisis is to encounter the
possibility of truly being the church" (1991:2-3). This “crisis” view in turn
lends itself to an understanding of mission as an open-ended venture of
faith, involving risk to participants, and yielding new discoveries through
the Spirit.

The present crisis of mission, Bosch suggests, stems from the fact that a

fundamental paradigm shift has taken place in the experience and thinking
of the whole world. This paradigm shift, like the shifting of tectonic plates

before an earthquake, has the effect of invalidating many old assumptions
on the basis of which past mission was carried out. Like wary inhabitants

of an identifiable fault line, we continue to live out our lives in dependence
on customary securities, disregarding the fact that our basic mode of
existence has been threatened. Yet, says Bosch, there have been “profound
crises and major paradigm shifts before,” each constituting the end of one
world and the birth of another, and each demanding that people redefine

what they used to think and do. For Bosch, the major paradigm shift of our
day has to do with the collapse and erosion of thought patterns from the

Enlightenment which served as the basis of our missionary practice. “In

earlier ages the church has responded imaginatively to paradigm changes;

we are challenged to do the same for our time and context” (4).

The contemporary crisis, says Bosch, concerns the foundation , motives

and aim , and the nature of mission. Loss of a valid understanding of the

foundation, and profound ambiguity about missionary motives and aims,

have “led to the confidence about imminent victory being replaced by
profound malaise” in some missionary circles. An inadequate foundation

and ambiguous motives produced “unsatisfactory missionary practices,”

especially evident in the linkage between mission, colonialism, and Western
superiority. Missionary accomplishments of the first half of the twentieth

century were used to undergird (or conceal) “shaky foundations,” and
successful projects were touted as a continuation of the Acts of the Apostles.

By means of circular reasoning, “the success of the Christian mission became
the foundation for mission.” Other religions were seen as moribund and
dying, while Christianity was in a state of world ascendancy, and imminent
victory was confidently predicted by the end of the twentieth century! Such
false optimism about the prospects of world Christianity, Bosch believes, led

to a malaise when undermined by later events and, to quote Max Warren,

to “a terrible failure of nerve about the missionary enterprise” (4-6).

The result of this misreading of the signs of the times by liberals was
either total paralysis and withdrawal from traditional missionary activities

(e g., evangelism and church planting) or the substitution of “projects which

might just as well—and more efficiently—be undertaken by secular agen-

cies.” Lest Bosch’s analysis be taken as a one-sided critique of liberal

Protestant missions, the author is quick to append his criticisms of conser-

vative missions which saw no missionary crisis, experienced no failure of
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nerve, hut carried on “business as usual (7). Bosch has no patience with a

“one-way missionary traffic from the West to the Third World, or the

proclamation of a gospel which appears to have little interest in the

conditions in which people find themselves” and whose “only concern seems

to be the saving of souls from eternal damnation” (7). Neither liberals nor

evangelical conservatives, both heirs of separate parts of a now defunct

nineteenth-century missionary legacy, can derive much comfort from

Bosch’s stinging criticism that both sides were guilty of insensitivity to

historical change.

If the present crisis can neither be ignored nor circumvented, says Bosch,

“the only valid way open to us is to deal with the crisis in utmost sincerity

yet without allowing ourselves to succumb to it" (7). This is the central point of

Transforming Mission : “You can’t go home again!” (Thomas Wolfe).

Yesterday’s images won’t do, and artificial respiration will not revive the

patient. But this does not mean surrendering to the spirit of secularism or

merely endorsing “whatever a particular individual group chooses to call

mission. Rather, we require a new vision to break out of the present stalemate

toward a different kind of missionary involvement” (7). Employing the lens

of history, as interpreted by faith, Bosch can affirm with Hendrik Kraemer

that “we do not stand at the end of mission” but rather at the end of a specific

period of mission history. ‘The harsh realities of today compel us to

re-conceive and reformulate the church’s mission, to do this boldly and

imaginatively, yet also in continuity with the best of what mission has been

in past decades and centuries” (8). A careful retracing of the vicissitudes of

missionary thought and action over twenty centuries reveals that there never

was a single regnant “theology of mission” but always a “pluriverse of

missiology in a universe of mission.” The scholar must therefore look

critically at the evolution of the missionary idea, for such an investigation

yields guidance and encouragement for the future (8).

New Testament Models
Reflecting on the New Testament as a missionary document, the author

suggests that “the first and cardinal paradigm change took place with the

advent of Jesus of Nazareth and what followed after that” (15). Mission in

the New Testament was not so much a “function” of the church as a

fundamental expression of its life. Bosch affirms Martin Kaehler's aphorism

that “mission is the mother of theology” (16). The New Testament writers

wrote in the context of an “emergency situation,” from an ardent faith, with

the purpose of commending Jesus Christ to the Mediterranean world. The
New Testament reflects no uniform view of mission but a variety of

“theologies of mission.” Bosch finds no single overarching term for mission

in the New Testament, but no less than 95 Greek terms pointing to different

aspects of the biblical missionary perspective. Commenting on the lessons

derived from critical scholarship, Bosch warns against re-creating Jesus in

the image of a Marxist revolutionary or the founder of capitalism. “Christians

are . not at liberty to talk about Jesus in any way they choose” (22). One
can only speak of Jesus from within the context of the community ol
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believers and more fundamentally in terms of that community's foundation

in the living dying, and rising of Jesus Christ. A critical study of mission in

the New Testament, and of the self-definition ol early Chnstians helps us

to understand what these Christians believed about Jesus and how they acted

° Ul

Buhsay's^Bosch, “it will not immediately tell us what we must think about

mission L our own concrete context" (23) For the Bible to cast light on our

contemporary missionary situation, there is need for interaction between the

biblical witnesses and believers today who wish to be guided1

witnesses Bosch calls for a "critical hermeneutic approach which goes

beyond mere descnption of the biblical thought

Jinlneue between that biblical world and ourselves. He chooses three New

Testament witnesses as representative of first-century missionary thinking

and practice St Matthew wrote as a Jew to a predominantly Jewish Chnsti

commS The sub-paradigm for Matthew's Gospel ,s “mission as disc -

pie-making," and the well-known great commission has also to be: under

stood from this perspective. St. Luke wrote a two-par, volume to d̂ °nstrate

the unity between the mission of Jesus and that of the church. Luxe s

sub-paradigm is "practising forgiveness and solidarity. The‘nchwion

^

Pan

r

q letters is self-explanatory since no discussion of the early chur

Sion L conc
P
e,vable^part from Paul The apostle Paul s sub-par-

adigm is "invitation to join the eschatological community (chapters 2 y

These sections benefit from Bosch’s training as a biblical exegete and his

wide familiarity with current scholarly materials.

Paradiem Changes and Lessons from Mission History
, .

The middle section of Transforming Mission ,
dealing with postbiblical
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great century” of Christian expansion—but at the same time contained the

seeds of the dissolution of that very missionary movement. Bosch's extensive

treatment of this crucial era points to the complex interaction of intellectual,

scientific, cultural, and political factors which at one and the same time

furthered missionary advance but also spelled its ultimate malaise and

decline. It is in this chapter that the author makes the best case for the

paradigm shift by demonstrating rather conclusively that the old missionary

era has come to an end and something new is required to take its place. The
new emerging “postmodern” paradigm forms the substance of part 3 of the

book.

An Emerging Ecumenical Missionary Paradigm?

In the final part of Transforming Mission
,
Bosch the biblical exegete and

historical commentator is obliged to turn prophet and foretell the missionary

paradigm of the future. It is evident that he possesses no crystal ball and

has access to no sources of information that are not readily available to

futurologists and other contemporary missiologists. His prognostications

tend to proceed with caution. “A paradigm shift always means both

continuity and change, both faithfulness to the past and boldness to engage

the future, both tradition and transformation” (366). One predictable re-

sponse will be a tendency to cling tenaciously to the past; another will be to

opt for a “clean slate” approach, as for example in the New Age Movement.

Yet neither an extreme reactionary nor an excessively revolutionary ap-

proach is likely to be of much help to the church in finding its missionary

direction. Bosch would try to keep “a creative tension between the old and

the new” (366). In outlining “elements of an emerging pattern of mission,”

he concedes that his reflections will remain quite tentative, merely suggesting

rather than defining a new model. “We shall, at best, succeed in outlining

the direction in which we ought to be moving and in identifying the overall

thrust of the emerging paradigm” (367).

What Bosch sets forth in part 3 as “elements of an emerging paradigm”

is really a distillation of the principal viewpoints and ingredients of late

twentieth-century missiology: impulses from Vatican II, findings from recent

Commission on World Mission and Evangelism (CWME) and Lausanne

Committee for World Evangelization (LCWE) missionary conferences, and

essays by leading missiologists both Western and Third World. This part of

the book is likely to be appreciated more for its careful treatment and

sensitive handling of the issues than for the originality of its contents.

Faithful to his own biblical hermeneutic, and conscious of his responsibility

to historical method, Bosch offers no “quantum leap” into an unknown
missionary future. The emerging missionary paradigm that he presents is in

large part continuous with the one we already know at the start of the last

decade of the twentieth century.

Thirteen separate elements are described as forming a total constellation

which points to an ecumenical paradigm. These are, in no particular order,

as follows:

1.

the church and mission.
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2. Missio Dei,

3. mediating salvation,

4. the quest for justice,

5. evangelism,

6. contextualization,

7. liberation,

8. inculturation,

9. common witness,

10. ministry by the whole people of God,

11. witness to people of other living faiths,

12. mission as theology,

13. action in hope.

Content-wise, the above checklist appears to be in substantial agreement

with the CWME’s Ecumenical Affirmation: Mission and Evangelism (1982). The

hallmark of this emerging paradigm is its comprehensiveness. In another

respect it echoes the sub-theme of Lausanne II at Manila (1989): “Calling

the Whole Church to Take the Whole Gospel to the Whole World.” Very

much, obviously, depends on the weight that is attached to each separate

element, and on the manner in which the separate parts are fitted into the

whole. Depending on how that is done, some readers are likely to hail Bosch

as an “ecumenical” missiologist, others as an “evangelical,” and perhaps a

few as a “Catholic” (considering that Orbis Books is the publisher) In reality,

Bosch fits no conventional label but comes closest to being a kind of

missiological “hybrid. His seminal work offers the promise of promoting

greater convergence in days to come. What is most likely to impress readers

of this book is the magisterial treatment given to each sub-heading, and the

manner in which the author skillfully brings to bear viewpoints from a

diverse range of missiological literature. No reader, however knowledgeable,

can fail to be enlightened in some degree by this work.

Using Transforming Mission

Should the book be introduced into seminary or college classrooms.

Many readers of Missiology will surely consider adopting this new volume

for their fall courses. For teachers of missiology and some advanced students.

Transforming Mission is unquestionably a must. Many will say. “I wish I had

read such a book 25 years ago!” For the beginning student in mission studies,

however the book is likely to be dazzling and overpowering in its scope and

erudition. Teachers of missiology will be advised to preview the book, both

to determine its fitness for their student charges and also to gam a liberal

education and a refresher course in contemporary missiology. If this review

article serves any purpose, it is to alert the missiological world of an

impending event of major consequence and to place all mission teachers,

researchers, and executives (not to forget live missionaries!) on notice that

an indispensable tool has been added to their arsenal.
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How Anthropologists

Raise Children Overseas:

What Missionary Parents Can Learn

MIRIAM ADENEY

Like missionaries, anthropologists who take their children overseas face a

number ofchallenges. Joan Cassell's Children in the Field (1987) presents essays

by nearly a dozen such anthropologists. Schooling; health care; local babysitters

with different childrearing customs; siblings who adapt differently; the birth of

a child; the death ofa child; children as bridges; children as impediments—all

are explored, along with many useful logistical strategies. A particularly

intriguing finding is that several children criticize their parents for too much

cultural adaptation. Might missionary children raise the same cry? How could

parents respond?

I
n Sri Lanka, seven-year-old Simeon wanted to play with the landlady s

two servant girls, ages nine and eleven. The landlady objected. Servants

do not play. It leads to bad habits. Next, Simeon found out that the girls

did not know how to read or add. His parents describe his reaction.

He questioned us about whether it was right to keep children from playing,

whether it was nght for the girls to be kept ignorant in a household where

there were two teachers? Couldn’t we teach them? Having read about the

Buddha in a popular comic-book series, Simeon questioned whether this kind

of behavior was what the Buddha, the big teacher, would have wanted from

his followers? Why couldn’t we just tell the landlords, who were always talking

about Buddhism, that they were making a mistake? (Nichter and Nichter

1987:84)

Simeon’s parents did try to tackle this with the landlady. Nevertheless,

in Simeon's view they did not try hard enough. He judged them as hypocrites

for not confronting the culture on this issue.
.

Simeon's dilemma is recounted in Joan Cassell s Children in the Field

(1987), a compilation of essays written by a dozen anthropologists who took

Miriam Adeney, Ph D in Anthropology, is Associate Professor at Seattle Pacific

University and
y
Adjunct Professor at Regent College, Vancouver. Bntish Columbia^

She is the author of three books, including God s Foreign Policy. Practical Ways to He p

the World's Poor (1984), and many articles. Her current research is on ministries to

Muslim women

Missiologv; An International Review. Vol. XIX. No 2. April 1991



THE BATTLE OF LEXINGTON AND KENTUCKY

What has been true in the pews has been true in the

seminaries: the mainline schools get the money,

but the evangelical ones get the people.
time, a competing group in the school

wanted to upgrade the prestige and the

academic credentials of the faculty. Some

of the new faculty members were, in keep-

ing with the general trend of the academy,

religious liberals.

The inevitable conflict came to a head

in 1917. The heterodox views of one of

these new faculty members led more con-

servative Disciples to demand a trial. The

liberals argued that a heresy trial was “un-

Disciples” since the movement had been

founded on a creed of having no creeds.

Faced with these choices, the administra-

tion blinked, and there was no trial.

As a result, the liberals stayed, the con-

servatives left to create Cincinnati Bible

College, and the seminary became increas-

ingly academic, respectable,

and liberal, in a genteel

southern way. In 1965 the

events of 1917 still lived in

school lore as the turning

point that made Lexington

what it was meant to be.

The neo-orthodox the-

ological consensus of the

1960s gave way to process

theology, feminist theolo-

gy, liberation theology, and

finally to theological plu-

ralism. In the late 1980s,

an eloquent new dean,

Michael Kinnamon, made

a strong case for an activist

ecumenical theology for

the school and the denom-

ination. In Kinnamon’s

subsequent bid for the

highest elective office in

the Disciples of Christ, he

ran aground over opposi-

tion to his support for

homosexual ordination

and stepped down as dean

in 1998.

Since then, the ruling

sentiment of the seminary has turned

toward the center under the leadership of

chastened liberals.

Asbury Theological Seminary trekked

through a similar theological gauntlet, but

with a different result. Asbury had been

created in 1929 to preserve the Wesleyan

Holiness tradition, which had come on

hard times in the increasingly liberal

Methodist Church. As in Lexington, ten-

sion grew between hardening theological

orthodoxy and developing academic

respectability.

Things came to a head in 1957, when

younger, more conservative faculty ousted

an older teacher they found too heterodox

on theodicy (vindication of God’s goodness

in the face of evil). This led to Asbury los-

ing its accreditation.

The shock of that loss led to a move-

ment in the opposite direction. While

Asbury has never been liberal, it became

more open to a broader range of religious

expressions—but within a clearly conserv -

ative doctrinal standard. The seminary

also formally acknowledged secular stan-

dards of academic freedom and eventually

regained its accreditation.

Today, Asbury has an endowment five

and a half times larger than Lexington’s.

Asbury has invested in a faculty that is four

times larger than Lexington’s. The real

competition, though, is for students. In

1964, Asbury had twice as many students

as Lexington. Since then, Asbury has

grown steadily, while Lexington’s student

body has fluctuated dra-

matically. Today Asbury

Theological Seminary has

11 times as many students

as does Lexington Theo-

logical Seminar)'.

In 33 years, the proportion of students enrolled In evangelical

seminaries among the top 20 divinity schools grew from 44

to 79 percent.

. ,. at . tB&XL
Evangelical institutions shown in bold.

1964
Southwestern Baptist 1,036

Southern Baptist 860

Concordia (Missouri) 672

Union (New York) 617

Southeastern Baptist 555

Princeton 506

Yale 481

Candler (Emory) 470

Luther Northwestern 446

New Orleans Baptist 442

Lutheran (Chicago) 392

Garrett-Evangelical 388

Drew University 365

Concordia (Indiana) 354

Boston University 348

Andover Newton 336

Perkins (S. Methodist U.) 328

Colgate Rochester 323

Trinity Evangelical 310

Lutheran (Philadelphia) 303

1997
Southwestern Baptist 2,190

Fuller 1,780

Trinity Evangelical 974

Dallas 898

Southern Baptist 851

Southeastern Baptist 762

Asbury 748

New Orleans Baptist 738

Princeton 630

Candler (Emory) 601

Reformed 587

Luther Northwestern 576

Golden Gate Baptist 556

Bethel 484

Gordon-Conwell 484

Concordia (Missouri) 483

Duke University 483

Harvard University 470

Ontario 457

Ashland 426

,
DIFFERING PRIORITIES

The way the two schools

have allocated faculty

reveals the different

approaches they have taken

to mission and competi-

tion. The two elements

church-seekers say they

most value are good

preaching and good music.

In the past generation, Lex-

ington Seminary has elimi-

nated its preaching (hom-

iletics) and church music

departments.

Growing churches also

tend to emphasize what

works now and are less dri-

ven by their denomina-

tion’s history. Lexington

has, in the face of financial

constraints, maintained a

48
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strong history department.

Lexington has made a big investment in

an ecumenical theology position. In theo-

ry, this was an excellent direction for a

seminary of its kind to take: In the 1980s

the seminary dropped the requirement

that faculty be Protestant and added pro-

grams in Roman Catholic studies, a Jewish

lectureship, and an Islamic center. Ecu-

menical theology seemed to be just the

thing to revitalize its historic mission.

In practice, though, ecumenical theolo-

gy has been too ecumenical to appeal to

ordinary Disciples and too theological to

appeal to ordinary laity of any stripe. And

it has been too liberal and socially activist

to appeal to the ordinary seekers drawn to

independent Christian megachurches,

which cut their ties to the Disciples a gen-
i

eration ago.

The attempt to make ecumenical theol-

ogy the new identity of Lexington Semi-

nary was so costly to the school’s competi-

tive position that it took something akin to

a coup to redirect the seminary back

toward the center.

Meanwhile, Asbury Seminary’s faculty

has more than doubled since 1965. Much of

the growth came from the expansion of the

core academic areas of Bible and theology.

Most growth, however, has come

through the two new schools in evange-

lism and mission, on the one hand, and

preaching and church leadership on the

other. In other words, Asbury has made its

signature investments in the very areas

most likely to produce successful competi-

tors at home and abroad.

Asbury has also pushed to produce pas-

tors for the United Methodist Church. In

the past, Asbury was content with an out-

sider role with the United Methodist

Church, advocating traditional Wesleyan

Holiness as Methodists grew increasingly

liberal. The current president, Maxie Dun-

nam, by contrast, is an insider: formerly a

successful United Methodist pastor, editor

of The Upper Room devotional publication,

and an active member of the Confessing

Movement, which advocates renewal

within the United Methodist Church. (Full

disclosure: He also is a former senior

editor of Christianity Today.)

United Methodist bishops used to

distrust Asbury graduates as disloyal dis-

Endowments
to the Top 20 (1997)

Mainline seminaries still draw

greater funding than evangelical

schools.

Evangelical institutions shown In bold.

Millions

of Dollars

738.1 Princeton

232.2 Candler (Emory)

155.7 Columbia

124.1 Asbury

102.3 Fuller

101.7 Union (Virginia)

96.6 Southern Baptist

95.8 Virginia (Episcopal)

83.8 Yale

82.2 Austin Presbyterian

75.8 McCormick

75.2 Christian

61.7 Louisville Presbyterian

61.5 Union (New York)

50.6 Brite (Texas Christian U.)

47.0 San Francisco

44.1 General (Episcopal)

42.9 Luther Northwestern

39.6 U. of the South (Episcopal)

39.2 Colgate Rochester

senters; now they favor them as reliable

pastors who really want to be in the local

church. The leading feeder schools used to

be small conservative Wesleyan colleges;

now Asbury gets more students from large

state universities because it has produced

a generation of Wesley Foundation direc-

tors at these universities.

Asbury has been criticized for leaving

its Wesleyan Holiness roots. Some think

that Asbury has moved too far into the

evangelical mainstream, comparing itself

to Fuller, Trinity Evangelical, Gordon-

Conwell, and other more Reformed or

Calvinist schools. Others think that Asbury

has moved too far toward the Methodist

mainstream, a sentiment that led some for-

mer Asbury faculty in the late 1960s to

help create Wesley Biblical Seminary in

Jackson, Mississippi.

Regarding the first accusation. Asbury

officials point out that the seminary has

invested heavily in becoming the world

center for Wesleyan Holiness scholarship.

As for the second criticism, Provost Robert

Mullholand notes that "if we lose some to

the left and some to the right, we must be

doing something right.”

THE SURROUNDING TURF

Looking at the two seminaries’ relation to

the largest church in the region, the 5.000-

plus-member Southland Christian

Church, provides one final comparison.

Southland descends from the same

Restorationist root that produced the Dis*

ciples of Christ, and as recently as the

early 1970s was counted in the same

Christian Church. Lexington would be

the natural seminary source for this sub-

urban Lexington congregation.

Southland, however, had always been

in the more traditional end of the Disciples

of Christ, and had closer ties to Lexington

Seminary’s conservative rival, Cincinnati

Bible College. Southland has become even

more evangelical in recent years, and has

experienced striking growth. At the same

time, Southland’s connections with Asbury

have grown, despite roots in quite differ-

ent traditions. The music minister and one

of the counseling ministers are Asbury

graduates, other staff members have taken

courses at Asbury, and the senior minister,

Mike Breaux, has taught in Asburv’s pro-

grams for pastors.

Today, no member of the extensive

Southland staff has a tie to Lexington The-

ological Seminary.

In truth, the battle of Lexington and

Wilmore is not much of a battle at all.

Lexington has opted for the liberal plural-

ist niche that used to lead the American

religious establishment, but in the past

generation has been in decline. Asbury

has opted for the orthodox evangelical

niche that is creating the new Protestant

mainstream.

They compete for different sectors of

the seminary population, with little over-

lap. More importantly, they supply new

competitors to the American religious

market. In this generation, the competi-

tion in the bluegrass— as in the nation— has

decidedly gone the evangelical way. G)

William "Beau" Weston is author of Presby-

terian Pluralism Competition m a Protestant

House, and teaches sociology at Centre

College in Danville. Kentucky. The Louisville

Institute provided the funds for his research.
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54 LESSON SIX—EXPANSION OF THE MOVEMENT

And after they had preached

the gospel to that city and had

made many disciples, they

returned . . . strengthening the

souls of the disciples, encourag-

ing them to continue in the

faith.... And when they had

appointed elders for them in

every church, having prayed

with fasting, they commended

them to the Lord in whom they

had believed. ..andfrom there

they sailed to Antioch, from

which they had been com-

mended to the grace ofGodfor
the work that they had accom-

plished. And when they had

arrived and gathered the church

together, they began to report all

things that God had done with

them and how He had opened a

door offaith to the Gentiles.

And they spent a long time with

the disciples.

—Acts 14:21-28

IX. The Two Structures of God's Redemptive Mission
We'll now resume reading Winter's article "The Two Structures of God's Redemp-
tive Mission" which we began studying in Lesson 5 (pp. 220-229). Winter states

that the Church has grown and extended itself in mission by following forms

found within the social structure of the day as well as forms found in the Bible.

Throughout history, even though superficial details change, when we speak of the

"Church" we see two fundamental structures: the congregational structure and
the mission structure. Winter introduces the sociological terms "modality" and
"sodality" to help identify these structures at different points of history.

• Modality structures are inclusive, nurture-oriented, structured fellowships (for

example, a church congregation or a secular town).

• Sodality structures are second-decision, task-oriented, structured fellowships

(for example, a mission society or a military force).

Both structures exist in civil and religious societies. Both are found in the

Bible. Both are legitimate and necessary in God's redemptive mission. Sodality

structures nourish and extend the church. Modality structures strengthen and
support the mission band. They work together in an important symbiosis.

A. Redemptive Structures Prior to and During the First Century. The congrega-

tional structure followed the synagogue patterns of the day. The mission struc-

tures had precedent in the Jewish rabbinical mission efforts, but they soon be-

came highly dynamic missionary bands, similar to Paul's small groups that

traveled planting churches.

B. Early Development within Roman Culture. Local congregational structures rec-

ognized bishops with territorial jurisdiction, after the pattern of the Roman mag-
isterial territories. The Roman term used for these territories was "diocese." The
mission structures that emerged - the monastic movements - borrowed patterns

from Roman military practice. Protestants generally have stereotyped impres-

sions of monasteries as places where ascetic monks fled the world. In reality,

the monastic movements were largely responsible for bringing the blessing of

the gospel to the world.

C. The Medieval Synthesis. The survival of the parish church structures came to

depend largely on the more committed devotion of the monastic movement.
Several of the largest mission endeavors of Christian history arose from the mo-
nastic movement. As monastic movements became inadvertently wealthy, how-
ever, local rulers demanded and took control of their leadership, resulting in

spiritual decline and decay.

Read Winter, 'The Two Structures of God's Redemptive Mission," pp.
222b-226c

9



The Battle of Lexinf
A look at the history of two Kentucky seminaries— one liberal, one evangelical s

Only one of the institutions that

dropped from the 1964 list, the Lutheran

Church-Missouri Synod’s Concordia of

Indiana, is affiliated with a growing

denomination. In the 1997 list, by contrast,

five of the 20 schools belong to the largest

evangelical intensifies when we compare

the share of total enrollment in the 20

largest schools. In 1964, the evangelical

schools enrolled 44 percent of the stu-

dents in the 20 largest seminaries. By 1997,

the evangelical percentage had risen to 79.

Mainline : Lexington Seminary has opted for the liberal pluralist niche.

N
orth American Christianity,

like so much of U.S. culture, is

caught up in a competitive mar-

ketplace. Seminaries supply

many of the leaders and entre-

preneurs in the religious marketplace,

along with the competing theologies that

are their stock in trade. Such seminary

competition leads to the congregational,

denominational, and theological “market

share” of tomorrow.

In the past generation, evangelicalism

has grown at the expense of the old main-

line. But how did this theological compe-

tition play out on the ground—and specif-

ically on seminary campuses?

A close look at two competing semi-

naries in Kentucky—the mainline Lex-

ington Theological Seminary and the

evangelical Asbury Theological Seminary

in Wilmore—shows how evangelicalism

took the mainstream from the mainline.

A panoramic view of seminary trends

will help set the battle scene.

Among the 20 largest seminaries,

evangelicals have moved from a minority

to a majority since the 1960s. This

increased supply of conservative religious

leaders likely will continue to expand the

evangelical share of the American reli-

gious market for decades to come.

Compare the 20 largest seminaries’

full-time-equivalent student bodies, as

reported in the Factbook of Theological

Education, for 1964 and 1997 (see “Break-

ing Into the Top 20," p. 48). In a little

more than three decades, 11 seminaries-

over half the list—were displaced by other

institutions. Of those 11 that dropped off

the list, 10 were mainline institutions.

Of the 11 new names on the 1997 list,

only three were mainline institutions. The

transformation is even more dramatic in

the top 10, changing from a 50/50 split in

1964 to the mainline barely holding on to

the last spot in 1997.

conservative denomination, the Southern

Baptist Convention.

Moreover, in the interval the Southern

Baptists have gone through an internecine

“holy war” that left their institutions even

more conservative than they had been in

the 1960s. This heightens the contrast

between the two lists.

This contrast between mainline and

This probably understates the actual

conservative proportion of students in these

schools. The largest conservative seminar-

ies, such as Southwestern Baptist, Fuller,

and Trinity Evangelical, have a small pro-

portion of theological liberals. But the

largest mainline seminaries, such as Prince-

ton, Candler, and Luther Northwestern,

have significant conservative minorities.

46 CHRISTIANITY TODAY
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igton and Wilmore
cahshows how evangelicals won the Protestant mainstream, by William Beau’ Weston

e

e

1,

A 1990 survey by Edgar W. Mills, for

example, found that 39 percent of the stu-

dents at Princeton Theological Seminary

classified their theological views as funda-

mentalist, evangelical, conservative, or

neo-orthodox.

DOING MORE WITH LESS

This conservative growth did not result

simply from conservative seminaries hav-

ing more money. While there has been a

small gain in the share of conservative

institutions among the best-endowed

Evangelical Asbury Seminary has Invested in areas most likely to produce successful churches.

Moreover, the sheer supply of theologi-

cally trained Christian leaders has grown

markedly in this period. The 20 largest

seminaries had 38 percent more students

in 1997 than the comparable group in 1964.

Not only have evangelical institutions

gained a larger share of the top 20 semi-

naries; they also have contributed a dis-

proportionate share of their growth.

seminaries, this has been due mostly to a

few large gifts to a handful of institutions,

notably to Asbury.

The mainline clearly dominates the top

endowments category, with Presbyterian

institutions (Princeton, Columbia, Union

in Virginia, Austin Presbyterian, McCor-

mick, Louisville Presbyterian, and San

Francisco) holding a remarkable 54 per-

cent of the total (see table, p. 49).

What has been true in the pews has

been true in the seminaries: the mainline

schools get the money, but the evangelical

ones get the people.

The conservative institutions have

been investing their smaller resources in

larger faculties. This increases the con-

servative presence in Christian intellec-

tual life in two ways. Not only do these

larger faculties allow the evangelical

schools to reach more students; they also

directly employ more Christian scholars,

researchers, and writers. In other words,

the conservative institutions are increas-

ing the supply of conservative writers at

the same time that they are increasing

the supply of conservative readers.

In addition, a few leading mainline and

Catholic institutions— especially Yale

Divinity School. Duke Divinity School, and

Notre Dame University—have hired some

prominent evangelicals, such as Miroslav

Volf, Richard Hays, and Nathan Hatch.

This has encouraged a strong group of

students from Christian colleges, espe-

cially in history and philosophy, to pursue

graduate work at such schools. This flow

of students, in turn, appears to make these

institutions mildly more conservative.

It also shows other mainline institu-

tions that there’s gold (and students) in

them evangelical hills. This could prompt

a further broadening of some uniformly

liberal faculties.

SEMINAL SEMINARIES

In 1965, Lexington College of the Bible

celebrated its centennial as the flagship

seminary of the Christian Church (Disci-

ples of Christ) by changing its name to

Lexington Theological Seminary.

The Disciples denomination and much

of the College of the Bible faculty grew

more rigid in their orthodoxy as the 19th

century gave way to the 20th. At the same

|
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Most of the world's people are sick and in pain. Healing is a

Christian mission. When Zaire received its independence in 1960 there

was not a single doctor in the whole country. (J.H. Kane, Understand!' ng

Christian Mission , rev. p. 312). Yet when Jesus first sent out his

disciples in mission, he told them, "preach the kingdom of God and.. heal

the sick." (Lk. 9:2).

Half of all the world's people c annot read. Literacy and

Bible translation^ Christian missions. The mind learns through the
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More than Ral f of the world's people suffer from injusti ce and

oppression. The never-ending struggle for human rights, both individual

and collective, is a Christian mission. "The Lord., executes justice

for the oppressed; [He] sets the prisoner free [and] lifts up those who

are bowed down", says the Psalmist (Ps. 146).

The whole world today, they tell us, teeters ^the^lllL-O f

instant total and unprecedented physical destruction. The making of

peace in a warring world is a Christian mission. Blessed are the

peacemakers, for they shall be called the children of God", said Jesus

(Matt. 5:9).

If all this is not enough mission to^2flt^.c&&£u-ry

Christ4*ms--the struggle against human hunger, ignorance, suffering,

poverty, injustice and ^wa^r- -what more can I say? Well, there is one

thTng I mustTsay . You can do all this in mission, and still fail in the

Christian mission. You can do all this, and leave the deepest need of

the human heart unmet. Two-thirds of the world's people, after two

thousand years, still do not know and believe the good news that Jesus

Christ is L^4^iiid—Sav-i-aur
. J

"What shall it profit them, said Jesus,

"if they gain the whole world and lose [their] own soul[s]." (Mt. 16:26)

Put very simply, the Christian world mission in this 20th

century is to break through any barrier that separates any part of the

world from Jesus Christ to tell the good news about Him in every

possible way, to anyone who will listen. As Jesus used to say, He that

hath ears to hear, let him hear".

• Charles W. Bryan, Foreign Mission

Board senior vice president for

overseas operations: "World popula-

tion, standing at above 4.5 billion, ,•

has more lost people than lived on
/earth in the year 1900. If this trend

continues, the increase to the year

2000 will exceed the population

living on earth as recently as 1980."
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WHAT IS THE CHURCH FOR?

John 18:36

When I was in communist China in the early years of the

People's Democratic Republic--(I was teaching then at Yenching

University in Peking)—one of the questions the students kept throwing

at me was this: "What good are Christians in this world, anyway?" They

were almost fiercely critical of the church in those days, and very

proud of themselves. They would come out of their required

indoctrination classes, the "small study groups" as they were called,

looking for arguments. "What good is the church? Look at the

communists," they would say. "Communists get results: land reform,

economic justice, a quick end to feudalism and exploitation. And what

do Christians do for the people. They just preach and pray and read the

Bible. And what use is that any more?"

I had to admit that some of the things they were saying were

partly true. I had heard some of the same criticisms of the church from

concerned Christians even before the communists swept over us. When can

we ever say that we Christians are doing enough to make this a better

world? But one of the first points I tried to make in answering the

students, when I was allowed to—they didn't always. want an answer—was

to insist that the Christian's main job, and the Church's main task, is

not to be useful at all, at least not in the way those students

understood usefulness. It was clear that the only useful Church in

their eyes would be a church that could be used in building up a new,

communist China. But the first essential fact about the Church from the

Christian viewpoint is that it belongs to God and not to man, and it is

never supposed to become the tool of any social order.

I am free to spell it out more sharply here than I could ever

do there J It is not to be used as the tool of a communist world order

or a Socialist world order. And— it is important to add here in

America— it is not to be used as the tool of a capitalist world order,

either. It is not meant to be a politically useful, manipulatab/le

tool. Its primary task is to be a witness to the truth— to obey God and

not man.



You remember how the Jews wanted to use Jesus as a tool in

building up Israel? It was at a critical point in Jesus' life, just

after he had fed the 5,000. He was being useful. So they wanted to

take him by force and make him King. He would have made a very good

King. What better use could be made of the real connection that

religion has with politics? But Jesus refused. Why? He told Pilate

why, a little later. "My kingdom is not of this world... I came into

the world to bear witness to the truth." To bear witness to the truth.

"For this cause came I into the world, and to this end was I born," said

Jesus, "to bear witness to the truth".

If I could impress just one great fact upon your minds today

it would be this: Christians are put into the world like Jesus, to

witness to the truth.

The modern world has become all turned around in its thinking.

We imagine we are being scientific when we deprecate religion and

philosophy as ineffective and put all our emphasis on practicality. We

have almost forgotten that real science, in its most profound sense, is

the search for truth, not the cranking out of practical methods of

production. So when people come asking me, "What is the^Church good

for, anyway?", like those revolutionary Chinese students, I sometimes

remind them of the old story about the research chemist and his new

discovery--it makes no difference what it was, something highly

theoretical, I suppose. He came bursting out of his laboratory

shouting, "Eureka, I have found it!" But a practical minded friend who

knew what a highly inapplicable problem he had been working on, only

sniffed, "Well, now that you've found it, what can you do with it? What

on earth can you make of it?" The scientist stopped, looked at him, and

then said quietly, "What use it will be? I don't have to know that yet.

It just happens to be true". And he walked away.

The first thing to ask about the Church and its faith, as

about a scientific theory, is not, "Is it useful?", but "Is it honest;

is it true?" Of course the Christian, like the scientist, expects that

the truth, no matter how useless it may seem at the moment, will

eventually prove useful. But we insist that the deepest basis for



accepting or rejecting any religion, any ideology, or any anti -rel igion

is the question of its truth, not its usefulness.

To forget that, is to fall into the sin of Hitler and the

Nazis who said that a big lie is better politically than the truth

because it is more useful. Japan did the same thing, at one time. It

held on to the lie that the Japanese emperor was a god long after all

thinking men had abandoned it, --held on to it simply because it was

politically useful. Later, when they embarked on their military

conquests, they expected the people they had conquered, also, to

recognize the advantages of practical expediency over truth. They said

to Korea's Christians, "You already worship four gods, Father, Son and

Holy Ghost. All we will ask you to do is to add a fourth god, the

Emperor. And when the Christians refused, preferring to die rather than

to deny the faith, the Japanese military shook their heads incredulously

at stubborn people who put truth above useful advantage.

Our human integrity, not just our Christian faith, demands

that we put truth first. All the more so of Christians^/ That is why I

am not interested in defending Christianity simply as a useful tool for

social change. I do not base my answer to the question "What is the

Church good for?" on any long list of Christianity's concrete

contributions to civilization and world order. I am a Christian not

because the Church brought the "Peace of God", as it was called, to

medieval Europe. The "Peace of God" was that rather pathetic attempt to

put a closed season on wars in the Christian west. All armies were

supposed to stop fighting for four days a week, from Wednesday evening

to Monday morning in token of respect to Christ's death and

resurrection. It didn't work, but I am rather proud that at least the

Church tried it. But that's not why I am a Christian. And I am not a

Christian because the Church was instrumental in bringing school and

education to England, or the eight hour working day to the United or

plows to India, or modern medicine and education to the Far East, or

women's rights to Korea. All that is true, but that is not why I am a

Christian.

I am a Christian, and I belong to the Church, because from

the days of the apostles, faithful and credible men and women in the

Church have been proclaiming a truth that has changed history and has
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changed my life: that Jesus Christ lived and died and rose again for

the whole world. To believe in Him is to begin to find the truth, for

He said, "I am the Truth". There is no greater occupation in this world

for you, as you graduate, than to point the world to this saving,

liberating gospel of the truth in Jesus Christ.

H WcAv* 7 V(*a
;
1 ** * fcv

But having said that, I must go on very quickly to add that it

is dangerous to be a one-text Christian in this complex, troubled world.

You had better take more than one Bible verse with you out of this

church into the world. Jesus said he came to bear witness to the truth,

yes, but he also said, "I came not to be ministered unto but to

*T1 minister", not to be served but to serve. (Matt. 20:28; Mark 10:45).

Your second task as Christians in a weary, battered world is

service. It is not quite right to say that our main taskjs just to

tell the truth, * Our ta's'k
1

'is to win people to the truth, which is
' M-

something far harder and more important. To do this you are going to

have to reach out to people where they live. You must touch their minds

not only with the truth intellectually, but also with compassion for

their total needs, physical, emotional, spiritual, as servants ready to

serve. I would like to exhort you to lead the world. Perhaps

eventually you will. But leadership has to be earned, and the best way

to earn it is through service. This is especially important for

Christians. It is the beauty of Christian service that it makes

Christian truth believable.

Back in China, when the revolution broke in on and the
A

communists came to power, the first thing they took away from ws

Christians was our medical work, the hospitals. Then they began to

close the Christian colleges. Nothing useful was to be called Christian

any more. In fact, contrary to what many people imagine

it was not the preaching that the new regime stopped first in the

churches; they forbade their ministries of service. And that is the

best tribute I know to the inestimable contribution of Christian service

to Christian witness, and to the power of the example of Christian love.

But even when all opportunities of Christian service are taken

away, truth still remains true. Take away the truth, however, and I am

not sure how long service, altruistic, unselfish service to the people



will remain altruistic and unselfish. Power corrupts and the Mao

revolution which set out to serve the people lasted less than thirty

years. It fell in 1976 with the angry, greedy, power-grasping clique of

the "Gang of Four". But that revolution is another that failed.

Lip-service is still paid to the "Great Leader , Mao Tze-Tung, but what

is now in power is a different revolution.

As for the church, to the surprise of almost everyone, it is

still there. Stripped of its freedom to serve, it did not wither away.

Persecuted out of its freedom to worship in the churches, it met quietly

in homes. It never lost that inner freedom from which no power on earth

can ever separate the Christian, the freedom to believe in truth, that

saving truth which Christians have found in Jesus Christ.

And it has grown, that Chinese church. jMao Tze-Tung is dead;

his Red Guards are completely discredited and dispersed; but the

Christians are everywhere. They told me when I left Nanking in 1951

that China had only three million Christians, and that when these

Christians saw what good things the revolution was accomplishing they

would soon give up their superstitions. Once the church was freed from

corrupting dependence on foreign support and connections, they said, it

would quickly fade away. But it is increasingly clear that not only did

the Christians fail to wither away, they have increased and multiplied

in such numbers that when the new government after Mao relaxed controls

and the windows were open to the sunlight, the whole world was

astonished. There are at the very least four or five times as many

Christians in China today as when the last western missionaries were

jailed or deported thirty years ago. Perhaps twenty million!

Many put the figure much higher, and the number is still

growing. Visitors like my friend Tommy Brown report that they have been

told, "In the old days we had to go out looking for people to tell them

about Christ; now the people come looking for us to ask us to tell them

about the good news of Jesus." They say, "The communists told us what

not to believe in, and now we don't have anything left to believe. Is

there anything we can believe in."

One of the best of the recent books to come out of China is by

Fox Butterfield, the first correspondent of the New York Times in years



to be able to open an office in Peking. It is called China : Alive in

the Bitter Sea . He tells of going to interview a ward leader in one of

the back streets of a large Chinese city. Climbing up narrow stairs he

was startled to find the leader, a woman, sitting at her desk reading a

Bible. She smiled and said, "Don't be surprised. We can read this now,

and it is interesting. An old man knocked on my door a few days ago and

said he wanted to give me a book which meant a great deal to him. It

was a Christian Bible. I had never read it, but had heard a lot about

it and was curious. You know, the Christians are growing very fast now

in this country." Butterfield adds that he had heard the same thing,

and had discovered widespread disillusionment with the unfulfilled

promises of the old revolution, particularly among the young, but that

he was not sure that he would have believed the reports of how fast the

church was growing had he not heard it from a professional communist and

government official, not from a Christian.

What a difference in the thirty years since those young

communist students were asking me, "What good is the church? Look at

what the communists are doing!" Now they ask, "What good was the

revolution? Is it really true what the Christians are saying?" They

know all about revolution and are unsatisfied. What they are looking

for now is the truth.

We can learn from our Christian brothers and sisters in China

that even when Christian compassion can no longer be expressed in public

service to humanity, there is a power that cannot be checked in the

whispered witness of the simple truth alone. The Spirit works when,

where and how He pleases, like the wind, and no one can stop the wind.

Then witness j_s service, and the Church is built and grows as the weary

and disillusioned turn to Jesus, Lord and Saviour, who heals the hurts

and lightens the burdens and takes away the sins of the world.

Don't forget to be useful. But begin by being true. For this

was I born, said Jesus, "to bear witness to the truth."

- Samuel H. Moffett
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The Largest Protestant Denominations in the 3rd World

Eight (about one fifth) of the largest Protestant
denominations in the third world are Pentecostal, 6

Independent / Indigenous ; 5 Presbyterian, 4 United, 4 Anglican; 4

Baptist, 3 Lutheran, and 3 Methodist, and 1 Seventh Day Adventist.
By continents: Asia 15, Africa 14, Latin America 5.

(Operation Wor.

[ China House Church Movement -

1. Assemblies of God, Brazil
2. Anglican Church, Nigeria
3. 3 -Self Church, China
4. Church of Christ, Congo/Zaire
5. Kimbanguist Church, Zaire
6. Anglican Church, Uganda (CMS)

7. Kale Heywet (Wd of Life) Ethiopia
8. Univ. Reign of Life Ch, Brazil

10. Congregatio Crista, Brazil
11. Church of South India, India -

12. Reformed Churches, S. Africa
13. God Is Love Ch., Brazil
14. Reformed Churches, Indonesia
15. Batak Church, Luth., Indonesia
16. Evang. Chs, W. Africa, Nigeria
17 . South African Methodist
18. Hapdong Presbyterian, Korea -

19. Tonghap Presbyterian, Korea -

20. Anglican Church, South Africa

21. Manalista Ch. of Christ, Phil.
22. Council, Baptist Chs. NE India
23. Ch. of Jesus Christ, Madagascar
24. Reformed Churches, Indonesia -

25. Burma Baptist Conv'tion, Burma
26. Methodist Church, Nigeria
27. Brazil Baptist Convention
28. Christ Apostolic Ch., Nigeria
29. Pentecostal Church, Indonesia
30. Baptist Convention, Nigeria
31. Ev. Lutheran Chs, India (11) -

32. Ch of God Miss., Nigeria

33. Ev. Lutheran, Tanzania
34. Methodist Church, Korea
35. Jesus Assembly of God, Korea -

35. Church of North India, India -

36. Seventh Day Advent., Brazil

(Cf. in West: Ev . German Ch 29m; Anglican 23m; US S Bapt 22m)

35,000,000 (Indep]
22,000,000 (Pent .

)

17,500,000 (Angl .

)

17,000,000. (United)
9,200,000 (United)
7,500,000 (Indep .

)

7,400,000 (Angl .

)

4,600.000 (Ind., SIM)
4,000,000 (Pent .

)

3,000,000 (Pent .

)

3,000,000 (Angl.

)

2,800,000 (Pres/Ref .

)

2,700,000 (Pent .

)

2,700,000 (Pres/Ref .

)

2,500,000 (Luth .

)

2,500,000 (Indep .

)

2,500,000 (Meth.

)

2,100,000 (Pres/Ref)
2,000.000 (Pres/Ref)
2,000,000 (Angl .

)

1,700,000 (Indep .

)

1,630,000 (Bapt.

)

1,560,000 (United)
2,700,000 (Pres/Ref)
1,500,000 (Bapt .

)

1,500,000 (Meth.

)

1,400,000 (Bapt .

)

1,300,000 (Pent .

)

1,280,000 (Pent .

)

1,250,000 (Bapt.

)

1,200,000 (Luth.

)

1,200,000 (Pent .

)

1,150,000 (Luth.

)

1,000,000 (Meth.

)

1, 000,000 (Pent .

)

1, 000,000 (United)
900,000 (7th Day)
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Most of the world's people are sjck and in pai n. Healing is a

Christian mission. When Zaire received its independence in 1960 there

was not a single doctor in the whole country. (J.H. Kane, Understand^
Christian Mission, rev. p. 312). Yet when Jesus first sent out his

disciples in mission, he told them, "preach the kingdom of God and.. heal

the sick." ( Lk • 9:2).

Half of all the world's people cannotjread, Literacy and

Bible translation"^ Christian missions. The mind learns through
—

eye more than through a^otb^ sj^e t^smissjyn process

• ^rTth^flifth^woTtd's people suffer^u^
oppression. The never-ending struggle for human rights, both incividual

and collective, is a Christian mission. "The Lord., executes justice

for the oppressed; [He! sets the prisoner free [and] lifts up those w o

are bowed down", says the Psalmist (Ps. 146).

The whole world today, they tell us, tee^jj^i^I--^—OH—

2

instant total and unprecedented physical destruction. The making of

peace in a warring world is a Christian mission. "Blessed are the

peacemakers, for they shall be called the children of tod" .
said Jesus

(Matt. 5:9). -ft

If all this is not enough mission tQ£3-2fl^xaBfefry

Christians --the struggle against human hunger, ignorance, suffering,

poverty, i njust ice and war-what more can I say? Well, there is one

thing I must say. You can do all this in mission, and still

Christian mission. You can do all this, and leave the deepest nee

the human heart unmet. Two-thirds of the world's people, after two

thousand years, still do not know and believe the good news that

Christ is
shall it profit them," said Jesus

-if they gain the whole world and lose [their] own soul[s], ^t.16.26)

Put very simply, the Christian world mission in this 2 t

century is to break through any barrier that separates any part of the

world from Jesus Christ to tell the good news about Him in every

possible way, to anyone who will listen. As Jesus used to say,

hath ears to hear, let him hear". ^ L f ^ ia

• Charles W Bryan, Foreign Mission

Board senior vice president for

overseas operations: "World popula-

tion, standing at above 4.5 billion, .

has more lost people than lived on

/earth in the year 1900. If this trend

continues, the increase to the year

2000 will exceed the population

living on earth as recently as 1980."

"’Tke

A-VU 5 t. U

- Samuel Hugh Moffett

Princeton, N.»3.
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ROMANS, 11

is, to “bring Christ down from
above:)
7 Or, Who shall descend into

the deep? (that is, to “bring up
Christ again from the dead.)
8 But what saith it? The word

is nigh thee, even in thy mouth,
and in thy heart: that is, the
word of faith, which we preach;
9 That if thou shalt confess

with thy mouth the Lord Jesus,
and shalt believe in thine heart
that God hath raised him from
the dead, thoxi shalt be saved.
10 For with the heart nMi

believeth unto righteousness;
and with the mouth confession is
made unto salvatio
11 For the scri^Sre saith,

“Whosoever believefh on him
shall not be ashamed.
12 For There is no difference

between the Jew and the Greek

:

a Ileb. 8. 1.

b Titus 3. 3 .

c ch. 4. 25.
1 Cor. 15.

4.

lc

:

IS

-O'

Vv

for the “same Lord over all
rich unto all that call upon him.
13 For "'whosoever shall call

upon the name of the Lord Shall
be saved.

v;i|

14 How then shall they call on
him in whom they have not
believed? and how shall they
believe in him of whom they
have not heard? and how shall
they hear without "a preacher?
15 And how shall they preach,

except they be sent? as it is
written, JHow beautiful are the
feet of them that preach the
gospel of peace, and bring glad
tidings of good things!
16 But 'they have not all

obeyed the gospel. For E-sai-as
saith, 'Lord, who hath believed
2our 3report?
17 So then faith cometh by

hearing, and hearing by the word
of God.
18 But I say, Have they not

heard? Yes verily, *Their sound
went into all the earth, and their
words unto the ends of the
world.
19 But I say, Did not Israel

know? First Moses saith, T
will provoke you to jealousy b

c 1 Sam. 12.
oo

PsT‘94. 14.

Jer. 31. 37.
Amos9.8,9

/ Acts 22 . 2 .

2 Cor. 11.22
Phil. 3. 5.

f/ Tsa. 28. 10.

Isa. 49. 23.
Jcr. 17. 7.

ch. 9. 33.
h ch. 8. 29.
i Acts 15. 9.

1 in Elias ?

i Acts 10. 30.
Ic Eph. 1. 7.

E]»h. 2. 4. 7.
L 1 Ivi. 19. 10.

m Joel 2. 32.
Acts 2. 21.

Salvation for all. Israel, C
a .d. so j them that are no peel

a Toolish nation I will
20 But E-sai-as is

and saith, T was foi

„„ , ]S
that sought me not;

oisa. 05. 1 .
l

manifest unto them
not after me.
21 But to Israel he s;|

long I have stretche
hands unto a disob
gainsaying people.

CHAPTER
T SAY then, “Hath

I

J- away his people? (I

For ; I also am an Isra>
seed of Abraham, of 1

Benjamin.
2 God hath not cas;

people which he Tore,
ye not what the scrij
Lof E-lTas? how he ma
cession to God agaii
saying,

3 Lord, They have
prophets, and digged c

altars; and I am left ;

they seek my life.

4 But what saith the
God unto him? I have
to myself seven thous
who have not bowed tl

the image of Ba-al.
5 Even °so then at th

time also there is a
according to the electioi
6 And 'if by grace, the

more of works : otherv
is no more grace. But
works, then is it no mo
otherwise work is no m
7 What then? Tsrael

obtained that which he
for; but the “electi
obtained it, and the r
Jblinded

8 (According as it is

'God hath given them i

of 5slumber, "eyes tl

should not see, and ears
should not hear;) unto
9 And David saith, "1

table be made a snare
trap, and a stumblingbli

n Titus 1. 3.

o ch. 9. 27.

V Tsa. 52. 7.

<1 Dcut. 9. 4,5.

r Heb. 4. 2.

s ch. 10. 3.

t John 12. 38.
2 the hearing
of us ?

3 Or, preach-
ing ?

uJohn 10.28.
2 Tim. 2. 19.

4 Or, hard-
enefl.

2 Cor. 3. 14.
v Isa. 29. 10.
Matt. 13. 14.
John 12. 40.
Acts 28. 26,
27.

w Ps. 19. 4.

Matt. 24. 14.

5 Or, re-

morse.
xDeut. 29. 4.

Isa. 6. 9.

Jer. 5. 21.
Eze. 12. 2.

V Ps. 69. 22.
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Some Major Unreached People clusters

Malmt..-, Son.nke, Fiibe, Wolol, Cur. Chadian peoples. Hausa. Songhai. Kanuri, Zerma. Pygmy
Alar. Beja, Somali, Oromo. Tigre, Nubian

Arabian Arab, levant Arab. North African Arab, Hassamya Arab, Berbers, Tuareg

Persian, Kurd, Pathan, Baluch, Brahui, Tajik. Hazara, Ma/anderam

Ami. lurk. Turkmen. Uyghur, Uzbek. Bashkorl, Kazakh. Kyrgyz. Talar. Mongolian. Siberian peoples.
Tibetan, Bhutanese, Burmese, Curung, Newar, etc

Assamese, Bengali, Bhil, Bihan, N Indian, Deccam, Gond, Marathi. Gujarati. Gypsy. Sindhi, etc
Thai. Dai, Lao. Vietnamese, Khmer, Puyi

Hoi and Hakka Chinese, Japanese, Taiwanese, Manchurian

Sumatran peoples, Minangkabau. Sunda. Madura. Malay, Bali, Sasak. Bug,, Philippine Muslims & Tnbals
Sephardi (ol Spanish/North African origin. Ashenkazi (European origin). Falasha (Ethiopia), etc
Caucasus peoples. Bosnian, Albanian, Arctic peoples. Mexican indigenous peoples, West Irian peoples.
Approximately 160 people clusters embracing about 80% of the world's least reached peoples

Challenges for Prayer
Many of the least-reached are hedged in by political, religious, social and spiritual
arrters. but they need cross-cultural gospel input from workers called of God Pray that

ob
y
eTanted

Ve 3 reVC at,0n °f the grace and power of God for effective growing churches

Relatively few of these 3,500 peoples have no known Christians among them
but in most they constitute a small minority - on average 1.2% of the population

hey face many pressures and even persecution. Pray that these Christians mav know the

Nearly 1,500 of these peoples have populations of less than 10,000 For many

ir

n
?

f have ad
!
quate in

^

orma tion This highlights the need for good national and
iternational research teams to find out the need for these and larger peoples so that the
Inirch may be activated to bring them the good news.

Churches around the world need to gain a vision for unreached peoples
I ray for congregations that have already adopted a people that this adoption may lead

jch^vision
Pr°8reSS am°ng tHe ad°pted peop,e PraV that "lore congregations may catch

hC
i7

made fr°m every Pe°PIe °n earth This implies the

I i ™ , TK
dy ° bel,

r:
erS ,n every peop,e and * more - a church that impacts every part

hat people I his is a noble and achievable goal It is also linked to the coming again ofr ford Jesus for His C hurch. Pray that the Church may passionately pursue this goal toinclusion and then be the generation that brings back the King!

The Great Commission and the Unfinished Task
ie Lord Jesus Christ gave His Church clear instructions in His resurrection ministry:
u ‘ evangelistic challenge in Mark 16:15.

le discipling/church planting challenge in Matthew 28:18-20.
ie teaching challenge of l.uke 24.

u- missions challenge ofJohn 20.21

K* global challenge of Acts 1:8.
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The World

JANUARY 1-9

The world's six tontinents - as defined by the

United Nations. In this book we have followed this

classification with one exception - Cyprus is

included in Europe.

R99| GEOGRAPHY
Area 1 35,488,200 sq.km. Antarctica,

with 14 million sq.km, is not included. There are

237 states and territories described in this book.

Density

19 per sq. km

22 per sq. km

27 per sq. km

33 per sq. km

39 per sq. km

45 per sq. km

50 per sq. km

55 per sq. km

58 per sq. km

VjIUUdl Jjupuiauvi i y i \_»Y* v.1

steadily declined since then - largely through smaller fam-

ily size and, increasingly, AIDS in Africa.

Population Millions Ann.Gr.

1950 2,523 +0.96%

1960 3,026 +1.81%

1970 3,702 +2.01%

1980 4,447 +1.83%

1990 5,275 +1.70%

2000 6,065 +1.39%

2010 6,808 +1.15%

2020 7,508 +0.98%

2025 7,834 +0.86%

The world's population doubled between

Growth in World Population

and Growth Rate 1900-2020

Cities There are 482 cities of over 1 million inhab-

itants and 20 of over 10 million. The five largest

conurbations: Tokyo/Yokohama 28 mill.; Mexico

City 18.1m; Sao Paulo 7.7m; New York 16.6m.

Urbanites 48%.

PEOPLES
In the World Christian Encyclopedia

there are approximately 12,000 ethnolinguistic

peoples within the nations of the world - trans-

national peoples being counted multiple times.

The joshua Project II listing (which also includes

ethno-cultural peoples for which specific church

planting might be needed) has 1 6,000 names. We

have used the former classification in our sum-

maries and the latter in our coverage of such

Peoples by Continent
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Languages The ministry envisaged helps define

the boundary between a language and a dialect.

The total numbers, therefore, vary.

The Ethnologue (with Bible translation in view) 7,148.

The World Christian Encyclopedia: 1 3,51 1 and

30,000 dialects.

Largest languages (mother tongue): Chinese

(Putonghua) 1,000 million; English 350 mill.;

Spanish 336m; Hindi-Urdu 263m; Arabic 248m;

Bengali 21 7m; Portuguese 1 84m; japanese 1 28m;

German 106m.

Official languages - populations in countries with:

English 1,895m; Chinese 1,290m; Spanish 373m;

French 289m; Arabic 242m; Portuguese 215m;

Russian 207m; Turkic 130m; German 110m. Not

all in these countries speak the official language.

World Population - Mother Tongue

German
japanese

Portuguese

Bengal

Arabic

Hindi-Urdu

Spanish

English

Chinese

Other
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% of Languages with Scriptures

NT - 14%

Bi - 5%

No Scripture - 60%

ECONOMY
The global economy expanded consid-

erably during the 1990s - the major motor for

growth being the expansion of the US economy
and, to a lesser extent, the EU. japan stagnated
and in 1 998 the Asian 'tiger' economies suffered a

sharp recession from which they are slowly recov-

ering. Poorer countries generally became poorer
and relief of crippling national debt became a

global issue. Global warming, population growth
and ecological degradation helped to multiply the

frequency and intensity of natural disasters.

POLITICS

The collapse of European Communism
and the ending of the Cold War in 1989-91 radi-

cally changed global politics. The impact of

ideology waned and that of ethno-centrisms and
religions increased. Various forms of democracy
and market economics became more widespread.
The coalescing of continental groupings of nations

into economic trading blocs is counter-balanced

by many nations being threatened by ethnic frag-

mentation.

RELIGION
The 20 th Century was a time of dramatic

shifts in religious profession. Religious freedom
increased in former Communist-ruled nations, but
decreased in the latter in the 1 990s as national reli-

gions sought to marginalize or suppress all

nave significant restrictions on religious belief.

Muslim nations 42
Secular/Marxist 7

Orthodox 6
Buddhist 4
Hindu 2
Catholic 3

Religions Population % Adherents *Ann.Gr.

Christian 32.54 1,973 mill. +1.43%
Muslim 21.09 1,279 mill. +2.17%
non-Religious 15.46 938 mill. +0.97%
Hindu 13.52 820 mill. +1 .44%
Buddhist 6.60 400 mill. +1.21%
Chinese 6.31 383 mill. -1 .28%
Traditional ethnic 2.90 176 mill. +1.72%
Sikh 0.34 20.5 mill. +1.70%
Jewish 0.24 14.2 mill. +0.63%
Other 1.00 60.8 mill. +1.53%
Total 100.00 6,065.1 mill. +1.39%

*Only religions with a growth rate of over 1.39% are

increasing faster than the world's population.

This table shows the breakdown of the world's countries

by continent and the predominant religion.

Africa Asia Europe Americas Pac. World

Christian 31 3 47 51 32 164

Muslim 23 26 1 _ 50

Buddhist - 1

1

- 11

Non-Rel. - 5 1 . 6

Hindu 1 2 . _ 3

Ethnic 2 . 2

Jewish - 1 - -
1

Total 57 48 49 51 32 237

100

80

60

40

20

Religions 1900-2020

1900 1920 1940 1960 1980 2000 2020

N • Non- religious

- M Muslim

„ H - Hindu

- B Buddhist

. Ch - Chinese

- E Ethnic t/adiUonai

Other rets

- Sects'Extra Xn

- O • Orthodox

- C • Catholic

t • Anglican

Independent

’ Protestant

Christians Denom. Affil.% ,000 Ann.Gr.

Protestant 8,226 5.77 349,329 +2.2%
Independent 22,356 5.00 303,289 +5.5%

Anglican 166 1.12 67,806 +2.4%
Catholic 291 15.56 943,499 +0.5%
Orthodox 549 3.48 211,246 +0.1%

Marginal 1,611 0.67 40,904 +2.7%

Unaffiliated 3.21 194.4m n.a.

Doubly affiliated 2.39 141.3m n.a.
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The Orthodox and Catholics are declining as a percentage

of the world's population, but the Protestants and Angli-

cans are growing slowly (mainly because of growth in the

non-Western world). The Marginal megabloc (mainly jWs

and Mormons) grew substantially from under one million

followers in 1900 to 41 million in 2000. It is the growth

of newer 'post-denominational' churches and networks

that has characterized the 20 th Century with a bewilder-

ing vteriety of expressions of Christianity. This

Independent megabloc has grown from 7 million in 1 900

to well over 300 million in 2000. Many are independent

Evangelical, Pentecostal and charismatic denominations

and networks. There are also a number of break-aways

from all megablocs as well as indigenous, sometimes syn-

cretistic, movements.

The following diagram illustrates this change over the 20*

Century and projection to 2020 if present trends con-

tinue.

Trans-bloc Groupings pop. % ooo Ann.Gr.

Evangelical 6.9 420,058 +4.7%

Charismatic 5.7 345,692 +3.9%

Pentecostal 1.9 115,826 +4.5%

The most dynamic growth in Christianity has been within

movements that transcend the Christian megablocs and

component denominations and networks. These are:

Evangelicals who emerged as a dynamic force after the

revivals of the 18* and 19* Centuries and were used of

Cod in the great expansion of Christianity in the 1
9* and

20* Centuries. The startling growth of non-Western

(AfAsLA) Evangelicals in the latter half of the 20* Century

is evident. Note the possible continued growth to 2025

when 83% of the world's Evangelicals could be in the

non-Western world.

Pentecostals sprang out of early 20* Century revivals.

Their growth in the 20* Century has been spectacular —
from virtually no Pentecostals in 1 900 to over 1 1 5 million

in 2000. Pentecostals are by definition Evangelical and

also usually First Wave Charismatic.

Charlsmatics began to multiply within nearly all

megablocs and denominations from the 1 950s and 1 960s

(Second Wave Charismatics). Other Charismatics formed

their own new networks and structures (Third Wave). It is

this latter that comprises a large segment of the Inde-

pendent megabloc. All Charismatics (including historic

Pentecostal denominations, those in non-charismatic

denominations and those in post-denominational net-

works) have grown from less than a million in 1 900 to

maybe 345 million in 2000.

This diagram shows the growth of these movements over

the 20* Century and projection to 2030 if present trends

continue.

The following diagrams seek to illustrate this complex pic-

ture and the proportions of each of these three

movements in each Christian megabloc in 2000.

Note: These following two diagrams can be found

enlarged on p. 60.
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Note: All Pentecostals are both Evangelical and Charis-

matic and are PI. Most Evangelicals are P, I or A and

smaller numbers are C or 0. Most Charismatics in P,I,A are

Evangelicals; much less so among C.
Mission agencies

Mission agencies: 2,932. Missionaries sent to other lands:

97,732. Cross-cultural missionaries: 1 43,1 89. Missionaries

serving in homelands: 103,528. All missionaries: 201,260.

For more details, see Appendix 4.

Origin of the world's P,I,A missionaries
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• Answers to Prayer
The visual media have eroded the faith of believers in God's sovereignty in the world. Tele-

vision cameramen, like vultures, swoop on the wars, famines, disasters and tragedies of this

world. The beautiful, wholesome and good is less photogenic, so what God does and what
God's servants are achieving are rarely noticed. Like Elisha's servant (2 Kings 6) we need our

eyes opened to see reality.

l he view from a heavenly vantage point is very different! There is a titanic struggle going

on in the heavenlies between the forces of the Lord Jesus and the hosts ol darkness and t he

effects in our world are dramatic. Yet the victory has already been won on the cross. So here

and in subsequent sections of the book we begin with answers to prayer — especially those

from the 1990s.

I
The unprecedented harvest being won in Africa, Asia and Latin America (AfAsLA)

in contrast to the stagnation in North America and the Pacific, and the decline in Europe
(EuNAPa). The tables and graphs below reveal a remarkable story. The table of statistics shows
the relative change of the world's population for each of the six megablocs. The graph beside

the table reveals that though Chrstianity's percentage in the world population has changed
little, the proportions between EuNAPa and AfAsLA have changed dramatically.

Change in m egablocs as a % of world population

1900 1960 2000 2010

P 6.2 6.1 5.6 6.0

1 0.4 1.4 4.8 5.3

A 1.9 1.4 1.1 1.1

C 16 5 18.1 15.2 14.6

O 7.7 4.0 3.4 3.0

M 0.2 0.3 0.6 0.7

All Chr 34.5 34.6 32.5 32.6

Comparison of Western

and non-Western Christians
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Christianity has slightly declined as a percentage of the world's population — only the Mar-
ginals with some increase and the Independent/Indigenous megabloc with major increases

have gone against this trend. This conceals an astonishing shift of the centre of gravity of

Christianity to the non-Western world. Note the growth in proportions of each megabloc
in AfAsLA:

Christians in AfAsLA as percentage of all Christians

1900 1960 2000

Protestant (P) 5.4 19.1 57.3

Independent (1) 2.6 3.5 74.0

Anglican (A) 3.9 9.6 48.8

Catholic (C) 26.9 40.7 65.6

Orthodox (O) 9.2 13.7 25.8

Marginal (M) 61.4 26.5 58.2

All Christians 16.7 35.6 59.4

Christianity is now truly a global religion

once more — a status it lost 12 centuries ago.
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Comparison of Megabloc Growth
In West (EuNAPa) and non-West (AfAsLA)
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2
The expansion of Evangelicals since 1960.

> They numbered 84.5 million (2.8%) in I960,

but in 2000 they were 420 million (6.9%). The
growth peaked around 1990 at 5.6%. The graph
below shows the remarkable growth rate between
1975 and 2000. We give projected growth rates to

2025 with the likelihood that this momentum
would not be maintained without a significant out-

pouring of the Holy Spirit.

The post-war surge of evangelical missions was an

astonishing success story, but most of the subse-

quent growth came from a new generation of

indigenous evangelical movements around the

world.

The spread of Pentecostalism has been astonishing. After its birth around the

beginning of the 20"’ Century, Pentecostal denominations grew and proliferated. 1 lie

most significant growth has been since 1960 from about 1 1 million worldwide to 116 mil-

lion in 2000 and an average growth rate of around 7%. See the graph above.

4 The huge impact of the Charismatic movement on almost every denomination
and megabloc. These figures include both First Wave Pentecostal denominations, Sec-

ond Wave mainline denominations and also newer independent post-denominational

networks. Figures are at best reasonable, but low, estimates. Those shown here indicate the

size of this movement: 1990 — 181 million; 1995 — 261 million; 2000 — 345 million. See

the graph above.

5 The strength and growth of the Church in lands that have, or have had,
severe persecution — such as Ethiopia, Sudan, China, Korea, India and a number of

Muslim lands.

The manifest failure of human ideologies, which became more obvious in the

1980s and '90s.

a) The collapse of Communism as a global threat, and the bankruptcy of atheism has

caused significant turning to Christ in answer to prayer.

b) Fundamentalist Islam has gained in political power and its ability to cause havoc in

the world through subversion and sometimes terrorism, but has lost credibility in the

minds of many Muslims (many of whom are becoming secularized). As a result, many
have become more open to the gospel and to receive Christ despite the danger. The last

15 years has been a time of more Muslims coming to Christ than ever before in history.

There are the beginnings of what we believe could be a flood — demonstrating that

Jesus is Lord even over Islam.



c) The Buddhist world has long proved a tough challenge with few major breakthroughs,

but the rising tide of interest and concern for the Buddhist heartlands of Tibet and
Mongolia is bearing fruit. Mongolia has opened and Tibet is increasingly surrounded —
north, south and east— by an active Christian witness. Communism has been a means
of preparing many Asian Buddhist cultures for the coming of the gospel.

7 The globalization of the world missions movement. Since 1980 there has been
a surge of interest and involvement. The world missions force is now multi-cultural and

multi-national.

a) The USA still remains the largest foreign missionary-sending nation

,

but South Korea

has replaced the UK as the second after the USA.
b) India's missionary movement has grown enormously even as the foreign component

has dwindled. India could now be the world's second-largest missionary-sending coun-

try, though the vast majority serve in their own country — most in a cross-cultural

environment.

In Appendix 4 on p. 747 there is a listing of the world's missionaries sent and received coun-

try by country.

8 The AD2000 and Beyond Movement launched in 1989 proved to be the most

global, focused movement for world evangelization that there ever has been. Its min-

istry came to an end in January 2001 according to its charter, but the effects will impact the

2T’ Century. It was a coordinating network of many of the more activist evangelical bodies

around the world. Its goals were The gospel for every person and a church for every peo-

ple.' Despite criticisms and inadequacies, much was achieved:

a) The 10/40 Window focus was brilliantly successful. The unusual phrase became a

household phrase across the evangelical world. The most neglected part of the world

basked in unaccustomed attention, thousands of congregations were mobilized for

prayer and action, hundreds of agencies re-formulated strategies and recruitment of

workers for the unreached significantly increased. In the authors' own agency, deploy-

ment in the 10/40 Window went up from 34% in 1984 to over 70% in 2000. The

concept became almost too successful — sometimes in being applied to invalidate any

mission activity outside the Window!
b) A great increase in research into the world's peoples — at a global level in producing

the Joshua Project List (JPL) of unreached peoples and at regional and national levels

with the multiplication of indigenous research efforts in Africa, Asia, Latin America, etc.

The 1990s saw the most concerted attempt at analyzing the need of the world ever —
of which Operation World itself is a part. Every JPL people was prayed for, profiled,

mapped and most received some ministry visits. In many, ministry was initiated and

churches planted.

c) The Joshua Project I was launched in 1995 to facilitate strategic planning, coordinated

research and cooperative church planting during the remaining years of the 20,h Cen-

tury. The list of 12,000 peoples was broken down as follows:

People Category Number in

category

Approximate

population

% of world's

Population

Above 10,000 pop. and more than 2% evangelical

or more than 5% adherents to Christianity

6,000 3,620 million 60.3

Above 10,000 pop. and less than 2% evangelical and

less than 5% adherents [this constitutes the JPL]

1,600 2,350 million 39.2

Below 10,000 population [many being migrant over

or cross-border minorities]

4,400 30 million 0.5,

World Totals 12,000 6,000 million 100.0

d) A Church for every people— how far was the goal achieved? The challenge to national

and international congregations and agencies to adopt peoples for prayer and ministry

gained momentum in the 1990s. Progress was logged for the 1,583 peoples listed in the

October 2000 JPL with the following results:



Joshua Project - Least Reached Peoples — Progress towards church planting 1990 - 2000
Percent of Peoples 1990 Oct. 1997 Oct. 2000 Achievement

est. 66% 77% 100% Complete
est. 66% 77% 85% Five-sixths

est. 39% 43% 68% Two-thirds
n.a. 4% 31% One-third

e)

Targeted for church planting by mid-2002
Targeted for church planting by 2000
Church planting team currently on site

Reported Fellowship of at least 100 believers

tHat b
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' there was a sported church planting team(s) in
1 0S4 ot the peoples and evidence of a congregation of 100 members in 487. This of™ r

,
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n0t lncIude the Possible 2,000 peoples of under 10,000 in population thatremam inadequately researched and may be needing pioneer work. Praise God for these

tp ‘?mn th
3ChleVememS 3nd pray that the momentum might increase in the period

...
2000. There are weaknesses — inadequate mechanisms for holding those com-

mitted to then prom^es for adoption, insufficient verification and over-simplification
of the task but thank God for what was achieved 1

The gospel for every person. The Mark 16:15 version of the Great Commission exhorts
preaching the gospel to every person. The AD2000 and Beyond goal of the 'Gospel forEvery Person is in tune with this. It is harder to measure the impact of multiple means0 ministry to the unconverted — personal witness, literature, Scripture translation
Christian video, cassettes, television, radio, the Internet and many other tools God hasgiven us. We can measure potential accessibility by many of these ministries - though
the reality may fall far short of this. However, the cumulative effects of multiple layers
of ministry increase the likelihood of non-Christians hearing the gospel and the possi-
bility of response. The AD2000 and Beyond Movement brought together major
networks of specialist agencies. Here are listed some of the major thrusts of the 1990s:

1 Scripture translation. Through the combined ministry of the Bible Societies and Bible
translation agencies, 94% of the world's population has access to a NT in their own
language or soon will through existing translation projects. WBT has set the goal
ot researching the remaining languages of the earth and initiating a Bible transla-
tion programme for each one requiring it by 2020 (see p.698).

ii The World by Radio consortium of Christian broadcasting agencies (see p.694) made
a commitment to provide Christian radio programming for every person on earth
in a language they could understand. In practical terms, it meant ensuring weekly
broadcasts in 372 mega-languages. In the 1990s, 115 languages were added leav-
ing only 164 with no broadcasts. It is estimated that the potential audience is now
99% (assuming good radio reception, availability of radios and power and also
interest in seeking the correct frequencies).
The JESUS film (see p.696) has had 4.1 billion individual viewings — maybe repre-
senting 3 billion people and has yielded over 128 million enquirers. The goal of
translating the script into every language spoken by 50,000 people had virtually
been achieved by 2001. Well over 99% of the world's population would be able to
view the film in a language they know.
Many other remarkable international ministries such as SAT-7 satellite TV coverage in
the Middle East, EHC, GRN, etc., could also be added to these multiple layers of
global coverage.

m

iv

Witnessing by local believers. Ulti-
mately this is the best and most
fundamental means for sharing the
gospel. Only 6.3% of the world's pop-
ulation lives in a culture without a

witnessing church — though in large

populations many would have little

chance to visit one such. To this
93.7% of the population with a

Church in their own culture could be
added the 98% of the world's popula-
tion that has a resident national
expatriate witness in their midst.
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This diagram shows these layers of witness

which have the potential to cover the whole
world's population multiple times. Of course

the actual truth is that most of these min-
istries reach a proportion of the potential.

Praise God for the amazing tools we can use

and the resourcefulness of Christian agencies

in using them well.

The sobering fact is that even with all this

activity, probably 15-25% of the world's pop-

ulation has not really heard the gospel in

such a way as to respond to the offer of eter-

nal salvation in Jesus Christ.

• Global Hot Spots
Here are listed some of the critical international hot spots likely to cause much grief, suf-

fering and death in the coming decade. These need to be covered in prayer. Please see the

individual regions and countries for more detail.

I
The future of Jerusalem. The fundamental issue of this world-renowned city's

future is possibly the biggest flash-point in the world today. The conflict between the

Israelis and Palestinians has resisted major international efforts to resolve it. War between

the heavily armed Israelis and surrounding Muslim states is not unlikely. This unresolved

issue cripples many international efforts to reinforce peace and economic betterment.

2 The Balkan-Central Asia belt stretches across a region of conflict — the Balkan eth-

nic hatreds, Kurdish desires for nationhood, the Caucasus cauldron of wars and

confrontations together with potentially vast oil wealth, the clash between the Muslim and

Orthodox worlds in Central Asia and the open ulcer of Taliban-ruled Afghanistan.

3
The Himalayan cultural, religious and political divide with the growing

nuclear abilities of antagonistic Pakistan, China and India.

4 China's growing assertiveness — with its military capability threatening East and

southeast Asia as it seeks to regain Taiwan and control surrounding seas and small

island archipelagos.

International terrorism. The sophistication, power and transportability of weapons

of mass destruction (nuclear, chemical and biological) make the threat real that a few

armed fanatics can hold whole nations to ransom.

Africa's zones of conflict. These are partly due to unsuitable, colonially-drawn

frontiers in the 19 ,h Century. Present major conflict zones:

a) Far West Africa where greed and ethnic loyalties have plunged Liberia, Sierra Leone and

increasingly Guinea into war with unspeakable barbarities committed.

b) The Central Africa chain of conflicts have become intertwined in recent years and

ongoing wars between Ethiopia and Eritrea, the genocidal wars of Rwanda and Burundi,

the civil wars of Somalia, Sudan, Uganda, the two Congos and Angola. This zone of con-

flict stretches from the Indian Ocean to the Atlantic and has caused cumulatively over

10 million deaths in the past 20 years through famine or war.

c) The unresolved issue of the Western Sahara, now controlled by Morocco.

d) The civil war in Algeria.

One positive for Africa — there is peace in Southern Africa after nearly 40 years of conflict.

7 The scarcity of water in many parts of the world is becoming a major cause of ten-

sion and even conflict between nations. Major hydro-politics tension points:

a) The Amu Darya/Oxus of Central Asia.

b) The Tigris-Euphrates (Turkey, Syria, Iraq, Iran).

c) The Iordan (Israel, Syria, Jordan).

d) The Nile (Egypt, Sudan, Ethiopia).

e) The nations to the north and south of the Sahara Desert.

f) The Amur (Russia, China).

Potential coverage of world population
by various ministries

Local witness

90 91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 100

% of population



missionaries who fail to return for a second term of service is indicative of possible defi- ^
ciencies in selection, preparation, structure and pastoral care.

d) Cultural adjustment. Culture shock is the subject of much humour, but is very real.

Many prospective missionaries cannot make the adjustment to new foods, life styles,

languages, value systems and attitudes. Some return home disillusioned and with a

sense of failure; others react wrongly on the field and hinder fellowship and witness;

yet others go too far in their adaptation and compromise their health and sometimes

their faith. Balance and objectivity are needed.

e) Protection from Satan’s attacks. The powers of darkness are real. In many areas Satan's

kingdom has never been challenged before. Missionaries need discernment and author-

ity to resist attacks he makes through health, the mind, opponents of the gospel and

even Christian workers. Physical dangers are real — with an increase in hostage-taking,

life-threatening diseases and insecurity. Missionaries need the victorious faith that will

"bind the strong man and spoil his goods".

f) Family life. For singles, the missionary call may mean foregoing marriage for the sake

of the gospel — loneliness can be a heavy burden to bear. For others, family life ma> be

made difficult by living conditions, inadequate amenities or lack of finance, or be dis-

rupted by long separations, many visitors and excessive workloads. Missionaries

children may be separated from their parents for long periods because of education, and

can become resentful or rebellious in their teens. Pray that missionary families may be

an effective witness and example of all that a Christian family should be.

a) Commitment to God's will. The assurance that God has guided to a particular ministry

is often the only anchor to retain workers in difficult situations, misunderstandings,

broken relationships and "impossible" crises. Pray that none may leave a place of call-

ing for a negative or superficial reason, but only because of a positive leading from God.

h) Fruitfulness. All workers need the anointing of God on their lives, and an effective min-

istry that bears eternal fruit. For this they need clear objectives and time to achieve

them Too much time can be spent on survival and handling trivial interruptions, an

too little on the real reason for being there. Only the Holy Spirit can give a worker that

constraining love of Christ for sinners — human pity and love are inadequate.

i) .4 sense of urgency. Expulsions or enforced departure from the field could suddenly ter-

minate a ministry. Missionaries need to work hard to train their successors and help

local believers to maturity.
. n

i) Homecoming for furlough, or for home ministry, which can be traumatic. Returning

missionaries need the continued support of God's people for overcoming re-entry

shock, establishing an effective rapport with churches at home and building an effec-

tive ministry.

• The Unfinished Task — Religious Systems

The World's Religions and the Challenge they represent. The 20'" Century was onei in

which secularism seemed to triumph, but the 21" Century is likely to be on
^
in w.h>ch he

world’s religions vie with one another for the hearts and minds of humankind. I he sup-

posed 'tolerance' of the post-modern West is unlikely to extend globally to the religious

systems of this world. Here follows a very brief mention of some of these religious systems

and several global prayer challenges. More detail will be given in the subsequent sections

of the book.

1
Christianity has become the most global of religions. There is no country without a

Christian witness and only 10 without a visible congregation of indigenous believers

(8 in Asia, 2 in Africa). There are 18 countries with a resident Christian population of less

than 1%, and a further 22 with less than 5%. Over the 20,h Century, Christianity declined

slightly from 34.5% in 1900 to 32.5% in 2000. The precipitous decline of the past 30 years

inEurope has been balanced by the growth in Asia and Africa. Much has been covered in

the section on the Church in the previous pages.
. ,

. . „

a) Nominalism has become a major issue. In many countries the 'ChristiansL

q

W
need to be evangelized. Their spiritual needs cannot be ignored, ^
of a Christian heritage does not confer eternal salvation. Many traditionally Christian

populations know nothing of a personal faith, true repentance

the finished work of Christ for their salvation. It is estimated that 1.2 billion (60 /o) are
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nominal and non-practising 'Christians'. Many millions more trust more in their good

deeds than in God's grace for salvation. Many areas of Europe, Latin America and parts

of Africa and Asia are Christianized but unconverted. Occultism and sin reign unchal-

lenged. Pray for renewal, re-evangelization and new growth in such areas.

b) Christo-pagans who, while statistically counted as Christians, are practising occultists,

shamanists, fetishists, etc. under a veneer of Christianity. This is particularly prevalent

in Latin America among the Amerindians and Mestizo. It is also widespread in Africa

where many indigenous groups are more influenced by ethnic religions than by the

gospel. Europe and Asia, too, have millions of professing Christians who are just as syn-

cretistic. Evangelizing such people and making them into disciples of the Lord Jesus is

just as necessary as winning those of other religions— even if this results in accusations

of proselytism.

c) Sectarianism. The term 'sect' is loaded and misused. Many genuine believers in Christ are

persecuted or harassed because of being so described. Yet there are millions of 'Christians

who define their own church or group as the sole possessors of Truth — some such are the

Mormons, Jehovah's Witnesses and many other smaller groups. They need to be freed

from the teachings that have ensnared them. See the Special Ministries section on p. 709.

2
Muslims live largely in the great arc of territory stretching from West Africa through

Central Asia, to Indonesia. Their growth in the 20 ,h Century has been significant —
from 12.3% in 1900 to 21.1% in 2000. Most of this growth has been through a higher birth

rate and expansion through migration. Conversion growth has been greatest in West Africa,

Indonesia and the USA. Pray for:

a) The eyes and hearts of Muslims to be opened to the person of the Lord Jesus Christ.

Built into Islam are specific denials of truths fundamental to us who believe in Him. The

barriers to faith are so numerous that it requires a deep working of the Holy Spirit -

often through supernatural revelations or miracles.

b) Muslim background believers in Christ who are relatively few. Only in a few areas such

as parts of Indonesia, Central Asia, Nigeria and Algeria have there been significant turn-

ings to Christ. They face severe pressures and even death. Many Muslim lands have

adopted shari'a laws which require the death penalty for apostates from Islam.

c) Christian ministries to Muslims. These have long been limited, but are on the increase.

Yet only about 6% of all foreign missionaries are working for the blessing of Muslims,

who constitute a third of all non-Christians. Pray for more to be called, equipped and

led into fruitful ministry to Muslims.

3
The non-religious and secular bloc has shown the most massive growth in the 20

Century, with about 0.2% of the world's population in 1900 and peaking in 1980, but

in 2000 representing 15.5% — mainly Europeans and Chinese. Since the collapse of Com-

munism, there has been a rise in spirituality and slight decline in the non-religious

percentage. Nevertheless Christians have generally proved singularly ineffective in com-

municating the gospel in a relevant and winsome way to secular, post-modern culture. Pray

for change — for Christians to become relevant, effective witnesses and for the tide of mate-

rialistic secularism to be turned.

4 Hinduism has made notable missionary inroads in the West through the wide accept-

ance of transcendental meditation, yoga, New Age thinking, sects such as Hare Krishna

and Indian gurus. It has also become more militant and repressive of all other religious

minorities in its heartlands of India and Nepal.

a) The Indian sub-continent has the largest concentration and variety of least-reached

peoples and people groups on earth. The gospel has spread most to the poor and mar-

ginalized, while the main body of caste Hindus remains unevangelized.
,

b) The need for workers able to reach caste Hindus is great. Pray for Indian Christians and

others to be called and enabled to reach them despite present restrictive laws and a ram-

pant Hindu militancy that persecutes Christians.

c) A de-Westernized, culturally appropriate pattern of Christian living and community

is needed. Pray for the Holy Spirit to bring the light of the gospel to influential Hindus.

5 Buddhism is the state religion of five nations in Asia, the majority in a further four,

and a significant minority in yet another 11. Over half of this total are followers of the

mixture of the Chinese religions, Taoism, Confucianism and Buddhism The various reli-

gious systems are so intermingled that a clear differentiation is hard to make. There are a so



major new religions which are offshoots of Buddhism — Cao Dai in Vietnam, Falun Gong
in China, Sokka Gokkai in Japan. Since the discrediting of Communism after 1990, Bud-

dhism has had a measure of resurgence in East and Southeast Asia, but overall it continues

its gradual decline. The Dalai Lama of Tibet has popularized Buddhism in the West. Rela-

tively few Buddhists have come to Christ despite two or more centuries of presenting the

gospel to them in such lands as Thailand, Myanmar, Sri Lanka, Tibet, etc.

6
Ethnic religions and the more modern varieties of spiritism continue to decline in

world percentage but are showing significant increase in vitality in every continent.

Many followers of world religions remain, in practice, shamanists, animists, idolaters, spiri-

tists, ancestor worshippers, fetishists, wiccan, etc. Widespread fascination with the occult is

an indication of the fierceness of the spiritual conflict in which we are engaged.

7
Sikhism is one of the more recent world religions and originated in northeast India.

Many Sikhs have migrated to other countries — Canada, East Africa, Britain, Southeast

Asia. Few Christians have ever sought to understand their religion and find ways of shar-

ing the gospel. So Christians from a Sikh background remain relatively few.

8
Jews are declining in numbers in most countries — through low birthrates, secular-

ization, conversions to Christ and emigration to Israel. Nearly 30% of all Jews now live

in Israel. Of the 14 million Jews, some estimate that there may be about 100,000 Messianic

Jews, the majority in the USA. That Jews should find salvation in Messiah Yeshua remains

a key concern for Christians.

9
Numerous other religions remain a challenge for Christian witness — the 6 million

Baha'i worldwide, 4 million Jains in India and the 3.5 million Parsees. Very few Jains

or Parsees have ever come to faith in Christ.

• The Unfinished Task — The World's Peoples
It was only during the 1990s that a reasonably complete listing of the world's peoples and

languages was developed. For the first time in history we have a reasonably clear picture of

the remaining task for us to disciple the nations.

Here is a summary of our present assessment of the least reached peoples. Of the world's

12,000 ethnolinguistic peoples, about 3,000-3,600 are 'World A' peoples in which less than

50% are likely to have heard the gospel. Nearly all originate from the 10/40 Window area

and most can be broadly classified in 11 major Affinity Blocs. Their affinities include cul-

ture, language use, geography, history, etc. See the map on p.17. The table below shows the

number of peoples, their populations (in 1,000's) and the number of professing Christians

(also in 1,000s) for all peoples (Worlds A, B, C) and for the least reached (World A).

Affinity Bloc Peoples Population Christians Area

Total World A Total World A Total World A

Sub-Saharan 1,709 893 307,288 124,167 86,432 2,830 W Africa to Sudan.

Horn of African 135 83 50,890 24,944 13,360 619 Excluding Ethiopians.

Arab World 410 242 247,225 98,351 19,405 252 North Africa and West Asia.

Indo-lranian 141 134 127,557 100,283 113 74 E Turkey, Iran, Afghan., NE Pakistan.

Turkic/Altaic 139 126 90,079 89,927 42 8 Turkey, C Asia, Siberia, China, Mongolia.

Tibeto-Burman 422 276 80,049 35,022 6,945 808 W China, Himalayas, Myanmar, etc.

South Asian 773 437 1456,468 735,576 47,066 7,068 Important caste distinctions not incl.

SE Asian 429 338 204,842 98,637 8,223 1,270 Indo-China, Thailand, S & SW China.

East Asian 73 28 151,605 146,789 3,718 2,047 Excl. Chinese, South Koreans.

Malay 938 554 245,355 123,334 25,923 1,116 Excl. Filipinos, Malagasy, Chamorro.

Jewish 175 92 14,318 2,693 549 0 Mainly N Amer., Israel, but also global.

Rest of World 6,656 354 3,090,324 82,277 1,761,224 3,908 C&E Africa, Eur, E Asia, Americas, Pacific.

World Total 12,000 3,557 6,066,000 1,662,000 1,973,000 20,000

Over 90% of all the least-reached peoples on earth either live within the areas shown on

the above map or have migrated to other parts of the world. In all the rest of the world are

about 350 peoples with 82 million individuals which are in the least-reached category.

if



There are 26 nations already suffering from a severe water deficit. It is reckoned that by 2025

3 billion people will have problems accessing fresh water.

• Global Issues to Watch
Below are major trends in our world that hint at ever faster and more severe changes that

bring both danger and opportunity for Christian witness. Turn these into intercession for

the continued intervention of God into the lives of the world's population.

I
The pressures on world leaders continue to increase and so do the uncertainties

and dangers. Pray for the world's leaders. Those who lead their countries are listed in

Appendix 1 on p.715. Pray specifically for:

a) Those who give just ami godly leadership , many of whom are committed Christians.

They need to be upheld in prayer. They have to make difficult decisions for a majority

who may not share their faith. Pray that they may continually stand firm for what is

good, moral and just for the nations they rule and not give way to numerous pressure

groups who would wish to gain advantage for vested interests, nor push for the relax-

ation of laws that forbid what the Bible names as sin.

b) Those who face major crises. Pray for courage to take the right decisions, however

unpopular. It is easy to go for the soft or cheap option which ultimately proves hard and

costly. The new millennium will provide an ever-multiplying number of these crises.

c) Christians to be active in their homelands to promote justice, righteousness, honest

government and wise rule for the good of all. In too many cultures, Christians have

either opted out of the political process and allowed the wrong ones to rule by default,

or they have become part of the problem and compromised.

d) Good rulers to be raised up. The collapse of Communism and the spread of democratic

governmental systems has not ended tyrannies, autocratic power-seekers or corrupt,

greedy dictators. Pray for those who are unfit to rule their lands that they may repent

and change (as did Nebuchadnezzar) or be removed (Pharoah, Belshazzar).

2
Global warming has become a reality through a series of knock-on effects with

unknown results in the long-term — probably with the sea-level rising, flooding of low-

lands, destruction of coral reefs, more cataclysmic storms, more severe climate changes, a

sudden catastrophic rise in world temperature, etc. The wealthy nations with 20% of the

world's population produce 80% of the greenhouse gases that contribute to global warm-

ing (the USA with 4.5% of the world's population produces 22% of the greenhouse gases).

3

b)

c)

d)

The insidious power of international crime empires. Globalization has also

globalized crime:

Drug networks linking the largest growers (Andean republics, Central Asia, the Golden

Triangle of SE Asia) with the largest users (the West). Some such are the Italian/US Mafia,

the Colombian drug barons, Chinese Triads, Japanese yakuza, Jamaican yardies, Russ-

ian mafia, etc.

Money laundering on a massive scale.

Control of national economies and politicians.

Huge trading in people — sex slaves, illegal migrants, women as captured wives, etc.

4 The impact of older and newer diseases has markedly increased — AIDS, malaria,

tuberculosis being some of the more infamous and prominent. Africa and tropical

countries will be more adversely affected.

S
The treatment of women continues to be a scandal in many parts of the world. Of

the 1.3 billion in deep poverty, 70% are women. They work longer hours for less reward

and all too often bear the greater financial burden to raise their families. Countries where

female infanticide is widely practised, such as China and India, will trigger a growing smug-

gling of women and girls for the sex trade and for forced marriages.

6
International migrations. Population growth in poorer countries and the increas-

ing gap between the richer and poorer nations is driving many to seek a better future

in another land. Large scale migrations into Western Europe, North America, South Africa,
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These tables give an analysis of foreign and indigenous Protestant, Independent and Angli-

can missionaries received and sent for each country of the world. We were not able to obtain

adequate statistics for other megablocs, so these have been omitted from these tables. The vast

majority of missionaries in these tables are Evangelicals. We have only totalled the numbers

of missionaries identified - possibly the true number of P,I and A missionaries serving may be

10-20% higher than figures given for some countries. I he complete listing of numbers of mis-

sionaries sent and received, by mission agencies, and numbers to and from each country is to

be found on the Operation World CD. There are now Christian missionaries sent and received

by nearly every country in the world - a real globalization of the missionary force!

Explanation of columns

Column 1 - Countries grouped by continent. Some countries impose restrictions on mis-

sion activity, and any data relevant to these countries is included in the

''Confidential" supplementary line for Africa and Asia and "n.a. inserted in

the statistics line.

Missionaries TO country — relating to countries which receive missionaries.

Column 2 - The number of mission agencies identified as having a ministry in the country.

Column 3 - Foreign missionaries. These include expatriate workers and their spouses (if

not indigenous), furloughing missionaries assigned to these countries and

also STWs (the latter are not separately enumerated in this table, but this

detail is given on the CD.

Column 4 - National missionaries. All missionaries working within their own home

country. This includes field missionaries and also those in a supportive role,

but with missionary status.

Column 5 - The total number of national and foreign missionaries serving in a country.

Column 6 - Ratio of the number of people in the country for every missionary. This

is a rather simplistic, but useful way of assessing the density of missionaries

and, by comparison with the Christian population of the country, a measure

of the need for further missionary input.

Missionaries FROM country — relating to countries which send missionaries.

Column 7 - The number of agencies with an indigenous base in the country. Interna-

tional agencies will have multiple entries in the countries, but the continental

totals include such agencies once only.

Column 8 - The total number of national missionaries - in their own and in other lands.

Column 9 - The number of national missionaries serving in other lands.

Column 10 - The percentage of cross-cultural workers as a percentage of the total.

Column 1 1 - Ratio of churches for each missionary. This is an indication of how many

churches are needed, on average, to send one missionary. This is a useful

guide to the level of interest in missions in the country.

Global table of Protestant, Independent and Anglican missionaries

Missionaries TO country

World by Total Total All

Continents Agencies Foreign

Miss.

National

Miss.

Miss.

Africa 620 1 7737 9320 27057

Asia 875 29305 55680 84985

Europe 564 16197 6901 23098

Latin America 539 16980 6574 23554

N. America 151 3008 20368 23376

Pacific 183 4124 3135 7184

World 2932 97732 104271 201928

Missionaries FROM country

Pop: Total In Other % P,I,A

Miss.

Ratio

Agencies National

Miss.

entries Cross

Cultural

Ch:Miss.

Ratio

28977 395 12442 3126 72.6 48 4

43434 601 69203 13607 59.2 11.3

31596 413 22897 16077 83.4 6.2

22040 346 10192 1 3837 69.1 30.3

13246 672 171088 50720 80.7 7.2

4231 132 9452 3526 72.1 6.1

30032 2559 201928 97732 71.1 11.8
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The map on the opposite page shows the regions of the world as used in this book. These regions are not

identical to the commonly accepted continents, which are a purely geographical concept. The regions here

are classified according to socio-political commonalities that link the nations of each shaded area.

Area 135,294,000 sq.km excluding the 14 million sq.km of Antarctica.

There are 237 countries and territories listed in this book. Their populations vary greatly; see diagram below.

Population Affiliated Total Peoples in Region

in millions Christian Percentages No. of World

Region 1990 1995 Total Prot Evang Peoples A B C

AFRICA 480.8 557.9 48.1 202 13.2 3,168 1,074 975 1,119

ASIA 2,940.3 3,209.3 7.3 3.9 3.1 2,658 1,607 503 548

CARIBBEAN 35.3 37.8 69.2 16.5 11.1 287 15 83 189

EURASIA 280.6 290.5 45.8 1.1 0.9 5% 306 104 186

EUROPE 507.9 514.8 772 18.3 2.8 1,083 120 176 787

LATIN AMERICA 412.7 455.8 90.9 12.1 11.1 1,233 96 261 876

MIDDLE EAST 330.8 378.1 4.6 0.6 0.4 889 558 159 172

NORTH AMERICA 276.6 284.8 70.7 40.6 27.9 427 28 48 351

PACIFIC 26.5 28.4 66.8 37.0 15.8 1,533 111 237 1,185

WORLD 5,291.7 5.757.3 30.1 9.2 5.7 11,874 3,915 2,546 5,413

World A The unevangelized/unreached world where %E < 50% for constituent peoples.

World B The evangelized non-Christian world where %E > 50% and All Christians < 60%.

World C The broadly Christian world where All Christians in people are > 60%.

See Appendix 5 for fuller definitions.

Population:

Population size Number of Countries
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Area 21,288,000 sq.km., 15.7% of the land area of the world. Countries excluded in this edition:

1. Parts of the former USSR, usually considered in Asia, such as Russia east of the Urals (Siberia),

Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan, are included under Eurasia.

2. West Asia (Asian Arab states, Israel, Iran and Turkey) is included in the Middle East.

NOTE: Afghanistan was also included in the Middle East in the last edition, but in this it is included with Asia.
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Country

Population

in millions

1990 1995

Affiliated

Christian Percentages

Total Prot Evang

Total Peoples In Country
No. of World
Peoples ABC

Afghanistan 16.6 23.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 67 62 1 4
Bangladesh 115.6 132.2 0.4 0.2 0.1 57 32 15 10
Bhutan 0.6 0.7 0.3 0.3 0.3 21 17 3 1

Brunei 0.3 0.3 5.1 2.9 1.4 26 12 12 2
Cambodia 8.2 9.2 0.4 0.1 0.1 35 27 5 3

t. China, People’s Rep 1,135.5 1,214.2 6.1 5.1 5.0 160 134 21 5
China, Taiwan 20.3 21.5 4.8 3.0 2.1 28 6 5 17
Hong Kong 5.8 6.2 14.1 8.5 6.9 32 5 15 12

Jl. . India 853.4 947.3 3.9 1.9 1.0 432 318 58 56
Indonesia 181.3 195.6 12.6 9.4 4.5 702 288 130 284

s. Japan 123.5 126.3 1.6 0.5 0.3 27 15 8 4
Korea, North 22.9 25.5 0.6 0.4 0.4 6 3 1 2
Korea, South 43.5 44.9 34.6 27.1 21.1 8 0 5 3
Laos 4.1 4.6 1.5 0.7 0.7 111 101 8 2
Macao 0.4 0.4 7.3 1.8 1.5 9 1 4 4
Malaysia 17.3 19.2 7.3 4.0 3.1 173 103 51 19
Maldives 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.0 0.0 8 5 2 1

Mongolia 2.2 2.6 0.1 0.1 0.1 19 16 2 1

Myanmar 41.7 46.3 6.3 5.2 3.6 130 72 26 32
Nepal 19.1 21.5 0.6 0.6 0.6 105 92 9 4

V- Pakistan 122.7 141.6 1.7 1.1 0.2 88 79 7 2
Philippines 62.4 69.9 88.5 7.5 5.1 180 107 19 54
Singapore 2.7 2.8 12.3 7.8 6.8 43 12 22 9
Sri Lanka 17.2 18.3 7.6 0.9 0.4 21 8 9 4
Thailand 55.7 59.6 0.8 0.4 0.3 87 54 26 7
Vietnam 67.2 75.0 9.8 0.8 0.8 83 38 39 6

ASIA 2940.3 3209.3 7.3 3.9 3.1 2,658 1,607 503 548

Ht.

World A The unevangelized/unreached world where %E < 50% for constituent peoples.
World B The evangelized non-Christian world where %E > 50% and All Christians < 60%.
World C The broadly Christian world where All Christians in people are > 60%.
See Appendix 5 for fuller definitions.

Population Ann.Gr Density

1985 2,689,500,000 1.8% 126/sq.km
1990 2,940,300,000 1.8% 138/sq.km
1995 3,209,300,000 1.8% 151 /sq.km
2000 3,472,600,000 1.6% 163/sq.km

This was 55.6% of the world’s population in 1990
and will be 55.7% by 2000.

Peoples: An estimated 2,658 ethno-linguistic

people groups, of which 23% are in Indonesia

Languages: Over 1,980 known languages are

spoken, or 27% of the world's total. There are

probably many more Indian languages not included

in this SIL figure. Languages wtth Scriptures 91 Bi

137NT 246por. There are 336 languages with a
definite need for NT translation, but there could be
as many as 1 ,362.

Cities: There are 89 world-class cities of over one
million inhabitants. Nearly one billion people live in

Asia’s cities. Urbanization 39%.

Economy: Asia has become the continent of dy-
namic growth. Many perceive that the Pacific Rim
nations will dominate the 21st century. Japan is now
the world’s wealthiest nation. The four little tiger

states - South Korea, Taiwan, Hong Kong and
Singapore - are fast catching up and other nations

are not far behind. The long-stagnating economies
of India, China and Indonesia are being transformed

by market reforms and rapid growth. The con-
trast with stagnating and poor nations (Bangla-

desh, Cambodia, Laos, Myanmar, Philippines

and Vietnam) is becoming more marked by the

year.

Politics: Out of the ferment of the past 80 years has
emerged a younger, stronger and more vigorous

group of nations. Their growing economic and
political influence is shifting the centre-stage of the

world from the Atlantic nations to those of the

Pacific Rim. Major factors to consider





In-this surveyibe-Middte East is defined as the Arab lands of North Africa, and all lands of southwest Asia to

the west of Pakistan and Afghanistan (the latter two countries being part of the Asian region).

Area 15,654,000 sq.km. 11.5% of the world’s land surface. Only 5% of the land in the Middle East has

sufficient water to support cultivation.

69 .
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Country

Population

in millions

1990 1995

Affiliated

Christian Percentages

Total Prot Evang

Total

No. of

Peoples

Peoples In Country

WorldABC
Algeria 25.4 29.3 0.3 0.1 0.1 41 31 5 5

Bahrain 0.5 0.6 5.0 1.3 0.7 11 5 4 2

Egypt 54.1 60.5 14.1 0.9 0.7 32 16 6 10

Gaza Strip
11 > 0.6 0.7 Included with Israel Included with Palestine

Iran 56.6 64.5 0.4 0.0 0.0 85 73 4 8

Iraq 18.9 22.4 3.0 0.0 0.0 35 21 5 9

Israel^ 6.1 72 2.3 02 02 42 21 12 9

Jordan 3.4 3.8 4.7 0.5 0.2 12 6 3 3

Kuwait 1.3 1.5 3.0 02 0.1 25 6 13 6
Lebanon 3.0 3.3 38.4 0.5 0.4 18 2 5 11

Libya 4.5 5.4 2.2 0.1 0.1 36 24 3 9

Mauritania 2.0 2.3 0.3 0.0 0.0 23 18 2 3

Morocco® 25.1 29.1 0.2 0.0 0.0 30 23 1 6

Oman 1.5 1.7 1.7 0.3 0.2 17 8 7 2

Palestine, West Bank0 * 0.9 1.0 Included with Israel 20 5 4 11

Qatar 0.4 0.5 2.5 1.1 0.5 17 5 6 6

Sahara® 0.2 02 0.0 0.0 0.0 11 9 0 2

Saudi Arabia 14.1 17.1 32 0.6 0.3 35 18 10 7

Sudan 25.2 29.1 14.4 5.0 3.1 240 184 34 22

Syria 12.5 14.9 6.4 0.2 0.1 26 8 7 11

Tunisia 8.2 9.0 02 0.0 0.0 23 13 3 7

Turkey 55.6 612 0.2 0.0 0.0 55 34 7 14

United Arab Emirates 1.9 22 8.4 0.7 0.3 35 16 14 5

Yemen 10.5 12.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 20 12 4 4

MIDDLE EAST 330.8 378.1 4.6 0.6 0.4 889 558 159 172

World A The unevangelized/unreached world where %E < 50% for constituent peoples.

World B The evangelized non-Christian world where %E > 50% and All Christians < 60%.
World C The broadly Christian world where All Christians in people are > 60%.

See Appendix 5 for fuller definitions.

Population Ann.Gr Density

1985 287,090,000 3.2% 18/sq.km

1990 330,828,000 2.9% 21/sq.km

1995 378,050,000 2.7% 24/sq.km

2000 430,057,000 2.6% 27/sq.km

Peoples: Total 889.

Semitic 50.6%. Arab 164,000,000; Jews 3,900,000;

Assyrian 180,000. The Arabs conquered the entire

region, except for Asia Minor (today’s Turkey) in the

seventh and eighth centuries, Arabizing the Egyp-

tians and Arameans (Syrians).

Indo-European 20.8%. Iranian 43,900,000; Kurd

21,000,000; Gypsy 3,000,000; European 1,000,000.

Turkic 16.2%. 53,700,000. For centuries the Otto-

man Turks ruled most of the countries in the Middle

East and North Africa, ending at the turn of this

century. Only 45% of Turkic peoples live in the

Middle East; the majority live in Eurasia.

African 5.8%. 19,100,000. The great majority live in

the Sudan, and culturally belong to Africa south of

the Sahara, but are included here in the Middle East.

Other African peoples live in Egypt (Nubians), Libya

and southern Mauritania.

Berber 5.5%. 18,000,000. North Africa.

Asian 0.73%. 2,400,000. Guest-workers in oil-

producing states of the Gulf and Libya.

Caucasus peoples 0.41%. 1,340,000. Armenian,

Cherkess, Adygey, Georgian.

Cities: There are 23 world-class cities of over one

million people. Urbanization 56%.

Economy: Over 70% of the world’s proven oil

reserves are in the Middle East States with oil have

become wealthy, and those without remained poor.

Three major wars of the past 20 years have

impacted the world’s economy.
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These two graphs show the

contrast in population growth

between the developed coun-
tries and the developing world.

Note:

1 . The bottom three segments
in the bars show that in

Europe, North America and
Eurasia growth has tailed off to

nearly zero. However, the

Eurasia figures mask the dis-

parity between the low growth

in Russia and the rapid growth
in the Central Asian Republics.

2. The growth and size of the

Asian population.

Growth rate of Regional Populations

3. The high rate of growth in

the Middle East - in the ’80s a
large contributory factor was
an inflow of migrant labour.

4. The increasing growth in

sub-Saharan Africa - unless

the AIDS pandemic cuts this.
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This pair of graphs reveals some interesting facts about the availability of Scriptures.

1
. Although 41% of the world's peoples have no Scriptures, they constitute only 6% of the world's

population. Most of the languages that need New Testament translations are spoken by small

numbers of people.

2. Although only 619 peoples have the Scriptures (many sharing a common language), they

constitute 76% of the world’s population.
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The WBT Ethnologue is the most important source of information on the world’s languages and

Bible translation status. Note:

1 . Less than a third of the world's languages have any of the Scriptures, but the other two-thirds are

spoken by only 6% of the world’s population.

2. Only 4.2% of the world’s languages have the whole Bible, but this 4% constitutes 76% of the

world’s population.

3. Over 38% of the world’s languages need careful linguistic research to determine the need and

appropriateness of translating the New Testament into them.

4. There are 925 languages for which translation teams are required for the production of New

Testaments.
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Channel Islands

See under UNITED KINGDOM

Comparison of 5 major missionary faiths

Population

Moilir

Muslim

Roman Catholic

Secular/Atheist

1960

Shown here are five major systems of belief (or unbelief) that contend for the commitment of

mankind. These figures are for religious profession and portray the growth of each between 1 960 and

2000. Note:

1. The varying growth rates.

2. Muslims are the fastest growing of the major religions, increasing their percentage of the world's

population from 12.4% in 1900 to 21 .5% in 2000. Yet graphs to follow show that this has been largely

due to a higher birth rate.

3. The only belief systems to grow significantly by change of allegiance are Secularists and Atheists

until 1980 and Protestants since then (see p 183 for the much higher growth of Evangelicals). The

change came with the loss of credibility in Communism - the plateau in the Secular/Atheist column

shows this.

4. The growth of Catholics has been slower than that of the world’s population, so their percentage

of the world's population is steadily falling.
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succeed in preventing the distribution of Scriptures,

d) The Spanish Language Institute where many missionaries learn Spanish. Pray for staff and

missionary students.

Comparison of conversion rates

Muslims, Hindus and Catholics

% Annual Growth

1965 70 75 80 85 90 95 2000

— Muslim pop (H Conversion growth

B Hindu pop m Loss

A Rom. Catholic pop

Comparison of conversion rates

Protestants
% Annual Growth

1
-

non-Evangelical

1965 70 75 80 85 90 95 2000

World pop Conversion growth

B Protestant pop O Los®

These revealing graphs

show conversion rates

by plotting the difference

in growth rate of the

general population and

that of four major faiths.

The population curves

(simple lines) were ob-

tained by summing the

populations of all coun-

tries with over 80% of

Muslims, Hindus or

Catholics. The global

growth rate of these

faiths was superimposed

on these lines. For

Protestants, the world

population was used.

Observe:

1. Muslims, Hindus and

Catholics are all growing

more slowly than their

surrounding populations.

2. Muslim and Hindu

growth as a percentage

of the world’s population

is almost entirely due to

a higher birth rate.

3. Muslim “losses" are

more due to immigration

of non-Muslims into

Muslim lands (as in the

oil states of the Middle

East) and emigration of

Muslims to Western

lands than to actual

losses to other religions.

4. The remarkable con-

trast within Protestant-

ism between the decline

of non-Evangelicals and

the rapid growth of

Evangelicals.



5. The north (TRNC) is almost completely Muslim. No open Christian activity is allowed. Praise

God for a small group of Turks, converted through literature, who now meet weekly for worship and

fellowship. There are reported to be several other small home meetings in two cities. Pray for the

crumbling of political, cultural, historical and spiritual barriers to witness and to acceptance of the

gospel.

6. The NATO forces at the two large military bases are largely British. Pray for the witness of

Ministry to Military Garrisons and chaplains. Pray that a clear witness may be given by Christian I

service personnel to the Cypriots. Pray also for opportunities to share the gospel with the multi-

national UN Peace-keeping Force.
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Distribution of Orthodox Christians by

Mill.
Region

I960 1980 2000

m Padfic e Middla East Europa

Eurasia ED Asia North Amarica

Latin Amarica 0 Caribbean O Africa

Orthodox Christianity has had a checkered career in the 20th century.

1. Losses in the Middle East through persecution, massacres and emigration.

2. Slow growth elsewhere - usually lower than population growth.

3. An increase in Eurasian growth as Orthodoxy regains some of its old influence in former

Communist lands - especially Ukraine, Byelarus and Russia.
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2 The Roman Catholic Church is going through a time of intense turmoil and change. Pray that

these chahges may be guided by the Holy Spirit. The increasing prominence of the Bible among

Catholics is cause for praise - pray that lives, doctrine and structures may be moulded by the

Scriptures. There is a small Evangelical Catholic movement within the Church, but it has difficulty in

making headway in the face of a conservative hierarchy.

3 . Charismatic renewal has had an impact far beyond the 50 million or so who have been or are

involved in charismatic meetings. A good proportion of the Catholic missionary force is now

charismatic. Pray that the Holy Spirit may bring new life to millions of nominal Catholics.

Average Annual Growth Rate

Comparison between Muslims and Christians

Growth %

—0— Evangelicals 0 Protestants

^ Catholics Muslims

Many have claimed that Islam is the fastest growing religion in the world. This is not wholly correct

Note the annual growth rates above:

1 . The relatively high but consistent growth of Muslims (the black bar). This is almost entirely due

to a high birth rate.

2. The rising growth rate of Protestants to equal or surpass that of Muslims - much of this being

due to conversions.

3. The steady decline In growth rata of Roman Catholics. This is due to large losses to

Protestants vi Latin America and to secularism in Europe and also due to the lack of manpower in the

service of the Church. Ordinations to the priesthood have fallen dramatically worldwide.



1. The wealth of Nauruans contrasts markedly with the relative poverty of surrounding island

states. Materialism has sapped the people of spiritual concern. Church life is at a low ebb. There are

few evangelical believers. This isolated island paradise of materialism, where everything has been

free, may end with the exhaustion of the source of their wealth. There is low life-expectancy because

fresh food cannot be grown locally. Pray that the shock may cause a turning to God.

2. The only clearly evangelical witness is through the small but growing Pentecostal Nauru

Independent Church. The Jesus film is being used in both English and Nauruan.

3. The workers attracted to Nauru by phosphate mining have the instability of impermanence -

many live in temporary accommodation, and little is done to evangelize them.

National

(within

home
countries)

cross cultural

11,776

The World's Protestant Missionary Force
in 1992

near cultural

50,606

Expatriate

(outside

home
countries)

cross cultural

71,653

near cultural

4,467

Widely divergent understandings of what constitutes a missionary have complicated a unified tally of

missionary numbers (see the World section and Appendices 2, 3 and 5). This gives a summary:

1 . Of the 76,1 20 missionaries and their wives serving in other lands for one year or more, about 4,500

are working in their own or similar cultures - such as chaplains, pastors in emigrant communities

(especially Chinese and Koreans) and teaching missionaries’ children.

2. Of the 138,500 missionaries, 45% are serving within their own countries. Most in this subset are

serving in a supportive role for overseas operations (North America, Europe) or are serving in a near-

cultural situation. In some countries these figures are suspect and need verification.



9. Foreign missionahave lavished attendou-oa the land. Tbc-hardbaftles in faitW thc ruonedx 25V
M)w«l today’& harvest. Special note must be madr of the Presbyterians^Ao€r; ICF6

, CAMI
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leadership and missionary outreach to other lands encouraged. There is only a small beginning being
made by Guatemalans for missionary work - pray for the 37 Guatemalan Evangelicals serving in other

10. The less reached.

a) Amerindian peoples with fewer active believers - the Pocomam, Pocomchi, Ixil (only 1%
Evangelical), Jacaltec, Chord and Upsantec have shown less response to the gospel yet there are
active growing churches among them.

b) Garifuna (Black Carib) - the Jesus film has been dubbed in their language.
c) The Chinese - there is only one small fellowship of believers known.
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Distribution of Protestants by Region

Mill.

1960 1980 2000

Europe B Middle East DD Pacific

North America m Asia m Eurasia

Latin America m Caribbean E3 Africa

Protestant expansion in the non-Westem world came much later than that of the Roman Catholics.
Since 1960 that expansion has become dramatic. Note:

1. Numbers in Europe, Pacific and North America have changed little over 40 years. The bottom
three tiers in the bar graph show this.

2. Growth has been spectacular in Asia, Latin America and Africa Protestants in the latter have
increased from 19% of the world total of Protestants to 53% in 1990 and possibly 62% in 2000.
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Thf atpnnnf nfXlhriCTian literature has-increased substantially.The major limitation is lack of funds

in the inflated economy with rapid price rises. Pray for the work of the Bible Society, which has a key

role in both Poland and surrounding lands. Demand for Bibles outstrips supply - the Bible Society

prints on average 1,000 Bibles a day.

91 ^hri«**an^adw> and Television programmes may beatredopnational and local networks; TWR-

Monaco also broadcasts daily for 24 hours/week in Polish. Pray for th^provisron and preparation of

high-quality programmes that will change hves-(Baptist»an4-AoG).
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Distribution of Roman Catholics by Region

Mill.

1960 1980 2000

Europe s North America a Pacific

m Caribbean Latin America Middle East

Asia Africa Eurasia

Catholic growth is slowing. Note:

1 . The decline in numbers in Europe.

2. Growth in North America - mainly through immigration.

3. Growth in Latin America, but slower than population growth; large losses to Pentecostab and, in

Brazil, to spiritism.

4. Strong growth in Africa and Eurasia.
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9. Bible translation is still a major unmet need. At least 21 and possibly 70 languages will need to be

tackled. Various translators are working in 22 languages, but some work has had to be continued

elsewhere due to the closure of the south to translators. SIL entered in 1976 and has many openings

for developing literacy and translation programmes; 26 projects are contemplated, 13 others initiated.

Pray for the SIL staff of 50 involved and for the work of the UBS in five translation projects. Pray also

for the newly formed indigenous Sudan Bible Translation and Literacy Association.

10. Christian media.

a) Literature. This is in woefully short supply - lack of foreign exchange for importing literature

and lack of a distribution network exacerbate the problem. Pray for Bible distribution for the

Christians - many of whom have lost all they possess.
.

b) Cassette ministry - both for Scriptures and GRn recordings (in 1 12 languages). This could be a

vital tool with the high levels of illiteracy, but the lack of play-back equipment and batteries

limits its application.
c

c) Radio. FEBA-Seychelles broadcasts daily in Arabic 18 hours/week. Pray for the development ot

broadcasts in Beja.

Composition of Protestant Missionary Force

Serving in Each Region

in thousands

Active missionaries serving in each region are divided into:

1 . Expatriates serving as foreign missionaries (both cross-cultural and in a near culture).

2. Nationals working within their own country. Those working cross-culturally (xcul) and mono-

culturally (dom) are a further subdivision.

Observe:

1 . Over half of Asia’s missionaries are indigenous.

2. Most missionaries serving in North America are servicing missions thrusts in other regions.
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1. Expatriates serving as foreign missionaries (both cross-cultural and in a near culture).

2. Nationals working within their own country. Those working cross-culturally (xcul) and mono-

culturally (dom) are a further subdivision.

Observe:

1 . Over half of Asia’s missionaries are indigenous.

2. Most missionaries serving in North America are servicing missions thrusts in other regions.
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moffett. asiarefl.lec

REFLECTIONS ON A HISTORY OF CHRISTIANITY IN ASIA

"A History of Christianity in Asia". That’s 2000 years in 20 minutes,

a hundred years a minute, and it means running too fast for a retired

professor, but I’ll give it a try..

I’ll begin with a question. Fifty years ago at Yale one day the professor

of homiletics, met the professor of church history, Roland Bainton. He

stopped to talk, and asked him, "Roley, how can you know so much about

church history and still be a Christian?" The question haunts me still. I never

found out how Bainton answered. But as a first answer I’d suggest: read

church history as a whole, both the good and the bad, and with an open Bible,

for that is just how the Bible records the history of the Chosen People. The

Old Testament is as full of bad kings and false prophets in Israel as of good

kings and true prophets. And in the New Testament the disciples were never

perfect, and one of them was the traitor who betrayed Jesus. We don’t give

up our Christian faith because some Christians sins, we believe because Jesus,

who was sinless, is our Saviour.

Reading church history in the same way—both the good things Christians

do, and the bad things, both the successes and the failures-keeps me from

giving up on Chistian missions as a failure. At one end of Asia, in Muslim

Turkey, the number of Christians drops from 22% to two one-tenths of a

percent in just the hundred years since 1900, and I am tempted to say

"failure". But then at the other end of Asia, in Korea, I read about a Korean

Christian President getting the Nobel Prize for peace, and I realize how much

the Christian faith has done for Korea. Even when Korean Presbyterians split

into 99 Presbyterian denominations, I don’t give up. I just remember that

Korean Presbyterians outgrow all the other Korean denominations, and thank

the Lord for their zeal and faithfulness.

Reading the Bible while I read church history I find a higher standard

than the human in history. I find that God is the Lord of all history, and

then the more church history I read, the more firmly Christian I remain.
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Let me illustrate this, since time is short, from the story of four

missionaries to Asia. They were not the greatest, not the best known. They

all made mistakes. But with all their faults, what they did for Asia

strengthens my faith, not destroy it. I’ve chosen one (underlined below) from

each of the four great overlapping periods of Christianity in Asia:

1. The apostolic period (beginnings to 450 AD): St. Thomas to the

Council of Chalcedon.

2. The Nestorian period (400 to 1300); Nestorius (5th c.) and Alopen the

the Persian (7th c.), to Sorkaktani and Kublai Khan (13th c.).

3. The Catholic period (1200 to 1800); Xavier and Matthew Ricci, the

Jesuits (16th c.).

4. The Protestant period (1800 to 1920). William Carey, Adoniram

Judson, Robert Morrison, and--please forgive me, I’ll be talking

about my father, Samuel Austin Moffett .

First, Thomas . It is a mystery to me how Doubting Thomas, the most

unlikely of all the disciples to make good as a missionary, became St. Thomas,

"the Apostle to Asia". His record in the Bible is bad enough. He contradicted

Jesus at the feeding of the five thousand. He rudely tried to keep Jesus from

going to Jerusalem and when Jesus went to Jerusalem against his advice,

Thomas predicted the end of the mission, the end of everything--"All right",

he said, "let’s all go and die with Him". He even refused to believe in the

resurrection without the kind of proof we later Christians have never been

given. And that’s about all we know about him in the Bible.

Outside the Bible, St. Thomas is even worse. According to an ancient

apocryphal 3rd c. document, the Acts of Thomas , the apostles meet to decide

which part of world they should go to in obedience to Jesus’ command. They

threw lots, as in the Bible they had chosen a successor to Judas. The lot for

Thomas was India. And Thomas, being Thomas, said,_"I won’t go. Jesus

has to appear in a vision, but Thomas still says, "No". The rest of the story

is too long and complicated to tell. In the end he does go, but only after Jesus

gives him as a slave to an agent of King Gundaphar of India, and Thomas,

says "Thy will be done". He not only went; he converted the King,

Gundaphar.

The story is apocryphal. It’s with fantasy and unbelievable miracles.

It’s no surprise that historians have been hard on it. They acidly pointed out
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that India never had a king Gundaphar. But two points in it are authentic.

About a hundred years or so ago, an explorer on the Afghan border turned
up a cache of old coins buried in the ruins of an ancient temple. He sent some
to the British museum to identify. Their surprising reply was: These are first

century coins from the first century. They carry the stamped image of a king,

and the name on the coins is Gundaphar . Now a Gundaphar in Indian history

doesn’t prove a Thomas, but at least historians treat the tradition now with
respect.

But I think there is another kernel of truth in the tradition. It

reinforces the oldest missionary truth of all: that it takes more than belief to

make a missionary. Thomas already believed. He didn’t become a missionary
until he obeyed.

2. Alopen (7th century China) . Alopen was a Persian Nestorian, neither

Catholic nor Eastern Orthodox. Nestorians have sometimes been called "the

Protestants of Asia". He was the first known Christian missionary to reach
China. Not many western Christians remember that Christians were in China
only about 70 years later than Columba brought the gospel from Ireland to

my barbarian ancestors in Scotland. But unlike Scotland, in China that early

Nestorian mission failed. It was wiped out about 900 AD and the Christians
simply disappeared. As it turned out, however, Alopen had not really failed.

All along the Old Silk Road in Central Asia his Nestorians had planted the

seed and along that road, 300 years later, the gospel came again to China.

Just how the missionaries were allowed to come back is almost
unbelievable. Here I’ll have to slip in another name, not a missionary name,
not by any means. He was Genghis Khan. If Thomas the doubter is hard to

justify as a proper missionary, how much more difficult it is to imagine the

terror of the world, Genghis Khan, as an agent of God. But God moves in

mysterious ways. The Great Khan was trying to unify the fighting tribes of

Mongolia into a force to conquer the world. He found that the simplest way
would be to marry, or have his sons marry the daughters of their chiefs.

He married his fourth son, Tolui, to Sorkaktani, daughter of the chief

of the Keraits, and by the grace of God, Sorkaktani was a Christian. The
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Keraits of Central Asia had been converted by Nestorians around the year

1000 and had been Christians for 200 years. And Sorkaktani, the princess

royal, gave birth to three sons, each one of whom became an emperor. Hulagu

became emperor of Persia. Mangu became emperor (Kakhan) of Mongolia.

The third son is best known of all, Kublai Khan, who became Emperor of

China.

It was an historic breakthrough. Europe had produced the first

Christian emperor, Constantine, and Europe became Christian. Now Asia

would have three emperors, three Constantines, and surely Asia would become

Christian. But it didn’t happen. Not one of Sorkaktani’s three sons became

Christian. Persia remained Muslim; Mongolia remained largely animist; and

Kublai Khan, though for his Christian mother’s sake he asked the Pope to

send more missionaries, he eventually leaned toward Buddhism.

The lesson for mission here is: Don’t depend on a Constantine.

It’s only when the missionary is in God’s hands, not the emperor’s, that he or

she is anything but another liability. And never give up. Just read some

more history.

3. Matthew Ricci, and the Jesuits in China (16th-18th c. About 250 the

Christians came back again. This time they were Catholics. Their leader,

Matthew Ricci was not the most famous Jesuit, but he headed their most

famous Mission, the Jesuit Mission in Peking.

Ricci was the pioneer of a fundamental Catholic missionary policy,

adaptation . Protestants generally call it indigenizing, or contextualizing, or

culturizing the communication of the Christian faith across cultural

boundaries. It was amazingly successful, for Ricci was a skillful adapter.

To look more religiously Chinese, he had the Jesuits wear Buddhist

robes. When he discovered that the Confucian elite despised Buddhist priests

he change to look like Confucian scholars. And when the scholars still looked

down on them for the way they spoke Chinese so poorly, he insisted on more

thorough language study. Then he challenged the scholars. He said, "You say

we don’t know your language and your classics. How well do you know them

yourselves?", and he picked up a famous text, "Can you repeat this from

memory?" They laughed. "Of course". Then he said, "Can you repeat it
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backwards". And again they laughed, "No one can do that". But Ricci said,

"I can", and he did. From that time on, few dared to accuse the Jesuits of

ignorance.

Building on that success, Ricci was able to take the gospel to the very

heart of the empire, to the emperor himself. But in the end, it was Jesuit

success in adapting the faith that a century or so later led to their downfall.

They adapted too far. It won for them the emperor’s ear, but it lost them the

confidence of their own highest authority, the Pope. They were accused of

spending too much time adapting, and too little evangelizing. Most

questionable of all was the advice they were reportedly giving to their converts

about Confucian ceremonies and ancestor worship: Go to the ceremonies like

all good Chinese, but conceal a crucifix in your robes, and secretly, in your

hearts, worship the true God.

In the ’’Rites Controversy that followed, the Pope ruled against the

Jesuits, and they turned for help to the friendly Chinese emperor. "Tell the

pope that the ceremonies aren’t really religious" ,
and Kang Hsi was happy to

take their side of the argument. It was a costly mistake. They were caught

in a trap Pope and Emperor. The Pope demanded obedience or dismissal.

The emperor was furious at a foreign ruler arrogantly interfering in the

internal affairs of his own empire. The end result was that all the missionaries

were ordered out of China.

Who was right? Pope or Jesuits?. I think the Pope was the better

theologian, but he lost his best missionary society. And the Jesuits were the

better theologians. But they made the mistake of shading the truth for the

sake of better communication, and in so doing lost their chance to keep

communicating. The only real winner was the emperor.

The lesson for missions is this: adaptation has limits, and the end does

not justify the means.

4 . Samuel A. Moffett. Korea M9th and 20th c.) The last lesson is from

Korea and it is a balance to the "Rites Controversy". It comes in two parts.

First, adaptation has limits, but without adaptation mission doesn’t start.

And second, adaptation makes for a good start but without evangelism it
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never reaches its goal.

My father would not be happy with me for using him as the

example in this period. He would rightly object that I’m giving him credit

that belongs to the whole team. But I’m biased, and he deserves it. Tthe first

surges of mass conversions occurred in his territory. He founded the first

Protestant seminary. He was the first Moderator of the Presbyterian Church

in Korea. That was in 1907, but very significantly, 17 years earlier in 1890,

he had been one of seven young men just beginning Protestant work in Korea,

who met to adopt a missionary policy, that for next 100 years shaped an

unparalleled explosion of church growth in Asia. In 1890 there were about

250 Protestant church members in Korea, in 1950 600,000; in 2000 12,000,000

(some say 15,000,000.

Their policy, like Ricci’s was adaptation, but with a difference.

They started with the Bible, not clothes. Lamin Sanneh says that the

difference between imperialists and missionaries is that imperialists make the

people learn their foreign language; the missionaries learn the people’s

language. The difference in Korea between Catholics and the Protestants was

that Catholics trnslated the missal, the liturgy; the Protestants translated the

Bible. In Korea, it was done even before they entered Korea, and it made all

the difference, even though the translation was far from perfect. Anglicans

and Presbyterians came to Korea almost at the same time. The Anglicans,

fearing to bring ridicule on their efforts, decided not to evangelize until they

had learned to speak and write Korean perfectly. The Presbyterians took the

imperfect Korean Bible, and went out preaching. They butchered the

language; but today there are less than 100,000 Anglicans in Korea but more

than 6 million Presbyterians, some say 9 million.

They adapted in other ways too, but cautiously. They used a

Korean word for God, but were careful to find one that was being worshiped

and had no shrines. They were not afraid to find truths and good points in

Korea’s traditional religions. Like the Confucianists they too taught

righteousness and the importance of education. My father’s motto was "Every

time I plant a church, I want to start a school next to it." Like the Buddhists,

the Protestants taught purity and the promise of a future life. They were not

so inflexible as to deny these parallels with the old religious culture, but in

worship and doctrine they drew clear distinctions and demanded separation.
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The parallels were bridges for evangelism; the differences, once made clear,

began to transform the culture.

But that’s not why I’m a Christian. Let me close by returning to

the question I started with: Why am I a Christian after so much church
history? I’m a Christian not because of the history, not even the mission

history. The Christian world mission has three centers: a moveable center,

and a replaceable center and an immoveable center. The moveable center is

the historically dominant sending base. In the last 2000 years the moveable
center has shifted progressively from Asia, to Europe, to England, to North
America, and I seriously think the next move will be back home to Asia. The
replaceable center is the missionary. We’re replaced every generation anyway
in a sense, and I think my example for the the next, the fourth period of

Christianity in Asia (from 2000 to whatever) may well not be a Tom , Dick or

Harry, a westerner, but an Asian, perhaps a Pak, Kim, or Lee--or a Mrs.
Pak, Kim or Lee. The next period in mission may well be the Asian period.

Asian is the home of the most mission active churches in the world.

That kind of church history, though, however wonderful have

been the great accomplishments of it moveable, replaceable centers, is not the

reason why I am still a Christian. I am a Christian because of the

immoveable center . The eternal, immeasurable, immoveable, irreplaceable

center is Jesus Christ, the Lord of the Mission, Jesus Christ the same,
yesterday, today and forever", the only "Saviour of the World". He is my
Lord, and I am His missionary.

- Samuel Hugh Moffett
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4 MAJOR OVERLAPPING PERIODS OF ASIAN CHURCH HISTORY

1. The apostolic/post-apostolic period (beginnings to 450 AD): from St Thomas t>

the Council of Chalcedon.

2. The Nestorian period (400 to 1300): Nestorius (5th c.) and Alopen the Persian

(7th c.), to Sorkaktani and Kublai Khan (13th c.).

3. The Catholic period (1200-1800): the Jesuits, Xavier and Matthew Ricci

(16th c.).

4. The Protestant period (1800-1920). William Carey, Adoniram Judson, Robert

Morrison, and — please forgive me—Samuel Austin Moffett.

CHRONOLOGY OF ASIAN CHURCH HISTORY

50 Traditional date of Thomas’s landing in India.

70 Traditional date of Addai’s mission to Edessa, Osrhoene.

201 First record of a Christian church building in Edessa.

270 First priest ordained in Seleucia-Ctesiphon, Persia.

301 First Christian king, Tiridates of Armenia.

311 Conversion of Constantine the Great, Rome.

325 Thomas of Canna is credited with bringing East Syrian Christianity to

India.

340-400 The Great Persecution in Persia.

451 The Council of Chalcedon and the Great Schism. Nestorius dies.

486 The Church of the East separates from Rome and Constantinople as a

"Nestorian" or Syrian church.

621 Muhammad and the beginning of the Muslim Conquest, West Asia.

635 Alopen, first recorded missionary to China, reaches Changan (Xian).

907 Tang Dynasty (618-907) falls; Nestorian Christianity disappears in China.

1000 Nestorian missionaries convert the Kerait Mongols in Central Asia.

1200-1368 The "Pax Mongolica":

Genghis Khan marries his son Tolui to the Kerait princess Sorkaktani

Sorkaktani’s three sons become emperors in Asia: Hulagu emperor of

Persia (r. 1258-1265), Arghun Great Khan of Mongolia (r.1284-

1291), and Kublai Khan emperor of China (r. 1260-1294).

The Franciscans, John of Plano Carpini and Lawrence of Portugal, first

Catholics in Mongolia (1245).

The Polos at the court of Kublai Khan (1266-1292).
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The Franciscan John of Montecorvino, first Catholic to reach China

proper (1294); Primate of all the Far East (1307).

1295-1304 Central Asia turns Muslim.

1362-1405 Timur the Great (Tamerlane) destroys Christianity in Asia.

1502 Vasco da Gama brings Portuguese Roman Catholicism to dominate

India’s Syrian Christianity.

1521 Magellan celebrates Easter Mass in the Philippines.

1546 Portuguese establish a Catholic mission in Ceylon (Sri Lanka).

1549 Francis Xavier establishes the Catholic faith in Japan.

1549-1614 "The Christian Century" in Japan.

1582 Matthew Ricci reaches Macao; enters China 1583; Peking 1599.

1592 DeCespedes (Jesuit), chaplain to Japanese troops, Korea.

1601 The First successful Protestant foreign mission: the Dutch in Indonesia.

1614 The shogun Ieyasu’s anti-Christian edict decisively outlaws Christianity

in Japan.

1636-1742 The Rites Controversy in China.

1708 The Danish/Halle (Lutheran) mission to India.

1720-1850 Catholic divisions and decline.

1773 The dissolution of the Jesuit Order.

1784 Lee Seung-Hun establishes a Catholic beachhead in Korea.

1792 William Carey (Baptist) lands in India.

1807 Robert Morrison (London Missionary Society), first resident Protestant

missionary in China.

1813 Adoniram and Ann Judson (Baptists) begin work in Burma.
1826 First Protestant missionaries enter Siam (Thailand).

1833 First mission to the Bataks of Sumatra, Indonesia.

1834 Protestants establish a mission to Nestorians on Turkish/Persian border.

1834-1860 The Opium Wars in China.

1851-1864 Hung Hsiu-Ch’uan (a marginal Christian) and the Taiping Rebellion
Rebellion in China.

1853 Perry opens Japan to the west; first Protestant service in Japan.

1857-1900 Intermittent mass movements of dalits ("outcastes") in India,

mainly Protestant.

1859 Catholic missionaries reenter Japan; 1865 hidden Christians reappear.

First resident Protestant missionaries arrive.

1866 Hudson Taylor and the China Inland Mission.

1884 Beginnings of Protestant missions to Korea.

1899-1901 The Boxer Rebellion in China.
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ECU Missions Introduction
II. Mission ir. the New Testament.

B. The Great Commission

The classic Biblical base for the missionary imperative is the
Great Commission. I have heard from some people who are critical of
recent missionary trends that we must return to "Great Commission
missions." What do they mean? And more important, what does the Great
Commission teach us about mission? That task may be more complicated
than we may think. After all, there are five texts of the Great
Commission in the New Testament, one in each of the four gospels and
another in the Bock of the Acts:

Matthew 28: 18-20 Luke 24:45-49
Mark 16: 15-16 John 20:21 (and 17:18)

Acts 1:8

But before we focus on these extremely important passages, it

is important to remember that the church's world Christian mission is

not based on proof-texts. It proceeds from the whole heart of the
revelation of God in Jesus Christ through the Holy Spirit as given to us

ir the entire Bible. It is trinitarian and it is Biblical and in its

complete force ana meaning it cannot be grounded in any isolated
passages of our own choosing but only in the whole Word of God. But
since we rarely have time to study the whole Bible at any given time, at
the very least let me urge you, when you seek a Biblical view ot

missions, to link any emphasis you make on the Great Commission with two
other extremely important "seed texts" in the New Testament which will
give a broader, sounder Biblical base to ycur search for a scriptural
foundation for Christian mission. To the five texts of the Great
Commission, add the Great Announcement of Jesus in Luke 4:16-20, and
his words about the Great Commandment in Matthew 22:36-40.

/
'\ lW»

r*.\

1. The Great Announcement . Luke 4:16-20. [ \ i r.A-
2'--

11 And he came to Nazareth, where he had been 'brought up; and

he went to the synagogue, as his custom was... And he stood up to read;

and there was given him the book of the prophet Isaiah [61:1-2]: 'The

Spirit of the Lord is upon me, because he has anointed me to preach good
news to the poor. He has sent me to proclaim release to the captives
and recovering of sight to the blind, to set at 1 iberty^ those who are
oppressed, to proclaim the acceptable year of the Lord. " "And he

began to say to them, 'Today this scripture has been fulfilled in your
heari ng.

1 "

The importance of this pa ssage is two-fo ld. First, it relates
mission to tFjKe’ comTrig' of the 'RingHorn. TfTTS an announcement of the

coming of that Kingdom, and itjf begins to describe what that means: if

"good news to the poor, release to the captives, sight for the blilnd,

liberty for the oppressed". Here is the justification for social action
in Christian mission, and for the theme of liberation which has become
so prominent a part of missionary theology ir recent times, particularly
in Latin America. It is our Piblical justification for good works, and

education and heal ing"as"”an ‘Integral "parf"of the missionary task. It

broadens the whole scope of mission. But in so broadening, some have
begun to distort it and take it out of focus by dc-1 i berately omitting
the final phrase, "the acceptable year of the Lord". This changes it

all, for this is the focussing phrase, a messianic phrase, a rart of the

Isaiah passage that speaks of salvatioV^^r6t
w
mefe"?e^c^^and or

salvation not just for Jews, but for the whole world. The Great

Announcement is an announcement fm?-then good news of -Oh^ i sti-ate^rv-ice

salvation for the world, s u-
t M *,1 >.>., 3 c*' 1 \t

-
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18smoffett. 19C-miss.pts

A 19th Century Mission Perspective
OUTLINE

Introduction: The caricature: Michener
The history: 8 perspectives on "the great century"

I. It was predominantly a Protestant century.

II. It was an age of astounding geographical and numerical
Christian expansion.

III. It was the age of the pioneers, the "heroic" age of missions.

IV. Its missionary motive was evangelistic.

V. Its theology was Biblical, direct, and clear- -not 20th c.

fundamentalism, but the 19th c. theology of most mainline
churches

.

VI. Its characteristic structure for mission was the voluntary
society (sodality) , only evolving in part into the
denominational societies of today's mainline churches.

VII. It was inevitably associated with western colonialism, but. . .

VIII. Its goal was the planting of indigenous, independent
churches- -not western culture or even western missions.
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We have seen how the plot of the entire Bible unfolds steadily toward the ful-

fillment of God's global purpose. But what happened after Acts 28? Most of us

have a vague idea of early believers enduring the catacombs as Rome burned

around them. Then, in the popular understanding, the medieval dark ages blan-

keted the Christian movement with crusades and chaos until the Reformation. If

this is really all that happened, then God's promises to bless the nations were

more hype than hope. After the first century, did God get frustrated with His fol-

lowers for long centuries and abandon His intention to see the gospel go to the

ends of the earth? Has God only recently awakened to bright possibilities of mis-

sions in the modern world? Is God an opportunist, achieving great things when

the situation seems ripe, but allowing eons of darkness to roll by without action?

The core question is this: Is there continuity to history? Many historians say

no, explaining any apparent significant succession of events as only a mirage.

Believers in Christ, however, have only to recall that Jesus Himself announced

the kingdom of God by declaring, "the time is fulfilled!" (Mark 1:15). That state-

ment alone should be enough to awaken us to the reality that there is a magnifi-

cent purpose in all of history. All of Scripture throbs with the steady pulse of

God's purpose through the years. The kingdom of God has come and will come

with even greater power. The God of all nations is the God of all generations.

He can be fully followed by those who know Him as the God of all history.

Why delve into the archives? It's not a matter of memorizing the dates and

names of past popes and rulers. It's a matter of tracing the hand of God as He

fulfills His purpose. Those who follow history from God's perspective are not

disappointed. They are the ones who can sort out the unfolding "plot" impor-

tant from that which is popular but peripheral.

In this lesson we'll follow how God's blessing extended successively from

one region and people to another. We'll see the drastic consequences for the

Christian movement when the blessing of the gospel of God was not ex-

tended. We'll set the record straight about the wider impact and spread of the

general blessings of the kingdom of God throughout the world.

It's often hard to sense the

A accelerating pace of God's work in

/w\ £)A* history. Many live encased in the present

/ moment and tend to miss the momentum of the mighty

God of the ages. But would God tell us so much of His story and His

purposes without intending for us to follow Him through history? Those

who know God's history can better lay hold of God's intended destiny.

i
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B. Dismissing the BOBO Theory. A popular impression is that the Christian faith

somehow "Blinked Out" after the apostles and then "Blinked On" (BOBO) again

much later at the Reformation. The truth is that since the early Church, there

have always been people of vibrant faith.

C. "Flourishings" or "Renaissances." Near the close of the epochs was often a time

Winter calls "flourishings." These seasons of flourishing, or renaissance, were

times when the gospel brought stability, abundance and strength to entire social

structures. These times expressed part of the blessing of the kingdom of God.

III. Period One: Winning the Romans (A.D. 0-400)

A. Mechanism. The gospel advanced by all four mechanisms. The "voluntary-go"

pattern was reflected by Paul's missionary band. The "involuntary-go" pattern

was seen in the dispersion of Christians during times of persecution.

B. Advance. The gospel flowed along trade routes as well as throughout the social

strata. During the early centuries Christianity was the one religion with no na-

tionalistic political identity. As such, it appealed to many throughout the em-

pi re_and beyond. Once it became the official imperial religion, Christianity

began to carry the political and cultural stigma of being Roman. This slowed

down the advance which was already underway in areas beyond the Roman

Empire, particularly where Rome was despised or feared. Winter suggests a new

way to look at what might be regarded as heresy. There were different flavors of

Christian faith that differed very slightly in the details but gave people a way to

espouse their own brand of Christianity. Thus, areas hostile to the Roman em-

pire were more likely to embrace what the Roman empire/church considered

heresy, such as Arianism (even though Arian theology had been official in Rome

for 60 years). *

C. Flourishing. Winter mentions at a later point in the article a cultural "flourish-

ing" of the peoples and lands which had become Christian. If Roman Christians

had "used" some of the wealth and power of the A.D. 31 0 to A.D. 41 0 period,

the fate of Roman society would have been much different and the gospel would

have advanced more rapidly.

IV. Period Two: Winning the Barbarians (A.D. 400-800)

A. Mechanism. The Barbarian tribes invaded the Roman Empire and became even

more thoroughly evangelized. This period was an expression of the "voluntary-

come" mechanism. Later in the period came the first establishment of monastic

orders. Most of the monastic tradition should be recognized for sustaining and

extending the faith in and around the monasteries. Some, however, became

expressly missionary, following a "voluntary-go" pattern. Notable among these

were the Celtic or Irish "peregrini" (wandering evangelists), and their Anglo-

Saxon followers, among whom were Columban, Boniface and Patrick.

B. Advance. Barbarian tribes, such as the Goths, Visigoths, Vandals and Anglo-

Saxons, invaded most of Western and Central Europe. Though Rome lost half its

empire, the Barbarian world gained the Christian faith in the process.

Read Winter, 'The Kingdom Strikes Back," pp. 197d-202c
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C. Flourishing. Charlemagne, himself a descendant of a Germanic barbarian tribe,

facilitated a rise of education and economic development that temporarily pulled

Europe out of leaderless chaos. Under the strong influence of the monastic cen-

ters of his day, Charlemagne promoted the mission centers of monastic life that

had spread and held the faith throughout Europe. Under his influence, the

"Carolingian Renaissance" broke the medieval "Dark Ages" into two distinctive

periods. As much as Charlemagne boosted the faith, his efforts to evangelize the

attacking Vikings from the north were too little and too late.

Read Winter, "The Kingdom Strikes Back/' pp. 202c-205

V. Period Three: Winning the Vikings (A.D. 800-1200)

A. Mechanism. The Viking conquerors were themselves conquered by the faith of

their captives. Once again, a "voluntary-come pattern is observed.

B. Advance. The gospel spread to Scandinavia and other north European areas.

C. Flourishing. The Gregorian Reform was made strong by the Cluny, the Cistercian

*

and allied spiritual movements. The expression of mission then went awry, as

described in the next epoch.

Read Winter, "The Kingdom Strikes Back," pp. 206-208a

VI. Period Four: Winning the Saracens? (A.D. 1200-1600)

This period differs in many ways from previous epochs.

A. Mechanism. Once the Vikings capitulated to "the counterattack of the gospel,"

they became leaders in the greatest perversion of mission in history: the Cru-

sades. Using a deeply flawed "voluntary-go" pattern, they destroyed and con-

quered territory without any success in extending the blessing of the gospel to

the Muslims, sometimes referred to as the Saracens. At the same time, a new

type of monasticism arose which was truly missionary in nature. This resulted in

the movement of Friars who traveled all over Europe with the gospel. However,

just as it looked as if the Friars would bring blessing to lands beyond, the Black

Plague struck. The Friars were especially hard hit. Winter theorizes that God

employed Satan's intent of removing the messengers of the gospel as a judg-

ment against those who chose not to hear.

B. Advance. The Crusades were an abortion of advance. The beginnings of colonial

expansion brought some advance of Christian faith, but not of Protestant faith.

C. Flourishing. The Renaissance and the Reformation were times of flourishing.

The Reformation created a drastic and dramatic decentralization of Christianity

as it grew with vitality in many places. The Catholic, or Latin variety of Chris-

tianity, with its growing monastic mission structures, developed alongside colo-

nial expansion. The newly established Protestant movements were caught up in

theological reformulation and remained virtually without mission structures that

could reach beyond their own people.

Read Winter, "The Kingdom Strikes Back," pp. 208a-210c

9
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VII. Period Five: To the Ends of the Earth (A.D. 1600-2000)

A. Mechanism. The Catholic expansion continued and then was suddenly wounded

around 1800 with Napoleon's ransacking of Europe and the growing popularity

of atheism (Voltaire, etc.), deism and humanism. At the same time, the "voluntary-

go" mechanism of the Protestant mission movement finally became launched.

B. Advance. Protestant missionaries reached across the globe. The Protestant move-

ment first advanced to the coastlands with or without colonial expansion. Then

came another wave to the inland areas. Finally, the focus fell on reaching all the

peoples of the earth.

C. Flourishing. Western civilization, with all of its wealth and corruption, may be

the greatest flourishing of all. However, Winter poses the question: if we insist

on keeping the blessing instead of sharing it, will God move so that we, like

other nations before us, lose some of the material benefits of God's blessing in

order that God's purpose to bless all the nations will be fulfilled?

VIII. Mission Strategy
R. Pierce Beaver adds more color and depth to some of the historical figures we
have mentioned. He explores different approaches to mission strategy in times

periods, watch for the different ways that missionaries handled these issues. The

strategic issues described are still the crucial issues that we face today. There is

a tendency to see our present generation as more radical and ready to develop

innovative methods that will advance the gospel. This kind of historic preju-

dice—that later events and movements must be better or more advanced— is

the most certain path to confusion and failure. We need to apprehend the sea-

soned wisdom of earlier experiments and advances. The sampler below high-

lights some important cross-cultural communication issues that we'll explore

later in the course. Allow the accounts to whet your appetite to read beyond

areas of mission strategy:

• Adaptation. Ways that the local culture was respected, valued or the mes-

sage adapted in gospel communication.

• Civilizing. Contextualization of the resulting movements. To what degree were

the resulting churches allowed to reflect their local culture?* Or were they

instead brought into alignment with the missionary's culture?

• Conquest. Missionaries followed colonial or imperial powers. Did they in-

tend to bring peoples under the political sway of their home countries? Were

they perceived as facilitating control by foreign powers?

• Development. Missionaries often introduced significant ways of meeting ba-

sic human needs. At times these efforts were considered a civilizing service

or possibly part of an economic conquest.

Read Winter, :es Back," pp. 210d-213

Conclusion ofKey Readingsfor this lesson.

preceding William Carey. As you read about each of the following figures and

what the Perspectives course can provide. Pay particular attention to four broad

S
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A. Boniface. Beaver characterizes this key figure of the monastic movement as

exhibiting "a true sending mission." He went to convert tribes rather than ex-

tend a political domain. To encourage group conversions of entire tribes, he

used what we have come to call "power encounter." An example would be

when he cut down the sacred trees of other gods to expose their impotence,

confronting them with the power of Christ. He established churches, monaster-

ies and schools. Ultimately, however, he was perceived as an instrument of

imperial expansion.

B. The Crusades. Tragically, the Crusades warped mission into conquest. The ef-

fect of the Crusades reverberates to this day in most of the Muslim world. The

Crusades highlight two other notable monastic figures, Francis of Assisi and

Ramon Lull, who sought to preach the gospel to Muslims instead of violent

conquest.

C. Colonial Expansion. Portuguese, Dutch, Spanish, French and British imperial

expansion was often linked with mission but in very different ways. Methods

often hinged on whether to first "Christianize" or "civilize."

.Strategists of the 17th Century. Jesuit mission strategy was innovative and im-

portant. The experiments and experiences of Jesuits have often determined the

missiological climate that missionaries face today. The Jesuits not only encoun-

tered strong resistance in Japan, in spite of their innovative methods, they also

affected modern Japanese resistance to the gospel. The approaches of Robert de

Nobili and Matteo Ricci still challenge missionaries considering how to estab-

lish Christian movements.

E. New England Puritans. The American mission experience to reach the "Indians"

began with what seemed to be an attempt to "civilize" them in special towns

prior to "Christianizing" them. Evangelism by extracting converts from the larger

tribal societies ended up forming a separated people who could not "pass on

the contagion of personal faith." The "Praying Indian" towns may have been set

up to protect the Christian Indians from both pagan Indians and pagan colo-

nists. However, the "Praying Indian" towns were eventually burned down by

unruly settlers from Europe. Notable figures in this chapter of mission effort

were John Eliot and David Brainerd.

F. Danish-Halle Mission. An early, famous Protestant sending mission from Europe

attempted some of the most innovative approaches to contextualize the mes-

sage and assume effective roles to communicate the gospel. Two leaders stand

out: Bartholomew Ziegenbalg and Frederick Schwartz.

G. Moravians. Beaver describes the Moravians' efforts to respect loc^l cultures.

They expected that the resulting movements would be different from their own.

They taught new believers skills which established them economically.

Read Beaver "The Hisory of Mission Strategy/' pp. 241~246d
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D.The Protestant Recovery. Earlier we asked why Protestants celebrated the gospel

but failed dismally to extend it. For nearly 200 years there was virtually no mis-

sion outreach. Winter, along with Latourette and other scholars, points to what

may be the greatest error of the Protestant movement: the Reformers abandoned

sodality structures. Because monastic life was rejected, there was virtually no

interest in preserving or extending the mission structures. William Carey called

for Christians to "use means" to complete the commission of Christ. By "means"

he meant organized mission structures. He called for the formation of mission

societies. Once Protestants organized sodality structures, whether denominational

or interdenominational, the numbers of Protestant missionaries exploded.

Now there were at Antioch, in

the church that was there,

prophets and teachers:

Barnabas, and Simeon who was

called Niger, and Lucius of

Cyrene, and Manaen who had

been brought up with Herod the

tetrarch, and Saul. And while

they were ministering to the

Lord and fasting, the Holy

Spirit said, "Set apartfor Me
Barnabas and Saulfor the work

to which I have called them"

Then, when they had fasted and

prayed and laid their hands on

them, they sent them away. So,

being sent out by the Holy

Spirit, they went down to

Seleucia and from there they

sailed to Cyprus.

—Acts 13:1-5

E. Contemporary Misunderstanding. Protestant missions were organized initially

without denominational backing. Gradually, the once-independent structures

became increasingly regulated and eventually were dominated by denomina-

tional leaders. This brought both health and problems to the mission expansion.

As a result, there was launched a later wave of mission structures called the

"faith missions," which was actually a second surge of non-denominational

initiative (what we will call Second Era missions in Lesson 7). Some strong,

highly regarded denominational leaders have recognized the value and impor-

tance of some mission structures which were not tied to any denomination. But

on the whole there has been dubious support of mission structures. At times

there has been critique and open doubt expressed concerning the legitimacy of

sodality structures. The result on mission fields has predictably been a failure to

encourage newly planted churches to form mission structures to send their own

missionaries. The now vast phenomenon of "Third World" missionaries has grown

up with little missionary or national church support.

Conclusion ofCertificate Level Readingsfor this lesson. $

Credit Level Guide Notes continue...
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A Note about Digging into the Story: Why would the average Perspectives student

care about old strategies of the past? Why not get busy working on the realities of

today's urgent needs? Some of God's servants have made strategic contributions to-

ward the completion of His purpose while others have floundered, even with the

best intentions. The history of strategy is bursting with practical significance for

anyone who plays any part in the missionary enterprise. If your role in the Kingdom
is to support frontline missionaries, your acquaintance with these issues will give

you a wider panorama of vision, enhancing your decisions and encouragements. If

you eventually head to the to mission field, even for a short term, an awareness of

strategic breakthroughs and blunders can help you make a contribution of more

lasting value.

X. The Great Century of Protestant Missions
The 19th Century has been referred to as "the Great Century" because of the

phenomenal advance of the gospel in every geographic area of the globe. We'll

continue to read R. Pierce Beaver's summary of mission strategy which provides

fascinating details about this period. These issues are very significant for the

present era of mission. To help you follow the story through the first 1 8 centuries

of mission strategy we pointed out a few themes—adaptation, "civilizing," con-

quest and development. Read Beaver's comments about the 1 9th Century, fo-

cusing on the following three themes:

• Contextualization. Because of a low view of the value of other cultures, the

idea of "civilizing" the different societies to Western ideals was assumed.

• Control. Models of "conquest" were dismissed, partly because the colonial

era had largely subjugated the unevangelized regions. Conquest was replaced

by the far more subtle issue of control.

*

• Transformation. Development efforts multiplied. Beaver uses the term of

"transformation."

A. Mission Structures. Operating mission structures was a new endeavor for Prot-

estants. Confusion about control of the mission operation from the sending church

structures dampened much of the early effectiveness. The issue of control from

the European homelands was so great that mission structures were dominated

by sending churches. William Carey's efforts were hindered by this confusion.

B. Mission Objectives. The general aim was individual conversions, church plant-

ing and social transformation.

• Christianization or Civilization? Local cultures were seen as primitive and

superstitious. The approach of changing their culture as an initial effort to

prepare the way for "Christianization" eventually gave way to the idea that

the gospel itself would have a transforming power upon the culture. Will-

iam Carey and the "SeramporeTrio" provided a valuable pattern in pio-

neering the idea of independent churches and emphasizing the power of

the gospel in transforming society.
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• Stations or Churches? The mission station approach pressed converts into

a social and economic dependency on missionaries. Carey had aimed at

an educated and independent leadership and laity gathered in churches.

Mission leaders Rufus Anderson and Henry Venn exerted great influence to

break up the mission station structures and assumptions. They proposed the

famous "three-self" formula to describe the independent churches that they

wanted their missionaries to aim for. Venn and Anderson may not have

been sufficiently influential enough in their day. Near the end of the 19th

Century there was another emergence of colonial paternalism. This led to a

hasty "evolution" of authority from the mission structures to the native

churches at the earlier part of the 20th Century.

• Transformation and Education. William Carey had gone further than most

of his counterparts would go in later generations in envisioning a highly '

educated leadership. Different views on transformation were related to dif-

ferent theological assumptions about the kingdom of God at the turn of the

century. Missionaries worked industriously to establish medical and educa-

tional systems.

C. Comity and Continuity. The practice of "comity" exemplifies the long heritage

of unity in mission efforts. Such recognition of diverse parts of the Church paved

the way for national and international missionary conferences which have con-

tinued to this day.

D. Transition to a New Age of Mission. Beaver mentions Roland Allen's ideas as a

radically different strategy. Compare his summary of this strategy to what Carey,

Venn, and Anderson had been pressing toward. Allen may have simply been

articulating a new level of simplicity of strategic intent that was devoid of colo-

nial infrastructure. Note how Beaver describes the churches which result from

Allen's theory as "spontaneously missionary." The very ne>ft paragraph men-

tions that several mission organizations were dissolved. Which dynamic was at

work? The surging onward of mission? Or the dissolution of mission structures?

This confusion is a telling example of two minds of Protestant mission at two

very significant transitional periods. We'll examine these transitions in greater

detail in Lesson 7. Beaver's assessment of a radical new strategy may actually

be a simplification of church and mission structures, and a hope for tremendous

transformation which was not dependent on Western colonial culture and power.

Beaver's final statement of the "central task of the Church" refers to the mission

calling of the Church in general. In Lesson 9 we'll identify an essential mission-

ary task which can be completed, which opens the way for every kind of flour-

ishing of the blessing of the kingdom of God.

Read Beaver, " The History of Mission Strategy," pp. 246d-252

3
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XI. The Fruit of the Movement: Transformation
The key idea throughout this lesson is the continuity of history. God has been

relentlessly unfolding His purposes throughout the generations and centuries.

Not all times are equal. There are periods of decline and apparent inactivity. But

God's mission purpose has never been fully dependent on human activity. We
identified the nature of mission history as a prolonged struggle, virtually a spiri-

tual war. We've seen how God has used different mechanisms and movements.

We presented God's purpose as that of fulfilling His promise to bless the na-

tions. Have the nations been blessed? Is God accomplishing His purpose? What

has been the outcome? According to a popular view, Christianity has been a

source of hindrance and damage to the best interests of societies all over the

world. This view is not correct. Although there have been many disappointing

and destructive things done in the name of Christ, the overall positive impact of

the person of Jesus Christ on the societies of the world has been incalculable.

A. The Ideal and Goal of the Kingdom. According to the famous historian Kenneth

Scott Latourette, the ideal and goal of the kingdom of God had vastly shaped

history subsequent to Jesus. He documented the increase of the World Christian

Movement in various bursts of increasing magnitude and frequency (see the

chart on p. 211 which displays the "resurgences" and the "recessions"). In

Latourette's view, the Christian movement entered its greatest expansion ever in

this century. The movement has exploded just as he thought that it might.

Latourette not only told the story of the ongoing movement of Christianity, he

also summed up the fruit of the movement.

Consider this quotation from his two-volume work entitled A History of

Christianity:

From individuals who have been inspired by Christ ant} from the Church has

issued movement after movement for attaining the Christian ideal. That ideal

has centered around the kingdom of God, an order in which God's will is done.

It sets infinite value upon the individual....Its goal for the individual cannot be

completely attained this side of the grave, but is so breathtaking that within

history only a beginning is possible. Nor can it be reached in isolation, but only

in community. In Christ's teaching, love for God, as the duty and privilege of

man, is inseparably joined with love for one's neighbor.

The ideal and the goal have determined the character of the movements which

have been the fruits of Christianity. Although men can use and often have used

knowledge and education to the seeming defeat of the ideal, across the centu-

ries Christianity has been the means of reducing more languages to writing than

have all other factors combined. It has created more schools, more theories of

education, and more systems than has any other one force. More than any other

power in history it has impelled men to fight suffering, whether that suffering

has come from disease, war, or natural disasters. It has built thousands of hospi-

tals, inspired the emergence of nursing and medical professions, and furthered

movements for public health and the relief and prevention of famine. Although

explorations and conquests which were in part its outgrowth led to the enslave-

ment of Africans for the plantations of the Americas, men and women whose

consciences were awakened by Christianity and whose wills it served brought

about the abolition of Negro slavery. Men and women similarly moved and

sustained, wrote into the laws of Spain and Portugal provisions to alleviate the

ruthless exploitation of the Indians of the New World. Wars have often been

waged in the name of Christianity. They have attained their most colossal di-

mensions through weapons and large scale organization initiated in

Christendom. Yet from no other source have there come as many and as strong

movements to eliminate or regulate war and to ease the suffering brought by

war. From its first centuries the Christian faith has caused many of its adherents

to be uneasy about war. It has led minorities to refuse to have any part it it. It has
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impelled others to seek to limit war by defining what, in their judgment, from

the Christian standpoint is a "just war." In the turbulent middle ages of Europe

it gave rise to the Truce of God and the Peace of God. In a later era it was the

main impulse in the formulation of international law. But for it the League of

Nations and the United Nations would not have been. By its name and symbol

the most extensive organization ever created for the relief of the suffering caused

by war, the Red Cross, bears witness to its Christian origin. The list might go on

indefinitely. It includes many other humanitarian projects and movements, ide-

als in government, the reform of prisons and the emergence of criminology, great

art and architecture, and outstanding literature. In geographic extent and po-

tency the results were never as marked as in the nineteenth and twentieth Cen-

turies.

Kenneth Scott Latourette. “A History of Christianity," (Peabody, MA: Prince Press,

1997) pp. 1470-1471

B. The History of Transformation. The fruit of changing society toward the peace

and justice of God's kingdom was not a matter of passive hopes. The missionary

movement has been an almost constant force for positive change. Paul Pierson

tells the story.

1. Monasticism. Look again at the tremendous heritage of the monastic move-

ment. The monastic movement, properly understood, has been salt and light

in God's hand throughout many centuries.

2. Forerunners. It makes sense that the Church has had such tremendous im-

pact on the nations when the core values of the gospel begin to bloom and

bear fruit in later centuries. The Puritan, Pietistic, Moravian and Wesleyan

movements each brought greater focus of biblical hope on the present day

for transformed personal and community Ijfe. It's not surprising that a vision

for evangelization went hand in hand with a vision for profound social trans-

formation.

3. A striking contrast of reality and false report. William Carey is recognized as

the father of modern mission. What is not often known is the phenomenal

breadth of his endeavors and the incredible changes that are still continuing

because of his work. In contrast is the stereotype of missionaries who ruin

cultures. Pierson mentions some of the truth of the falsely maligned mission-

aries to Hawaii.

4. A striking comparison. Not every place that Christianity has touched has

been transformed to the same degree. There are, of course, many factors

contributing to the different impact that the gospel has in different places.

One key factor is the vision and intentional labor of missionaries to include

bringing local leaders about in a transformation of life.

Read "A Striking Comparison" (p. 266b-266d) carefully to imagine the

dramatic differences in just one situation. On both sides of the river there

had been a minimal influence of Catholic church. What factors were part of

the difference between the different sides of the river? What does this

suggest about the need for integrated community development?
:
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5. The different routes toward fruit. Missionaries have labored in education, health

care, agriculture and ministries for oppressed people, particularly women and
slaves. Pierson does not so much provide a summary as a sampler. He is offer-

ing just a few very specific examples of a huge movement. The impact of the

Christian movement has been so pervasive that it may not be possible to ever
trace the entire impact. But it's safe to say that there has never been a greater

source of betterment of the human situation than the global Christian move-
ment in terms of education, health care and the status of women and slaves.

Read Pierson, "A History of Transformation," pp. 262-268 (all)

/
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Human history could be summarized using one dominant theme. Ralph Winter

finds the keynote theme in the Bible. He sees the theme of the kingdom of God
as the primary drama throughout "a single ten-epoch 4,000-year unfolding story."

A. Ten Epochs through 4,000 Years. Dividing history into ten 400-year periods is a

device to help us remember and follow the developing story. Even though fasci-

nating patterns and recurrent themes do emerge, Winter does not mean to im-

ply that history follows rigidly patterned 400-year cycles.

B. The Counterattack on Evil. In addition to the kingdom of God, another domi-
nant theme is God's war against evil. God intervenes in the suffering of people

under the domain and the devices of evil. History is God's invasion of the do-

main of Satan, undoing all of his works and freeing people to glorify His name.

It is a costly war. Again and again in God's redemptive story, His servants suffer

even as Christ suffered in the same struggle.

C. Redemption by Blessing. Winter's description of blessing is one of the best. He
distinguishes between the common Western idea of blessings (plural) as mate-

rial or social benefits, and the Hebrew idea of blessing (singular) as relational

realities which confer responsibility and obligation as well as privilege. Blessing

is a distinctively familial idea. By extending His blessing, God is establishing an

enormous family, an array of households of faith which together display His

Kingdom and His glory. This is the blessing that God's people were to become
as well as pass on to others.

D. Four Mechanisms of Mission. Not every epoch is marked by God's people faith-

fully launching out in cross-cultural mission. During much of history there seems

to be very little, if any, such obedience. Does this mean God's story slows down
and stops? Not at all! Winter points out that God manages to see that the bless-

ing continues to spread even when His people are unwilling to extend it. To see

this wonderful continuity throughout history we need to recognize four mecha-

nisms of mission. These concepts expand on the distinction of centripetal (com-

ing) and centrifugal (going) mission explored in Lesson 2. These four mecha-

nisms demonstrate how God presses His mission forward with or without the

full cooperation of His chosen people:

1. Voluntary Going

2. Involuntary Going (without initial missionary intent)

3. Voluntary Coming
4. Involuntary Coming (occasions of forced settlement among God's people)

Read Winter, 'The Kingdom Strikes Back," pp. 195-197d

9
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A 19th Century Mission Perspective
OUTLINE

Introduction: The caricature: Michener
The history: 8 perspectives on "the great century"

I. It was predominantly a Protestant century.

II. It was an age of astounding geographical and numerical
Christian expansion.

III. It was the age of the pioneers, the "heroic" age of missions.

IV. Its missionary motive was evangelistic.

V. Its theology was Biblical, direct, and clear--not 20th c.
fundamentalism, but the 19th c. theology of most mainline
churches

.

VI. Its characteristic structure for mission was the voluntary
society (sodality) , only evolving in part into the
denominational societies of today's mainline churches.

VII. It was inevitably associated with western colonialism, but. .

.

VIII. Its goal was the planting of indigenous, independent
churches- -not western culture or even western missions.
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Introduction: The Caricature

In some circles, the most devastating criticism one can

make of a missionary is to say, "He, or she, is still a 19th

century missionary. The phrase calls to mind all the old

caricatures and steriotypes about Christian missions- -the bad day

hs of colonialism and cultural aggression and the white man's

burden, long-nosed foreigners forcing hot, tight clothes on the

noble unclothed limbs of proud, free natives. That's the Margaret

Mead or James Michener stereotype, and it's wrong.

Remember Michener' s novel about Hawaii and the South

Pacific, about bigoted Connecticut Yankees forcing clothes on the

islanders. I am sure that some missionaries may well have done

just that, but just how wrong that picture is, my wife, Eileen,

discovered in the Honolulu Missions Library reading the original

letters of the old missionary pioneers.

Mrs. Richardson was on the second boatload of

missionaries to what was then called the Sandwich Islands, Hawaii.

This is how she descibed the arrival. They saw a swarm of canoes

put out from shore to greet the ship. They carried the chiefs and

some of the chif's wives. Mrs. Richards noted that the women

weren't wearing much in the way of clothes but she didn't make a

fuss about it. But when the women came on board they clustered

around the missionary women, admiring their dresses, fingering the

cloth. They were so fascinated that the missionary women decided

that since they had come to make friends with the islanders, it

might be nice to dig down in their trunks and find a frock for each

as a present. And the women, she wrote, were simply ecstatic. But

she added, "Perhaps we made a mistake. For the next two years all

the women wanted us to do was to sew frocks for them. And we only

had one sewing machine. And besides, that is not why we came.

So let me now try to separate caricature from history and

perhaps salvage some of the damaged reputation of those much

maligned 19th century pioneers.
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I . It was predominantly a Protestant Century

The "great century" began in 1792 1 with William Carey, a

very protestant Protestant. And in just that one century, after

two and a half centuries of neglect by the Protestant side

Christendom, they not only caught up with, but in most areas passed

their Catholic predecessors in world mission. By about the end of

the 19th century Protestants had as many missionaries spread out

around the world as the Catholics and almost as many converts. By

1911 there were 21,300 Protestant missionaries compared to 7,933

European priests and perhaps 13,000 Sisters; and they reported

6,837,000 Protestant church members, and 7,441,000 Catholics.

(Dennis, Fahs & Beach, World Atlas of Christian Missions , 1911, pp

.

83, 127f . ) . And Catholics had a 250 year head start.

How did William Carey start all that in 1792. He was

only 31 years old, a part-time shoemaker, part-time school teacher,

and week-end Baptist preacher who had flunked his ordination exams,

(and Baptist exams are not all that hard) . (W. B. Davis, Wm. Carey ,

(Moody, 1963), 14f.) His wife was illiterate. She had signed the

marriage license with an X. How could a simple man like that

become "the father of modern missions"?

Well, first he set himself to learn Latin, Greek, Hebrew,

French and Dutch. And while doing so he read the Bible, the

Voyages of Captain Cook, and the Journal of David Brainerd, a

missionary to the Indians in darkest New Jersy. That so fired his

imagination that he stitched a leather globe of the world next to

his cobbler's bench, and put an open Bible in front of it. That

was his missionary call--no vision, no voices--just a missionary

example, a globe of the world, and an open Bible.

That was the powerful combination that inspired him to

write a little book with long name-

-

An Enquiry into the Obligtions

1 But Protestnt missions did not begin in 1792 as some
Protestants seem to think, Carey's forerunners were the Dutch in

Indonesia in the early 1600s, and the Moravians in India in 1708.
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of Christians to Use Means for the Conversion of the Heathen . It

was his answer to Lutherans like Ursinus who had said, "Why a

mission to heathen "savages who have nothing human about them but

the shape of their bodies"? Or to his own hyper-CAlvinistic

Particular Baptists. When he proposed a debate on the subject of

missions to his fellow preachers, one older minister rebuked him,

"Young man. . . sit down. When God pleases to convert the heathen,

He'll do it without consulting you or me."

But Carey did not sit down. He stood up and preached,

and then he organized a missionary society, and then he went

himself as a missionary to India. All this he did in the space of

one year. May 1792 to April 1793. The book, the sermon, the

Society, and the sailing--all four are important.

The book marshalled together the facts, the statistics

and the reason for mission. He told Christians that although Jesus

had commanded his Church to take the gospel to all the world, and

disciple all nations, in fact less than one-fourth of the people of

the world had been reached, and that almost all of those who had

been reached were bottled up on one continent (Europe) , doing very

little to reach the other continents, Asia, Africa and--except for

the Catholics- -Latin America.

The sermon was one of the most important sermons ever

preached. Not bad for a man who had flunked his ordination exams.

It gave the " rousements " - - the emotional and spiritual motivation

for mission on a Biblical base (Isaiah 54:2) . It had just two

points, one on faith, and one on works- -an indispensable foundation

for any Christian mission. The first point was "Expect great

things from God" . The second was "Attempt great things for God"

.

But it was the organizing of a missionary society four

months later that put the muscle, the necessary structural fiber

int the mission- -and is generally considered to be the birth of the

modern missionary movement. But all of this was still on paper.

Only when, in the spring of the next year, Carey actually sailed

himself as a missionary instead of remaining to be the president of

the society, did it all come to life. He didn't even wait to begin
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his work. All the way, on board ship, he studied the Bengali
language and began to translate Genesis into Bengal. (Read J. C.

Marshman, The Life and Times of Carey, Marshman and Ward . London:
1859) . It was a great beginning of the "great century" of

Protestant missions, the 19th century. But not the beginning of

Protestant missions, which would take another lecture.

II. It was a century of astounding Christian expansion
When William Cary looked at his leather globe in 1792 and

gathered statistics for his book, a near as he could determine the

world had population of 730,000,000 people. A hundred years later,

1800, world population had doubled to more than 1,500,000,000. (D.

L. Leonard, Missionary Annals of the 19th Century . (Cleveland, 1899,

p. 258) .

But it was not so much the numbers that distressed him,

it was what he found out about the proportion of non-Christians to

Christians in the world: 3 to 1. He would have been gratified, I

am sure, had he known a hundred years later at the end of the

"great century", whereas world population had only doubled, the

number of Christians had nearly tripled, from 174m. to 459m. (2.7

times the number in 1792. (D. R. Barrett, "A . D . 2000.. in Int . Rev.

of Mission, Jan. 1970)

.

But Carey was concerned with more than numerical growth,

back there in 1792. He lamented the unfairness of the distribution
of the Christian faith in his day. Much as today we speak of the

selfish concentration of wealth and food and energy in the

developed nations, Carey's Christian conscience considered the

concentration of the imperishable treasure of the knowledge of God
in Jesus Christ hoaded in the that small sector of the west called

Christendom to be even more profoundly unjust. He reckoned that

Asia, for example, was "wholly heathen". ( Report of the Ecumenical

Conference. New York 1900 . p. 401) .

But by the end of the century, the Christian faith was no

longer bottled up in the West; it had gone global. And in a way,

the pioneers were no longer leading the way. Particularly in
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America it was college students, sparked by a great evangelist,

Dwight L. Moody, who had formed a Student Volunteer Movement, who

were standing in long lines, pushing the churches to get them to

the mission fields. They were the new generation, and their motto

was "The evangelization of the world in our generation." They

didn't quite make it. But in the next forty years as the Student

Volunteer Movement reached its height, it had recruited about

25,000 missionaries, and the church had grown more in less than a

century and a half since Carey than it had in all the preceding 18

centuries. (Hogg, Concise Diet. of Christian World Mission ;

Latourette. Expansion , 6:442). But their models were still the

pioneers

.

III. It was the heroic age of missions, the age of the pioneers .

There is a passage from Pearl Buck that comes to mind.

She was no friend of missions, but could not conceal her admiration

for her father, a missionary to China:

"The early missionaries were born warriors and very great men"
she wrote, "for in those days religion was still a banner
under which to fight. No weak or timid soul could sail to
foreign lands and defy death and danger unless he did carry
religion as his banner under which even death would be a
glorious end. To go forth, to cry out, to warn, to save
others, these were frightful urgencies upon the soul already
saved. There was a very madness of necessity, an agony of
salvation." (Pearl Buck, Fighting Angel )

.

In those 19th century days the missionary was a hero.

Today some have made him into an anti-hero, for the age of heroism

is past- -which is a shame in a way, but much healthier for the

missionary. Too much missionary literature of the 19th century

made too much of the missionary, particularly the foreign

missionary. (What was the criticism that I used to hear- -"It's the

foreign missionaries who have the halos and the furloughs, the home

missionaries are forgotten").

Yet there actually were heroes and heroines in those

days. You already know all about them- -or at least your fathers

and mothers did. Henry Martyn of Persia, and his dying words, "Let

me burn out for God" . Robert Morrison, the Protestant pioneer in
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China, in 1807. The ship's captain tried to discourage him. He

siad, "Do you really think you can make any impression on the great

Chinese Empire?", and Morrison's reply, "No, but God will." And

Livingstone, and Hudson Taylor, and Cchkalmers of New Guinea who

was killed and eaten by cannibals.

Perhaps at times the heroism is over-glamourized bujt the

hardships and sacrifices and martyrdoms is not exaggerated even by

the most romantic biographers. And the greater heroism, probably,

was that of the women, who by 1900 already outnumbered the men as

foreign missionaries. Spunky, red-haired Mary Slessor of Calibar,

in what is now southern Nigeria. She wanted to go to Africa, and

they laughed at her. "The church doesn't send out girls as

missionaries." She went anyway. On the field she wanted to go

inland. "Too dangerous," they said. She went anyway. As one of

her biographers put it, she simply moved ahead in her own

determined way "dragging a great church behind her." She came

determined to live like an African, and a poor African at that, but

the Africans called her "the white queen"; and she spoke African,

and they listened, and they loved her because she loved them.

(C. Christian and M. Plummer, God and One Red-Head: Mary Slessor ,

1979, pp. 144 f; and J. Buchan, The Expendable Mary Slessor , 1981.

pp. 26, 196)

.

There is no time for the remaining 5 characteristics of

19th c. mission on the outline: 4. Its missionary motive was

evangelistic; 5. Its theology was Biblical, direct and clear. 6.

Its characteristic structure for mission was the voluntary society

as in Hudson Taylor's great China Inland Mission- -only evolving in

part into the denominational missions of today's mainline churches.

7. It was inevitably associated with western colonialism; and 8.

Its goal was the planting of indigenous, independent churches- -not

western culture or even western missions.

But I want to close this session with a look at #7,

western colonialism. What about the bad side of missions? I've

been concentrating on the positive. But, as a Reformed theolgian

once said, "There is no theology without a demonology" . And a
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Biblical theology would agree. There is always Satan- -not only in

Judas, but even in Peter.

Weren't those 19th century missionaries narrow and

intolerant. Yes, sometimes. More often than I like to remember.

There is a narrowness in a missinary doctor who goes to Korea

saying, "Our only aim is to save men's souls. not come to Korea

not to heal men, but to save their souls." Had he forgotten that

one of the Great Commission's commands is "Go... make disciples and

heal"? But was he really as narrow as his words made him sound.

When that same doctor died a year and half after he reached Korea,

one one of the Koreans said, " Dr. Hall never spoke our language.

He wasn't here long enough to learn it. But he loved some of us

into the kingdom of God" . And that is not a memory of a narrow,

intolerant missionary.

But weren't those missionary heroes "condescending

paternalists? Weren't they racist? Well yes. More times than I

like to remember. But remember Livingstone's letters, how he wrote,

"I want my heart buried in Africa, with my only real friends, the

Africans. (Jack Beeching, An Open Path: Christian Missions 1555-

1914, London, 1979, p. 237 and passim)

.

The most persistent criticism, though is that they were

colonialists. Read Paul Varg, Missionaries, Chinese and Diplomats ,

(Princeton U. Press, 1979) , or what many liberation theologians

write about missions. And even Michener's Hawaii . We need to be

reminded that there is a bad side. But read also the original

letters which criticize the colonialists, and lined up on the side

of the angels to help the oppressed and condemn injustice.

But it is just as well not to be too defensive. It is

better to confess our faults than to praise our righteousness. Our

consciences will be clear only when our brothers and sisters in the

third world, the victims of 19th and 20th century colonialism, can

begin to see that there is a difference between the spread of the

gospel and the expansion of empire. Until then, it would be better

for the advocates of mission to ask more for forgiveness than for

thanks

.
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Introduction: The Caricature

In some circles, the most devastating criticism one can

make of a missionary is to say, "He, or she, is still a 19th

century missionary. The phrase calls to mind all the old

caricatures and steriotypes about Christian missions - -the bad day

hs of colonialism and cultural aggression and the white man's

burden, long-nosed foreigners forcing hot, tight clothes on the

noble unclothed limbs of proud, free natives. That's the Margaret

Mead or James Michener stereotype, and it's wrong.

Remember Michener' s novel about Hawaii and the South

Pacific, about bigoted Connecticut Yankees forcing clothes on the

islanders. I am sure that some missionaries may well have done

just that, but just how wrong that picture is, my wife, Eileen,

discovered in the Honolulu Missions Library reading the original

letters of the old missionary pioneers.

Mrs. Richardson was on the second boatload of

missionaries to what was then called the Sandwich Islands, Hawaii.

This is how she descibed the arrival. They saw a swarm of canoes

put out from shore to greet the ship. They carried the chiefs and

some of the chif's wives. Mrs. Richards noted that the women

weren't wearing much in the way of clothes but she didn't make a

fuss about it. But when the women came on board they clustered

around the missionary women, admiring their dresses, fingering the

cloth. They were so fascinated that the missionary women decided

that since they had come to make friends with the islanders, it

might be nice to dig down in their trunks and find a frock for each

as a present. And the women, she wrote, were simply ecstatic. But

she added, "Perhaps we made a mistake. For the next two years all

the women wanted us to do was to sew frocks for them. And we only

had one sewing machine. And besides, that is not why we came."

So let me now try to separate caricature from history and

perhaps salvage some of the damaged reputation of those much

maligned 19th century pioneers.
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I . it was predominantly a Protestant Century

The "great century" began in 1792 1 with William Carey, a

very protestant Protestant. And in just that one century, after

two and a half centuries of neglect by the Protestant side

Christendom, they not only caught up with, but in most areas passed

their Catholic predecessors in world mission. By about the end of

the 19th century Protestants had as many missionaries spread out

around the world as the Catholics and almost as many converts. By

1911 there were 21,300 Protestant missionaries compared to 7,933

European priests and perhaps 13,000 Sisters; and they reported

6,837,000 Protestant church members, and 7,441,000 Catholics.

(Dennis, Fahs & Beach, World Atlas of Christian Missions , 1911, pp

.

83, 127f . ) . And Catholics had a 250 year head start.

How did William Carey start all that in 1792. He was

only 31 years old, a part-time shoemaker, part-time school teacher,

and week-end Baptist preacher who had flunked his ordination exams,

(and Baptist exams are not all that hard) . (W. B. Davis, Wm. Carey,

(Moody, 1963), 14f.) His wife was illiterate. She had signed the

marriage license with an X. How could a simple man like that

become "the father of modern missions"?

Well, first he set himself to learn Latin, Greek, Hebrew,

French and Dutch. And while doing so he read the Bible, the

Voyages of Captain Cook, and the Journal of David Brainerd, a

missionary to the Indians in darkest New Jersy. That so fired his

imagination that he stitched a leather globe of the world next to

his cobbler's bench, and put an open Bible in front of it. That

was his missionary call--no vision, no voices--just a missionary

example, a globe of the world, and an open Bible.

That was the powerful combination that inspired him to

write a little book with long name-

-

An Enquiry into the Obligtions,

1 But Protestnt missions did not begin in 1792 as some

Protestants seem to think, Carey's forerunners were the Dutch in

Indonesia in the early 1600s, and the Moravians in India in 1708.
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of Christians to Use Means for the Conversion of the Heathen. It

was his answer to Lutherans like Ursinus who had said, "Why a

mission to heathen "savages who have nothing human about them but

the shape of their bodies"? Or to his own hyper-CAlvinistic

Particular Baptists. When he proposed a debate on the subject of

missions to his fellow preachers, one older minister rebuked him,

"Young man. . . sit down. When God pleases to convert the heathen,

He'll do it without consulting you or me."

But Carey did not sit down. He stood up and preached,

and then he organized a missionary society, and then he went

himself as a missionary to India. All this he did in the space of

one year, May 1792 to April 1793. The book, the sermon, the

Society, and the sailing- -all four are important.

The book marshalled together the facts, the statistics

and the reason for mission. He told Christians that although Jesus

had commanded his Church to take the gospel to all the world, and

disciple all nations, in fact less than one-fourth of the people of

the world had been reached, and that almost all of those who had

been reached were bottled up on one continent (Europe) , doing very

little to reach the other continents, Asia, Africa and- -except for

the Catholics- -Latin America.

The sermon was one of the most important sermons ever

preached. Not bad for a man who had flunked his ordination exams.

It gave the " rousements " - - the emotional and spiritual motivation

for mission on a Biblical base (Isaiah 54:2). It had just two

points, one on faith, and one on works- -an indispensable foundation

for any Christian mission. The first point was "Expect great

things from God" . The second was "Attempt great things for God"

.

But it was the organizing of a missionary society four

months later that put the muscle, the necessary structural fiber

int the mission- -and is generally considered to be the birth of the

modern missionary movement. But all of this was still on paper.

Only when, in the spring of the next year, Carey actually sailed

himself as a missionary instead of remaining to be the president of

the society, did it all come to life. He didn't even wait to begin
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his work. All the way, on board ship, he studied the Bengali

language and began to translate Genesis into Bengal. (Read J. C.

Marshman, The Life and Times of Carey, Marshman and Ward , London:

1859) . It was a great beginning of the "great century" of

Protestant missions, the 19th century. But not the beginning of

Protestant missions, which would take another lecture.

II. It was a century of astounding Christian expansion

When William Cary looked at his leather globe in 1792 and

gathered statistics for his book, a near as he could determine the

world had population of 730,000,000 people. A hundred years later,

1800, world population had doubled to more than 1,500,000,000. (D.

L. Leonard, Missionary Annals of the 19th Century , (Cleveland, 1899,

p. 258) .

But it was not so much the numbers that distressed him,

it was what he found out about the proportion of non-Christians to

Christians in the world: 3 to 1 . He would have been gratified, I

am sure, had he known a hundred years later at the end of the

"great century", whereas world population had only doubled, the

number of Christians had nearly tripled, from 174m. to 459m. (2.7

times the number in 1792. (D. R. Barrett, "A.D. 2000.. in Int . Rev.

of Mission, Jan. 1970)

.

But Carey was concerned with more than numerical growth,

back there in 1792. He lamented the unfairness of the distribution

of the Christian faith in his day. Much as today we speak of the

selfish concentration of wealth and food and energy in the

developed nations, Carey's Christian conscience considered the

concentration of the imperishable treasure of the knowledge of God

in Jesus Christ hoaded in the that small sector of the west called

Christendom to be even more profoundly unjust. He reckoned that

Asia, for example, was "wholly heathen". ( Report of the Ecumenical

Conference, New York 1900 , p. 401)

.

But by the end of the century, the Christian faith was no

longer bottled up in the West; it had gone global. And in a way,

the pioneers were no longer leading the way. Particularly in
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America it was college students, sparked by a great evangelist,

Dwight L. Moody, who had formed a Student Volunteer Movement, who

were standing in long lines, pushing the churches to get them to

the mission fields. They were the new generation, and their motto

was "The evangelization of the world in our generation." They

didn't quite make it. But in the next forty years as the Student

Volunteer Movement reached its height, it had recruited about

25,000 missionaries, and the church had grown more in less than a

century and a half since Carey than it had in all the preceding 18

centuries. (Hogg, Concise Diet. of Christian World Mission ;

Latourette. Expansion , 6:442)

.

But their models were still the

pioneers

.

III. It was the heroic age of missions, the age of the pioneers .

There is a passage from Pearl Buck that comes to mind.

She was no friend of missions, but could not conceal her admiration

for her father, a missionary to China:

"The early missionaries were born warriors and very great men"
she wrote, "for in those days religion was still a banner
under which to fight. No weak or timid soul could sail to
foreign lands and defy death and danger unless he did carry
religion as his banner under which even death would be a
glorious end. To go forth, to cry out, to warn, to save
others, these were frightful urgencies upon the soul already
saved. There was a very madness of necessity, an agony of
salvation." (Pearl Buck, Fighting Angel )

.

In those 19th century days the missionary was a hero.

Today some have made him into an anti-hero, for the age of heroism

is past- -which is a shame in a way, but much healthier for the

missionary. Too much missionary literature of the 19th century

made too much of the missionary, particularly the foreign

missionary. (What was the criticism that I used to hear- -"It's the

foreign missionaries who have the halos and the furloughs, the home

missionaries are forgotten").

Yet there actually were heroes and heroines in those

days. You already know all about them- -or at least your fathers

and mothers did. Henry Martyn of Persia, and his dying words, "Let

me burn out for God" . Robert Morrison, the Protestant pioneer in
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China, in 1807. The ship's captain tried to discourage him. He

siad, "Do you really think you can make any impression on the great

Chinese Empire?", and Morrison's reply, "No, but God will." And

Livingstone, and Hudson Taylor, and Cchkalmers of New Guinea who

was killed and eaten by cannibals.

Perhaps at times the heroism is over-glamourized bujt the

hardships and sacrifices and martyrdoms is not exaggerated even by

the most romantic biographers. And the greater heroism, probably,

was that of the women, who by 1900 already outnumbered the men as

foreign missionaries. Spunky, red-haired Mary Slessor of Calibar,

in what is now southern Nigeria. She wanted to go to Africa, and

they laughed at her. "The church doesn't send out girls as

missionaries." She went anyway. On the field she wanted to go

inland. "Too dangerous," they said. She went anyway. As one of

her biographers put it, she simply moved ahead in her own

determined way "dragging a great church behind her." She came

determined to live like an African, and a poor African at that, but

the Africans called her "the white queen"; and she spoke African,

and they listened, and they loved her because she loved them.

(C. Christian and M. Plummer, God and One Red-Head: Mary Slessor

,

1979, pp. 144 f ; and J. Buchan, The Expendable Mary Slessor , 1981.

pp. 26, 196)

.

There is no time for the remaining 5 characteristics of

19th c. mission on the outline: 4. Its missionary motive was

evangelistic; 5. Its theology was Biblical, direct and clear. 6.

Its characteristic structure for mission was the voluntary society

as in Hudson Taylor's great China Inland Mission- -only evolving in

part into the denominational missions of today's mainline churches.

7. It was inevitably associated with western colonialism; and 8.

Its goal was the planting of indigenous, independent churches- -not

western culture or even western missions.

But I want to close this session with a look at #7,

western colonialism. What about the bad side of missions? I've

been concentrating on the positive. But, as a Reformed theolgian

once said, "There is no theology without a demonology". And a
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Biblical theology would agree. There is always Satan- -not only in

Judas, but even in Peter.

Weren't those 19th century missionaries narrow and

intolerant. Yes, sometimes. More often than I like to remember.

There is a narrowness in a missinary doctor who goes to Korea

saying, "Our only aim is to save men's souls. not come to Korea

not to heal men, but to save their souls." Had he forgotten that

one of the Great Commission's commands is "Go... make disciples and

heal"? But was he really as narrow as his words made him sound.

When that same doctor died a year and half after he reached Korea,

one one of the Koreans said, " Dr. Hall never spoke our language.

He wasn't here long enough to learn it. But he loved some of us

into the kingdom of God" . And that is not a memory of a narrow,

intolerant missionary.

But weren't those missionary heroes "condescending

paternalists? Weren't they racist? Well yes. More times than I

like to remember. But remember Livingstone's letters, how he wrote,

"I want my heart buried in Africa, with my only real friends, the

Africans. (Jack Beeching, An Open Path: Christian Missions 1555-

1914 f London, 1979, p. 237 and passim) .

The most persistent criticism, though is that they were

colonialists. Read Paul Varg, Missionaries, Chinese and Diplomats ,

(Princeton U. Press, 1979), or what many liberation theologians

write about missions. And even Michener's Hawaii . We need to be

reminded that there is a bad side. But read also the original

letters which criticize the colonialists, and lined up on the side

of the angels to help the oppressed and condemn injustice.

But it is just as well not to be too defensive. It is

better to confess our faults than to praise our righteousness. Our

consciences will be clear only when our brothers and sisters in the

third world, the victims of 19th and 20th century colonialism, can

begin to see that there is a difference between the spread of the

gospel and the expansion of empire. Until then, it would be better

for the advocates of mission to ask more for forgiveness than for

thanks

.



STATISTICS .

a. " 1500 AD . 49 generations after Christ, world is 19%
Christians (92.6% of them white); 21% evangelized; with printed
scriptures available in 12 languages, out of 24 translated. (David
Barrett, Cosmos. Chaos and the GospelB: A Chronoloav.

.

(Birmingham, AL: New Hope, 1987) , 33/.
" 1600 AD . 53 generations after Christ, world is 18.9%

Christians (86% of them white); 23% evangelized; with printed
scriptures available in 36 languages. (Barrett, Cosmos . 35)

" 1700 AD . 56 generations after Christ. World is 22.3%
Christians (84.1% of them white). 25.2 % evangelized; with printed
Scriptures in available in 52 languages." (Barrett, 38).

" 1800 AD . 59 generations after Christ, world is 23.1%
Christians (86.5 % of them white); 27.2% evangelized; with printed
Scriptures available in 67 languages. (Barrett, 40)

.

" 1900 AD . 61 generations after Christ, world is 34.4%
Christians (81.1% of them white); 51.3% evangelized; with printed
Scriptures available in 537 languages. (Barrett, 47).
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Status of Global Mission, 2001, in Context of 20th and 21

Year: 1900 1970

WORLD POPULATION
1. Total population

2. Urban dwellers (urbanites)

3. Rural dwellers

4. Adult population (over age 15)

5. Literates

6. Nonliterates

WORLDWIDE EXPANSION OF CITIES
7. Metropolises (over 100,000 population)

8. Megacities (over 1 million population)

9. Urban poor

10. Urban slum dwellers

WORLD POPULATION BY RELIGION
11. Christians (total all kinds) (=World C)

12. Muslims
13. Nonreligious

14. Hindus
15. Buddhists
16. Atheists

17. New-religionists

18. Ethnoreligionists

19. Sikhs

20. Jews
21. Non-Christians (=Worlds A and B)

GLOBAL CHRISTIANITY
22. Total Christians as % of world (=World C)

23. Unaffiliated Christians

24. Affiliated church members
25. Crypto-Christians

26. Great Commission Christians

27. Church attenders

28. Evangelicals

29. Pentecostals/charismatics

30. Average Christian martyrs per year

MEMBERSHIP BY ECCLESIASTICAL MEGABLOC
31. Anglicans
32. Independents
33. Marginal Christians

34. Orthodox
35. Protestants

36. Roman Catholics

MEMBERSHIP BY CONTINENT
37. Africa

38. Asia (new U.N. definition)

39. Europe (new U.N. definition)

40. Latin America
41. Northern America
42. Oceania

CHRISTIAN ORGANIZATIONS
43. Service agencies

44. Foreign-mission sending agencies

45. Stand-alone global monoliths

CHRISTIAN WORKERS
46. Nationals (all denominations)

47. Aliens (foreign missionaries)

CHRISTIAN FINANCE (in U.S. $, per year)

48. Personal income of church members
49. Personal income of Pentecostals/ charismatics

50. Giving to Christian causes

51. Churches' income
52. Parachurch and institutional income

53. Ecclesiastical crime

54. Income of global foreign missions

55 Computers in Christian use (numbers)

CHRISTIAN LITERATURE
56. New commercial book titles per year

57. Christian periodicals

58. New books/articles on evangelization per year

SCRIPTURE DISTRIBUTION '(all sources)

59. Biblesper year
60. New Testaments per year

61. Scriptures, including gospels and selections, per year

CHRISTIAN BROADCASTING
62. Christian radio/TV stations

63. Total monthly listeners/ viewers

64 for Christian stations

65. for secular stations

1.619.626.000

232.695.000
1.386.931.000

1.074.058.000

296.258.000
777.800.000

300
20

100 million

20 million

558.132.000
199.941.000

3.024.000

203.003.000
127.077.000

226,000

5.910.000

117.558.000

2.962.000

12.292.000

1.061.494.000

34.5

36.489.000

521.643.000

3.571.000

77.931.000

469.303.000

71.726.000
981.000

35,600

30.571.000
7.931.000

928.000
115.844.000

103.024.000

266.548.000

8.756.000

20.759.000

368,210,000

60.027.000

59.570.000

4.322.000

1,500

600
35

1,050,000
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The Largest Protestant Denominations in the 3rd World

Seven (one sixth) ) of the largest Protestant
denominations (over 1 m. members) in the third world are
Pentecostal, 5 Independent/Indigenous; 4 Presbyterian, 4 United, 4

Anglican; 4 Baptist, 3 Lutheran, and 3 Methodist. By continents:
Asia 15, Africa 14, Latin America 5.

(Operation World 2000, adj
China House Church Movement -

Assemblies of God, Brazil
Anglican Church, Nigeria
3 -Self Church, China
Church of Christ, Congo/Zaire
Kimbanguist Church, Zaire
Anglican Church, Uganda (CMS)
Kale Heywet (Wd of Life) Ethiopia
Univ. Reign of Life Ch, Brazil
Congregatio Crista, Brazil
Church of South India, India -

Reformed Churches, S. Africa
God Is Love Ch., Brazil
Reformed Churches, Indonesia
Batak Church, Luth., Indonesia
Evang. Chs, W. Africa, Nigeria
South African Methodist
Hapdong Presbyterian, Korea -

Tonghap Presbyterian, Korea -

Anglican Church, South Africa

Manalista Ch. of Christ, Phil.
Council, Baptist Chs. NE India
Ch. of Jesus Christ, Madagascar
Reformed Churches, Indonesia -

Burma Baptist Conv' tion, Burma
Methodist Church, Nigeria
Brazil Baptist Convention
Christ Apostolic Ch., Nigeria
Pentecostal Church, Indonesia
Baptist Convention, Nigeria
Ev. Lutheran Chs, India (11) -

Ch of God Miss., Nigeria

Ev. Lutheran, Tanzania
Methodist Church, Korea
Jesus Assembly of God, Korea -

Church of North India, India -

Seventh Day Advent., Brazil
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000
22 . 000

.
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)
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)

2,100,000 (Pres/Ref)
2,000.000 (Pres/Ref)
2,000,000 (Angl .

)

1,700,000 ( Indep .

)

1, 630,000 (Bapt .

)

1,560,000 (United)
2,700,000 (Pres/Ref)
1,500,000 (Bapt .

)

1,500,000 (Meth.

)

1,400,000 (Bapt .

)

1,300,000 (Pent .

)

1,280,000 (Pent .

)

1,250,000 (Bapt .

)

1,200,000 (Luth.

)

1,200,000 (Pent .

)

1,150,000 (Luth.

)

1,000,000 (Meth.

)

1, 000,000 (Pent .

)

1,000,000 (United)
900,000 (7th Day)

(Cf. in West: Ev. German Ch 29m; Anglican 23m; US S Bapt 22m)



STATISTICS .

a. ” 1500 AD . 49 generations after Christ, world is 19%
Christians (92.6% of them white); 21% evangelized? with printed
scriptures available in 12 languages, out of 24 translated. (David
Barrett, Cosmos, Chaos and the Gospel#: A Chronology.. .

(Birmingham, AL: New Hope, 1987) , 33/.
11 1600 AD . 53 generations after Christ, world is 18.9%

Christians (86% of them white) ; 23% evangelized; with printed
scriptures available in 36 languages. (Barrett, Cosmos . 35)

11 1700 AD . 56 generations after Christ. World is 22.3%
Christians (84.1% of them white). 25.2 % evangelized; with printed
Scriptures in available in 52 languages." (Barrett, 38).

" 1800 AD . 59 generations after Christ, world is 23.1%
Christians (86.5 % of them white); 27.2% evangelized? with printed
Scriptures available in 67 languages. (Barrett, 40)

.

" 1900 AD . 61 generations after Christ, world is 34.4%
Christians (81.1% of them white); 51.3% evangelized? with printed
Scriptures available in 537 languages. (Barrett, 47)

.
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The Largest Protestant Denominations in the 3rd World

Eight (about one fifth) of the largest Protestant
denominations in the third world are Pentecostal,
Independent / Indigenous ; 5 Presbyterian, 4 United, 4 Anglican;
Baptist, 3 Lutheran, and 3 Methodist, and 1 Seventh Day Adventist.

By continents: Asia 15, Africa 14, Latin America 5.

China House Church Movement -

Assemblies of God, Brazil
Anglican Church, Nigeria
3 -Self Church, China
Church of Christ, Congo/Zaire
Kimbanguist Church, Zaire
Anglican Church, Uganda (CMS)

Kale Heywet (Wd of Life) Ethiopia
Univ. Reign of Life Ch, Brazil
Congregatio Crista, Brazil
Church of South India, India -

Reformed Churches, S. Africa
God Is Love Ch., Brazil
Reformed Churches, Indonesia
Batak Church, Luth., Indonesia
Evang. Chs, W. Africa, Nigeria
South African Methodist
Hapdong Presbyterian, Korea -

Tonghap Presbyterian, Korea -

Anglican Church, South Africa

Manalista Ch. of Christ, Phil.
Council, Baptist Chs. NE India
Ch. of Jesus Christ, Madagascar
Reformed Churches, Indonesia -

Burma Baptist Conv' tion, Burma
Methodist Church, Nigeria
Brazil Baptist Convention
Christ Apostolic Ch., Nigeria
Pentecostal Church, Indonesia
Baptist Convention, Nigeria
Ev. Lutheran Chs, India (11) -

Ch of God Miss., Nigeria

Ev. Lutheran, Tanzania
Methodist Church, Korea
Jesus Assembly of God, Korea -

Church of North India, India -

Seventh Day Advent., Brazil
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The Largest Protestant Denominations in the 3rd World

Seven (one sixth) ) of the largest Protestant
denominations (over 1 m. members) in the third world are
Pentecostal, 5 Independent/ Indigenous ; 4 Presbyterian, 4 United, 4
Anglican; 4 Baptist, 3 Lutheran, and 3 Methodist. By continents:
Asia 15, Africa 14, Latin America 5.

(Operation World 2000, adj
China House Church Movement -

Assemblies of God, Brazil
Anglican Church, Nigeria
3 -Self Church, China
Church of Christ, Congo/Zaire
Kimbanguist Church, Zaire
Anglican Church, Uganda (CMS)
Kale Heywet (Wd of Life) Ethiopia
Univ. Reign of Life Ch, Brazil
Congregatio Crista, Brazil
Church of South India, India -

Reformed Churches, S. Africa
God Is Love Ch., Brazil
Reformed Churches, Indonesia
Batak Church, Luth., Indonesia
Evang. Chs, W. Africa, Nigeria
South African Methodist
Hapdong Presbyterian, Korea -

Tonghap Presbyterian, Korea -

Anglican Church, South Africa

Manalista Ch. of Christ, Phil.
Council, Baptist Chs. NE India
Ch. of Jesus Christ, Madagascar
Reformed Churches, Indonesia -

Burma Baptist Conv' tion, Burma
Methodist Church, Nigeria
Brazil Baptist Convention
Christ Apostolic Ch., Nigeria
Pentecostal Church, Indonesia
Baptist Convention, Nigeria
Ev. Lutheran Chs, India (11) -

Ch of God Miss., Nigeria

Ev. Lutheran, Tanzania
Methodist Church, Korea
Jesus Assembly of God, Korea -

Church of North India, India -

Seventh Day Advent., Brazil
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1,000,000 (United)
900,000 (7th Day)

[Cf. in West: Ev. German Ch 29m; Anglican 23m; US S Bapt 22m)
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The Largest Protestant Denominations in the 3rd World

Eight (about one fifth) of the largest Protestant
denominations in the third world are Pentecostal,
Independent / Indigenous ; 5 Presbyterian, 4 United, 4 Anglican;
Baptist, 3 Lutheran, and 3 Methodist, and 1 Seventh Day Adventist.
By continents: Asia 15, Africa 14, Latin America 5.

(Operation World 2000, adj .

)

[ China House Church Movement -

1. Assemblies of God, Brazil
2. Anglican Church, Nigeria
3. 3-Self Church, China
4. Church of Christ, Congo/Zaire
5. Kimbanguist Church, Zaire
6. Anglican Church, Uganda (CMS)
7. Kale Heywet (Wd of Life) Ethiopia
8. Univ. Reign of Life Ch, Brazil

10. Congregatio Crista, Brazil
11. Church of South India, India -

12. Reformed Churches, S. Africa
13. God Is Love Ch., Brazil
14. Reformed Churches, Indonesia
15. Batak Church, Luth. , Indonesia
16. Evang. Chs, W. Africa, Nigeria
17. South African Methodist
18. Hapdong Presbyterian, Korea -

19. Tonghap Presbyterian, Korea -

20. Anglican Church, South Africa

21. Manalista Ch. of Christ, Phil.
22. Council, Baptist Chs. NE India
23. Ch. of Jesus Christ, Madagascar
24. Reformed Churches, Indonesia -

25. Burma Baptist Conv'tion, Burma
26. Methodist Church, Nigeria
27. Brazil Baptist Convention
28. Christ Apostolic Ch., Nigeria
29. Pentecostal Church, Indonesia
30. Baptist Convention, Nigeria
31. Ev. Lutheran Chs, India (11) -

32. Ch of God Miss., Nigeria

33. Ev. Lutheran, Tanzania
34. Methodist Church, Korea
35. Jesus Assembly of God, Korea -

35. Church of North India, India -

36. Seventh Day Advent., Brazil
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The Largest Protestant Denominations in the 3rd World

Eight (about one fifth) of the largest Protestant
denominations in the third world are Pentecostal,
Independent/ Indigenous ; 5 Presbyterian, 4 United, 4 Anglican;
Baptist, 3 Lutheran, and 3 Methodist, and 1 Seventh Day Adventist.
By continents: Asia 15, Africa 14, Latin America 5.

China House Church Movement -

Assemblies of God, Brazil
Anglican Church, Nigeria
3 -Self Church, China
Church of Christ, Congo/Zaire
Kimbanguist Church, Zaire
Anglican Church, Uganda (CMS)
Kale Heywet (Wd of Life) Ethiopia
Univ. Reign of Life Ch, Brazil
Congregatio Crista, Brazil
Church of South India, India -

Reformed Churches, S. Africa
God Is Love Ch., Brazil
Reformed Churches, Indonesia
Batak Church, Luth., Indonesia
Evang. Chs, W. Africa, Nigeria
South African Methodist
Hapdong Presbyterian, Korea -

Tonghap Presbyterian, Korea -

Anglican Church, South Africa

Manalista Ch. of Christ, Phil.
Council, Baptist Chs. NE India
Ch. of Jesus Christ, Madagascar
Reformed Churches, Indonesia -

Burma Baptist Conv'tion, Burma
Methodist Church, Nigeria
Brazil Baptist Convention
Christ Apostolic Ch., Nigeria
Pentecostal Church, Indonesia
Baptist Convention, Nigeria
Ev. Lutheran Chs, India (11) -

Ch of God Miss., Nigeria

Ev. Lutheran, Tanzania
Methodist Church, Korea
Jesus Assembly of God, Korea -

Church of North India, India -

Seventh Day Advent., Brazil
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[Cf. in West: Ev. German Ch 29m; Anglican 23m; US S Bapt 22m)



Population

ASIA STATISTICS
(from World Christian Encyclopedia, 2000)

1900 2000

956,196,000 (100%) 3,696,958,087 (100%)

Christians 21,897,500 (2.3%) 312,849,400 (8.5 %)
!

[ Roman Cath. 11,162,800 (1.2%) 110,480,000 (3.0)

Protestant2 4,531,500 (0.5%) 209,428,700 (21.8%)
Orthodox 6,864,200 (0.7%) 14,113,500 (0.4%) ]

Non-Christian

Muslim

Hindu

Non-rel.

[Christian

China flk

Buddhist

156,139,600 (16.3%)

202.546.700 (21.2%)

47,000

21 ,897,500 ( 2 .3%
379.914.700 (39.7%)

126,618,500 (13.2%)
Anim/Shaman 50,564,000 ( 5.3%)

832.878.900 (22.5%)

805.119.900 (21.8%)

608,594,400 (16.5%)

312 ,849,400 ( 8 .5%) ]

383.407.700 (10.4%)

354.354.700 ( 9.6%)

128,295,500 ( 3.5%)

1 This figure includes Marginals, and double-membership

2 Protestant figures include Independents and Anglicans

3 World Christian Encyclopedia, v.l, p. 13.



ASIA STATISTICS
(From World Christian Encyclopedia

, 2000)

Population

1900

956,196,000 (100%)

2000

3,696,958,087 (100%)

Christians 21,897,500 (2.3%) 3 12,849,400 ( 8.5%)i
Roman Catholic 11,162,800 (1.2%) 1 10,480,000 ( 3.0%)
Protestant 2 4,531,500 (0.5%) 209,428,700 (21.8%)
Orthodox 6,864,200 (0.7%) 14,1 13,500 ( 0.4%)

World Religions

Muslim 156,139,600 (16.3%) 832,878,900 (22.5%)
Hindu 202,546,700 (21.2%) 805,119,900 (21.8%)
Non-rel. 47,000 608,594,400 (16.5%)
Christian 21,897,500 ( 2.3%) 31 2,849,400 ( 8.5%)
China Folk 379,914,700 (39.7%) 383,407,700 (10.4%)
Buddhist 126,618,500 (13.2%) 354,354,700 ( 9.6%)
Animist/Shamanist 50,564,000 ( 5.3%) 128,295,500 ( 3.5%)3

1 This figure includes Marginals, and double-memberships.

2 . Protestant figures include Independents and Anglicans.

3. World Christian Encyclopedia, v.l, p.13



ASIA STATISTICS
(From World Christian Encyclopedia

,
2000)

1900

Population 956,196,000 (100%)

Christians 21,897,500 (2.3%)

Roman Catholic 1 1,162,800 (1.2%)
Protestant 2 4,531,500 (0.5%)

Orthodox 6,864,200 (0.7%)

World Religions

Muslim 156,139,600 (16.3%)

Hindu 202,546,700 (21.2%)

Non-rel. 47,000

Christian 21,897,500 ( 2.3%)

China Folk 379,914,700 (39.7%)

Buddhist 126,618,500 (13.2%)

Animist/Shamanist 50,564,000 ( 5.3%)

i. This figure includes Marginals, and double-memberships.

2 Protestant figures include Independents and Anglicans.

3. World Christian Encyclopedia, v. 1 ,
p. 1

3

2000

3,696,958,087 (100%)

3

12,849,400

( 8.5%)i

1 10,480,000 ( 3.0%)
209,428,700

(21.8%)
14,1 13,500 ( 0.4%)

832.878.900 (22.5%)
805.119.900 (21.8%)

608.594.400 (16.5%)
3 12.849.400 ( 8.5%)
383.407.700 (10.4%)

354.354.700 ( 9.6%)
128,295,500 ( 3.5%)3



ASIA STATISTICS
(From World Christian Encyclopedia

, 2000)

1900 2000

Population 956,196,000 (100%) 3,696,958,087 (100%)

Christians 21,897,500 (2.3%) 3 12,849,400 ( 8.5%)i
Roman Catholic 11,162,800 (1.2%) 1 10,480,000 ( 3.0%)
Protestant 2 4,531,500 (0.5%) 209,428,700 (21.8%)
Orthodox 6,864,200 (0.7%) 14,1 13,500 ( 0.4%)

World Religions

Muslim 156,139,600 (16.3%) 832,878,900 (22.5%)
Hindu 202,546,700 (21.2%) 805,1 19,900 (21.8%)
Non-rel. 47,000 608,594,400 (16.5%)
Christian 21,897,500 ( 2.3%) 3 12,849,400 ( 8.5%)
China Folk 379,914,700 (39.7%) 383,407,700 (10.4%)
Buddhist 126,618,500 (13.2%) 354,354,700 ( 9.6%)
Animist/Shamanist 50,564,000 ( 5.3%) 128,295,500 ( 3.5%)3

1 This figure includes Marginals, and double-memberships.

2 Protestant figures include Independents and Anglicans.
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l This figure includes Marginals, and double-memberships.

2 . Protestant figures include Independents and Anglicans.
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Moffett. 20c-miss

The Largest Protestant Denominations in the 3rd World

Eight (about one fifth) of the largest Protestant
denominations in the third world are Pentecostal,
Independent/ Indigenous ; 5 Presbyterian, 4 United, 4 Anglican;
Baptist, 3 Lutheran, and 3 Methodist, and 1 Seventh Day Adventist.
By continents: Asia 15, Africa 14, Latin America 5.

(Operation World 2000, adj
China House Church Movement -

Assemblies of God, Brazil
Anglican Church, Nigeria
3 -Self Church, China
Church of Christ, Congo/Zaire
Kimbanguist Church, Zaire
Anglican Church, Uganda (CMS)
Kale Heywet (Wd of Life) Ethiopia
Univ. Reign of Life Ch, Brazil
Congregatio Crista, Brazil
Church of South India, India -

Reformed Churches, S. Africa
God Is Love Ch., Brazil
Reformed Churches, Indonesia
Batak Church, Luth. , Indonesia
Evang. Chs, W. Africa, Nigeria
South African Methodist
Hapdong Presbyterian, Korea -

Tonghap Presbyterian, Korea -

Anglican Church, South Africa

Manalista Ch. of Christ, Phil.
Council, Baptist Chs. NE India
Ch. of Jesus Christ, Madagascar
Reformed Churches, Indonesia -

Burma Baptist Conv'tion, Burma
Methodist Church, Nigeria
Brazil Baptist Convention
Christ Apostolic Ch., Nigeria
Pentecostal Church, Indonesia
Baptist Convention, Nigeria
Ev. Lutheran Chs, India (11) -

Ch of God Miss., Nigeria

Ev. Lutheran, Tanzania
Methodist Church, Korea
Jesus Assembly of God, Korea -

Church of North India, India -

Seventh Day Advent., Brazil

35.000.

000
22 . 000

.

000
17,500,000
17,000,000.

( Indep]
(Pent .

)

(Angl .

)

(United)
9,200,000 (United)
7,500,000 (Indep .

)

7,400,000 (Angl .

)

4,600.000 (Ind., SIM)
4,000,000 (Pent .

)

3,000,000 (Pent .

)

3,000,000 (Angl .

)

2,800,000 (Pres/Ref .

)

2,700,000 (Pent .

)

2,700,000 (Pres/Ref .

)

2,500,000 (Luth.

)

2,500,000 (Indep .

)

2,500,000 (Meth.

)

2,100,000 (Pres/Ref)
2,000.000 (Pres/Ref)
2,000,000 (Angl .

)

1,700,000 (Indep .

)

1,630,000 (Bapt.

)

1,560,000 (United)
2,700,000 (Pres/Ref)
1,500,000 (Bapt .

)

1,500,000 (Meth .

)

1,400,000 (Bapt .

)

1,300,000 (Pent .

)

1,280,000 (Pent .

)

1,250,000 (Bapt.

)

1,200,000 (Luth.

)

1,200,000 (Pent .

)

1, 150,000 (Luth .

)

1, 000,000 (Meth.

)

1,000,000 (Pent .

)

1,000,000 (United)
900,000 (7th Day)

[Cf . in West: Ev . German Ch 29m; Anglican 23m; US S Bapt 22m)
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LESSON SIX—EXPANSION OF THE MOVEMENT 49

MECHANISMS OLD TESTAMENT NEW TESTAMENT EARLY CHURCH TO 1 800 1 MODERN MISSIONARY ERA 1

Voluntary

Go
Centrifugal

(Expansive)

• Abraham to Canaan

• Minor Prophets preach

to other nations near

Israel

• Pharisees sent out "over

land and sea"

• Jesus in Samaria

• Peter to Cornelius

• Raul and Barnabas

on their missionary

journeys

• Witness of other

Christians in Babylon,

Rome, Cyprus, etc.

• St. Ffctrick to Ireland

• Celtic peregrin i to

England and Europe

• Friars to China, India,

Japan, America

• Moravians to America

• William Carey and

other missionaries

of the 1 st Era

• Hudson Taylor and the

2nd Era missionaries

• Third Era to present

Involuntary

Go
Centrifugal

(Expansive)

• Joesph, sold into slavery

in Egypt, witnesses to

Pharaoh

• Naomi witnesses to

Ruth because of famine

• Jonah—the reluctant

missionary

• Hebrew girl is taken off

to Naaman’s home

• Captive Hebrews in

Babylon witness to

captors

• Persecution of

Christians forces them

out of Holy Land all

over Roman empire and

beyond

• Ulifas sold as slave to

the Goths

• Exiled Arian bishops go

to Gothic areas

• Christians captured by

Vikings win them

• Christian soldiers sent

by Rome to England,

Spain, etc.

• Pilgrims and Puritans

forced to the Americas

and discover their

mission to the Indians

• WWII Christian soldiers

sent around the globe

return to start 1 50 new '

mission agencies

• Ugandan Christians flee

to other parts of Africa

• Korean Christians flee to

less-Christian South,

later sent to Saudi

Arabia and Iran, etc.

to work

Voluntary

Come
Centripetal

(Attractive)

• Naaman the Syrian

came to Elisha

• Queen of Sheba came

to Solomon's court

• Ruth chose to go to

Judah from Moab

• Greeks who sought out

Jesus

• Cornelius sends for

Peter

• Man of Macedonia calls

to Raul

• Goths invade Christian

Rome, learn more of the

Christian faith

• Vikings invade Christian

Europe, are won to the

faith eventually through

that contact

• The influx of

international visitors,

students and

businessmen into the

Christian West

Involuntary

Come
Centripetal

(Attractive)

• Gentiles settled in Israel

by Cyrus the Great

(2 Ki 1 7)

• Roman military

occupation and

infiltration of

"Galilee of the Gentiles"

• Slaves brought from

Africa to America

• Refugees from

Communism

• Boat people, Cubans

forced out, etc.

Therefore I tell you that the

kingdom ofGod will he taken

awayfrom you and given to a

people who will produce its

fruit.

—Matt 21:43

II. The Second Half of the Story

Winter summarizes many of the events and themes of the last 2,000 years. As

you read the following selection, take note of the names of the five most recent

epochs on the timeline.

A. Advance Both Cultural and Geographic: Winter characterizes the advance of

the gospel as an "invasion" of specific "cultural basins." A cultural basin is a

large system of people groups, languages, cultures and political systems. Some-

times the advance of the gospel and the blessing of the gospel flow to, and

then through, a specific cluster of peoples over many centuries, as with the

Celtic peoples. In other cases the advance of the gospel can be described

better by the geographic extent of Christianity's growing edge. Watch for both

cultural and geographic expansion of the Christian movement.

In light of what Winter says about the mission of Jesus, read Matthew 21:43.

What does he mean that the Kingdom, or the mission of the Kingdom, will

be given to someone else? How is God slowing or advancing His mission?
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